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YDS vows to continue campaign 
Williams makes decision 
to keep Sodexho Marriott 
BY JOE GERAGHTY 
Staff Writer 
---------
The Young Democratic Social-
isL~ promise to continue their push 
to remove Sodexho Marriott from 
campus 
despite 
President 
Peggy R. 
Williams' 
decision 
not to cancel the college's contract 
with the food service provider. 
The decision came Monday as 
the final aspect of a six-point 
agreement signed by Williams and 
six students who staged a 34-hour 
sit-in in the Office of Admission in 
December. 
"It was a difficult decision in 
which I had to keep the best inter-
ests of the college in the forefront," 
she said. 
ing the prison owners and the legis-
lators who make the laws that fill the 
prisons, she said. 
The college would have had to 
spend money to hire a new food ser-
vice provider in time for next year 
and-outfit the dining halls to suit that 
new provider's needs, she said. If 
a new company had been hired, all 
current Sodexho Marriott employ-
ees would have had to reapply with 
the new company and would not be 
guaranteed their positions. 
Williams said she consulted 
with the board of trustees and vice 
presidents before making her deci-
sion. She said the board realized 
it was a decision that should ulti-
mately be left up to her, but they of-
fered their thoughts and opinions 
during their February meeting. 
Members of YDS believe that 
Williams ignored their position. 
A number of considerations 
went into her decision, Williams said. 
The most effective way to fight pri-
vate prisons is by directly address-
"I felt very confident that we had 
made our point perfectly clear," said 
junior Mark Frank, YDS c_o-chair. 
See PROTESTERS, page 4 
JOE PASTERIS/THE ITHACAN 
PRESIDENT PEGGY R.-WILLIAMS speaks with campus media Monday morning in Park 220 announcing 
the college's decision to continue its five-year contract with food service provider Sodexho Marriott. 
Weapons confiscated Senior Class announces 
Six students charged for possession of guns commencement speaker 
BY ELLEN R. STAPLETON 
Assistant News Editor 
In the last month, Santana High School 
in California witnessed the worst school 
shooting since Columbine and an Elmira, 
N.Y., high school found 18 bombs in its 
building. Amidst chis recent rash of school 
violence, Ithaca College has had its own gun 
problem. -
Since mid-February, ~ampus Safety has 
ALEX MORRISON/T-HE ITHACAN 
SPRING-LOADED PELLET PISTOLS, 
which resemble guns carrJed by Campus 
Safety officers, lie In an evidence bag. 
judicially referred six Bogart Hall residents 
for allegedly playing with spring-loaded pel-
let pistols on college property. Three of the 
students have also been charged with crim-
inal possession of a weapon and issued ap-
pearance tickets for the Town of Ithaca Court. 
Court Clerk Betty Poole said freshmen 
Joshua Cooperstein and Carmine DeCres-
cente pleaded not guilty at an arraignment 
Monday for a violation on possession of 
weapons on school grounds. The students will 
appear with lawyers before Judge Clarence 
Larkin on April 23. 
The name of third student, who was crim-
inally charged Monday, was not available. 
Norm Wall, associate director of Campus 
Safety, said the students were seen with the pel-
let guns, which were originally ordered from 
an Internet site for use as film props. The 
weapons are exact replicas of real guns in-
cluding those carried by Campus Safety offi-
cers, except for an orange tip at the end of the 
barrel. 
Under the Ithaca College Student Con-
duct Code and New York state penal law, 
it is illegal to possess or use firearms, am-
munition, fireworks or other dangerous sub-
stances or weapons on college property. 
State law specifically prohibits air guns and 
spring guns. 
College policy requires students who wish 
to have hunting rifles or paint ball guns while 
at school to store them with Campus Safe-
ty, Wall said. Students can sign out the 
weapons for recreational use off campus, but 
anything other than a pocket knife is illegal 
See PISTOLS, page 4 
BY KELLI B. GRANT 
Staff Writer 
Senior class cabinet members have selected 
journalist and author Gail Sheehy as their 200 I 
graduation speaker. 
Shcehy's journalistic resume include 
positions at the Rochester Democrat and Chron-
icle, New York magazine 
and Vanity Fair, and the 
New York Herald Tri-
bune. 
She is well-known 
for her profiles of polit-
ical figures, including 
Al Gore, George W. 
Bush, Bill and Hillary 
Clinton, Mikhail Gor-
bachev and Saddam 
Hussein. SHEEHY 
As an author, Shec-
hy 's most famous work is "Passages: Pre-
dictable Crises of Adult Life." It enjoyed a more 
than three-year run on The New York Times 
bestseller hst and has been translated into 28 
languages. 
But Sheehy's career has not been wllh-
out criticism. In 1977, UCLA psychiatrist 
Roger Gould, an expert consulted for "Pas-
sages," sued Sheehy for plagian!>m. Gould 
received $10,000 and 10 percent of the 
book's royalties as an out-of-court settle-
ment, according to Contemporary Author~ 
Online. 
Senior Class President Meg Booze said se-
nior class officers were aware of Shcehv'::. al-
legedly plagianst1c past when they cho~c her 
"We feel her ability to give a really good 
and appropriate commencement speech over-
shadows that," she said. "She has proved her-
self m so many other ways as a good Journal-
ist and'a gcxxl writer, and we are proud to have 
her as our speaker." 
Assistant Professor Barbara Adams. writ-
ing, said Sheehy's methods and relationships 
with sources have been discussed by the µcc~~ 
before. 
"The charge of plagiarism m a person in-
vited as a graduation speaker 1s a real con-
cern, particularly when the person has come 
to the point of a law~u1t," Adam, said. ..How-
ever, the kind ofJoumahsm she does requires 
a very complex system of sources, and th1~ 
is not an easy case to judge." 
Despite the lawsuit, Sheehy's overall 
success with "Passages" prompted a contin-
uation of the senes with "Silent Passage," 
"New Passages" and "Understanding 
Men\ Passages." 
In each of her books. Sheehy break~ down 
adult life into four stage~ She claim~ adult-
hood can only be completed when a person 
~ucccssfully break~ through all four ~tagcs. 
Booze said the graduation speaker 1s cho-
sen by searching through long list~ ot ~peak-
crs and tindmg someone who has a glx>d mes-
~age, 1~ available and 1s w1thm the budget set 
by the Commencement Committee. 
That doesn't mean the committee auto-
matically looks for celebnt1es, said Semor ChL\~ 
Vice President Lauren Acker 
.. We look for someone mtel11!!cnt. who 
can speak abou1 thmgs that arc 1m~portant to ' 
a graduatmg cla~~." ~he ~aid 
~------------ ---·-· -·· --- --- -----· - --·- -·- -- -·- -- • - -- J 
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JOHN P. SNOW/SUAF 
UNITED STATES ARMY and Air Force Honor Guards carry the flag-draped remains of_coalition military personnel, 
killed in a March 12 tr~ining exercise in Kuwait from a C-17 Globemaster, at Ramsein Air Base in Germany March 15. 
Navy bomb kills six military personnel 
A U.S. Navy F-18 carrier jet practicing a ground-support 
mission accidentally bombed friendly troops during a training 
exercise in Kuwait Monday, killing five American soldiers as 
well as a New Zealand officer observing the operation. 
At least a dozen other soldiers were wounded, three Amer-
icans seriously, in the training exercise in the Udairi prac-
tice range, a desert region 20 miles south of the Iraq border 
and about 45 miles north of Kuwait City. The Pentagon said 
the F-18 Hornet was operating off the aircraft carrier USS 
Harry Truman and dropped a 500-pound bomb on the troops 
during a close air-support strike, missing its assigned target. 
It was dark at the time of the accident, according to reports. 
Explosive bombs and live ammunition were being used 
in the training exercise, which involved coalition forces from 
the U.S., New Zealand and Kuwait. 
"It was a terrible, tragic accident," said U.S. Army Cen-
tral Command spokesman Lt. Col. Joe Lamarca. 
It was not immediately known whether the 500-pound 
bomb in question was a precision-guidance or "smart" GB U-
12 bomb or a free-fall, general purpose MK-82 "dumb" bomb. 
The Air Force and Navy have both in their arsenals. 
Lamarca said a full investigation into the cause of the ac-
cidental bombing has begun. 
The Kuwait training exercise was one of a senes that are 
held quarterly in the area. 
Flawed track suspected in Amtrak crash 
Federal accident investigators began to examine hundreds 
of fragment<; of damaged railroad track Sunday to determine 
why an Amtrak train that left Chicago Saturday afternoon de-
railed in Iowa, killing one passenger and inJurmg 96 others. 
T.he engineer told investigators that he "felt the train drag-
ging and tugging," and he applied the emergency brakes just 
before it derailed, said Ted Turpin, investigator-in-charge for 
the National Transportation Safety Board. 
A 3,000-foot section of track was ripped from the grav-
el rail bed where 11 of the coaches in the I 5°car California 
Zephyr jumped off the tracks into a soggy ditch near a farm 
town 70 miles southwest of Des Moines. 
[nvestigators said they are focusing on a possible defect in 
the rails because the accident happened on a flat ~traightaway 
where the likelihood of a derailment is dramatically reduced. 
Adding to the mystery, the stretch of track has passed so-
ph1st1cated ultrasound inspections each month to check for 
possible cracks or flaws m the rail, as well as visual inspections 
three times a week in accordance with federal requirements, 
Turpm said. 
A total of 196 pas,engers and 15 Amtrak employees were 
aboard the train. Mo,t of the in_Juries were minor. 
The ,mgle fatality wa, 1dcntdicd a~ Stella Ru~hl, 69. of 
Colorado Spring,. Colo. 
Japanese Prime Minister could depart 
Pnrnc Mirmtcr Yoslmo Mori, who 1, often vilified a, a 
,ymhol ot Japan\ pork barrd pllltt1c, ,md ccll11om1c mer-
t1.1. ha~ md1catcd to party cider, th.it he would 1c~1gn. po,-
·,1hl) next month. 
The five rnarn powcrhrokcr, of tht· rulmg L1lit:ral Dcmoc-
ratrc Party ( LDP) d1,clo,cd Mon\ 111tt:nt1on'.-. alrno~t a year af-
ter tht: ,amc 1'rnd of 1;!fllllP cho~c Mori a, pnrnc r1111w,tcr 
With Mari's popularity rating down to single digits and 
Japan's stock market at its lowest in 15 years, the LDP elders 
announced a face-saving formula that will allow the prime min-
ister to bow out by announcing early elections for the party's 
presidency, which had been scheduled for September. 
The formula will also permit Mori to go ahead with a vis-
it to Washington on March 19 to meet President Bush. He 
would then travel to Irkutsk in Siberia to meet Russian Pres-
ident Vladimir Putin on March 25 in a summit that Mori had 
hoped would lead to the elusive peace treaty Russia and Japan 
never signed after World War II. 
Ever since he became the country's leader, Mori has tried 
to win abroad the success that eluded him at home. 
LDP Secretary General Makoto Koga said the prime min-
ister had told the party elders, "I myself, as party president, 
must search my soul over the various scandals and the peo-
ple's loss of confidence in ou·r party." 
The statement fell short of giving a resignation date. 
ACLU: Reparations ad sparks debate 
Cliff Montiero could be expected to be furious about an 
advertisement in the Brown Daily Herald that denounced the 
idea of reparations to descendants of slaves. 
He is a descendant of slaves and the president of the Prov-
idence chapter of the National Association for the Advancement 
of Colored People, which is pushing the reparations movement. 
But when Montiero heard that Brown University activists 
said they had taken thousand!, of copies of the Daily Her-
ald to protest the advertisement last week, he said he's glad 
that conservative commentator David Horowitz wrote the ad-
vertisement - because of the discussion it's sparked. 
Horowitz wrote a IO-point column as an advertisement 
about why he thinks reparations for blacks are a bad idea. 
The advertisement, sent to 47 college newspapers but pub-
lished in only nine, including the Daily Herald, has ignited 
furious debates. At some colleges, protesters have confiscated 
newspapers, stonned into newsrooms and demanded apolo-
gies from the student editors for running the advertisement. 
On his Web site, Horowitz is keep mg track of the outcry and 
is soliciting donations to get his message out. 
Montiero said he hopes the protests will bring more peo-
ple into the reparations cause. He wants the students to Join 
the NAACP and the Urban League and use their anger to 
address national issues. 
Trend shows more women in colleges 
Sharon Tebben can remember a time when there weren't 
many women on college campuses. 
She was one of on:y a few women chemistry maJor~ m 
CORRECTIONS 
Ellen Bonaguro was named associate dean of the 
School of Humanities and Sciences for a three-year 
term with a three-year renewal contract. Her new ti-
tle was incorrect rn the March 8 issue. 
It 1s The fthacan's policy to co[rcct all errors of fact. 
Please contact Assistant News Editor Ellen R. 
Stapleton at 274-3207 
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a class of mostly men in the late !960s at Iowa State Uni-
versity in Ames, Iowa. "I ver~ mu_ch felt unusual m t)1ose 
classes," said Tebben, now dean ot Northern State Univer-
sity's School of Education. _ 
Today, women are making up greater percentage~ of 
students at colleges and universllies around the Unrted 
States. 
Accordrng to U.S. Census Bureau figures, more young 
women are completrng high school and college. compared 
to their male counterparts. The figures are part of a Current 
Population Survey, an annual survey taken each ~pring and 
not part of Census 2000. Overall, women make up about 51 
percent of the population, or 140 million. There are about 
136 million men. 
The Census Bureau e~timates that 89 percent of young 
women, age~ 25 to 29 have completed high school. Eighty-
seven per:ent of men that age have a high school diploma. 
At the college level, 30 percent of young women have 
degrees, while 28 percent of young men do. 
Since 1979, women have represented the majonty of col-
lege students. Nationwide, about 56 percent of those enrolled 
in college are women. 
Nationally, women were awarded 57 percent of master's 
degrees, 44 percent of law degrees and 41 percent of med-
ical degrees in 1997. the most recent year cited by census 
officials. But despite narrowing the education gap, women 
are still making less than men. 
Bristol-Myers cuts price of AIDS drug 
Bristol-Myers Squibb announced Wednesday that it will 
sell AIDS medicines for less than $1 a day to countnes in 
Afnca. making it the la_test company to enter mto an esca-
lating global drug price rivalry. 
With sub-Saharan Afnca devastated by AIDS, pharma-
ceutical companies are under growing moral. political and 
economic pressure to help relieve the suffering of millions 
of diseased and impoverished people there. The drug com-
panies recently have begun to respond, but their efforts re-
main controversial. 
Critics say they are public relations gestures inadequate 
to the need. 
Bristol-Myers said it would price the AIDS drug Zerit at 
15 cents per day and the drug Videx at 85 cents per day. The 
price cuts, which are effective immediately, come in addi-
tion to a 90 percent price reduction on these drugs that Bris-
tol-Myers offered to developing countries last May. 
The company also announced that it would make the patent 
rights available for the drug Zerit in South Africa, allowing gener-
ic drug companies there to produce it. Bristol-Myers holds no 
other patent rights for AIDS drugs in other African countries. 
Energy crisis threatens United States 
Energy Secretary Spencer Abraham said Monday the coun-
try is facing the most serious energy shortages since the 1970s. 
Without a solution, he said, the energy crisis will threaten 
prosper.ity and national security and change the way Amer-
icans live. 
Abraham, in a speech hours before a special energy task 
force was to make recommendations to President Bush, said 
California's power problems are neither isolated nor temporary 
and could spread to other parts of the country, including the 
Northeast. 
Abraham said the demand for energy is rising particularly 
for natuml ga~ and electricity. The Energy Department also raised 
concern of possible gasoline price spikes this summer. 
The department said both crude-oil inventories and gaso-
line stocks arc 6 percent to 7 percent lower that what they 
traditionally have been this time of year. 
Source: TMS Campus and The Associated Pres!> 
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N1frtefs Studies abroad expand to Japan 
BY KELLI B. GRANT 
Mathematician to explore 
"Shape of Space" today 
A former Ithaca College pro-
fessor who devotes himself to re-
searching "The Shape of Space" 
will present a lecture on the topic 
tonight at 7:30 in Textor 101. 
Jeffrey Weeks is currently col-
laborating with cosmologists on re-
search to test the shape of the universe 
by using data that will be received in 
the next two years from NASA's Mi-
crowave Anisotropy Probe. 
Weeks will use computer 
games and interactive three-di-
mensional graphics to show the au-
dience how space may be infinite, 
yet be boundrilcss. The presentation 
will also include an explanation of 
the "big bang" theory and how the 
radiation remaining from it may re-
veal the true shape of the uni verse. 
Candidates for Registrar 
prepare to visit campus 
The college is welcoming three 
candidates. in upcoming weeks 
who are seeking to fill the position 
of Registrar following the retire-
ment of current· Registrar John 
Stanton in May. 
Surabela Fabian will lead the list 
of candidates visiting Ithaca Friday 
at 3:30 p.m. in the North Meeting 
Room in the Campus Center. 
Staff Writer 
The Office of International Programs is offer-
ing a new way for student~ to get as far away from 
Ithaca as possible via a new 
partnership with a leading Japanese university. 
The college has finalized plans to enter into an 
exchange program with the University of 
Tsukuba to provide students the chance to immerse 
themselves in Japanese culture for less tuition than 
a full year at Ithaca College. 
The University of Tsukuba, located 35 miles 
northeast of Tokyo, is one of the five major 
universities in the country. 
'Tsukuba was developed as a new center for 
education and creativity out5ide of Tokyo, hke 
Silicon Valley," said Adrian Sherman, director of 
international programs. "There are leading indus-
tries and technologies there. It is a very high-pow-
ered university, [and] they have several Nobel 
laureates on the faculty. We are talking about a very 
good school." 
Sherman said the program allows interested stu-
dents to cam credits for degree requirements in 
areas such as business, commerce and Japanese 
history and culture. 
In addition, Sherman said language courses are 
not required and there arc enough courses in 
English to easily fill a course load. 
Freshman Christopher Liu said he was very 
interested in studying abroad in Japan. Liu, who 
grew up in Singapore, said he has visited Japan 
twice for school trips and would be interested in 
a prolonged stay. 
"I really enjoyed Japanese culture," he said. 
'The people are very easy to get along with, it's 
a very interesting place. I plan on applying to study 
there·sometime in my four years here." 
Sherman is hoping financial incentives will 
COURTESY OF THE UNIVERSITY OF TSUKUBA 
STUDENTS WILL SOON have the option of studying abroad at the University of Tsukuba in 
Japan. One of the top five universities, it is located 35 miles northeast of Tokyo. 
encourage students to explore the option of 
spending part of their undergraduate years in a 
country thousands of miles away. 
Two scholarships arc available through the 
Association of International Education m Japan. 
Each scholarship includes airfare to Japan, a $700 
per month academic scholarship, and a $200 
settling-in allowance. 
The scholarship requires a minimum stay in 
Japan of six months, amounting to two trimesters 
of the Japanese academic calendar. Because the pro-
gram is slightly more than a semester abroad, 11 is 
recommended that students spend an entire year 
in Japan, Sherman said. 
"It cuts a little bit mto one summer, but the 
advantage is that you are m the Onent and you have 
all those opportunities to travel," he said. 
Rachel Gould, assistant director for ~tudy 
abroad, said applications can be found on the 
Office of International Programs Web site 
(www.ithaca.edu/oip). Because the program 1s new, 
there are currently no strict deadlines for next 
semester's applications, she said. 
An informational meeting about the new pro-
gram will be held today at 12: IO p.m. in Friends 
202. Fabian will be followed on 
Tuesday by candidate Chris 
Knauer, who will meet with com-
munity members Tuesday also in 
the North Meeting Room. 
Fred Hample will be the final 
candidate to visit campus at 3:30 
p.m. on April 6 in Textor 103. 
College prepares for fourth service event 
The Office of Enrollment Plan-
ning will provide information 
packets about each candidate and 
a copy of each candidate's resume. 
Lecture to cover history 
of American Indian tribe 
A Tutela Indian and lecturer at 
the State University of New York 
College at New Paltz will speak at 
the college on the history of his 
tribe Friday at 4 p.m. in Textor 101. 
Heriberto Dixon has re-
searched the history of his tribe for 
years and plans to share his find-
ings as part of his lecture. 
Dixon also plans to invite oth-
ers to visit a former Tutelo village 
site on Saturday. The Tutela orig-
inated in the southern United 
States and later migrated to central 
New York, establishing a settlement 
in the Ithaca area on the east side 
of Cayuga Inlet. 
The talk is free and open to the 
public. For more information, call 
274-3326. 
106 VIC joins effort 
to help Ithaca area 
BY BROOKE BENNETT 
Staff Writer 
Don't be surprised to see Itha-
ca College students picking up trash 
along Hudson Street or Route 96B 
Saturday - they'll be doing it by 
choice. 
The Community Cleanup is part 
of the college's fourth annual Cele-
bration of Service set to take place 
this weekend. The celebration, 
which began as part of President 
Peggy R. Williams' inauguration 
ceremonies in 1998, encourages 
students to contribute to the greater 
Ithaca community by volunteering. 
The cleanup provides an op-
portunity for people to get involved 
m the community, said Deborah 
Mohlenhoff, recently appointed 
coordinator of community serive 
and leadership development. 
"It is designed to be a learning 
experience, and we're also design-
ing it to be very fun," she said. 
GARRETT SMITH/THE ITHACAN 
PR~SIDENT PEGGY R. WILLIAMS and senior Diane Nocerino partici-
pate in the Day of Service last year at South Hill Elementary. 
Vans providing transportation 
from the front of Phillips Hall to the 
sites around Ithaca will allow stu-
dents to work in one-hour shifts from 
10 a.m. to 2 p.m., Mohlenhoff said. 
She said she expects about JOO 
campus community members to 
particpate, and hopes that the par-
ticipants are not only students. 
"I hope faculty and staff ... J0m 
in as well," she said. 
Donation bins collecting food, 
books and clothing are located in 
the Egbert Hall lobby, the first 
floor of Muller Faculty Center, 
Emerson Hall lounge, the Terrace 
Dining Hall and the Towers Con-
course. 
The food collection, sponsored 
by Staff Council, will go to the 
Tompkins County Food Distribu-
tion Network, which services 13 
area food pantries. 
The books, collected by Faculty 
Council, will be used as part of the 
Books in Prison Project at the 
MacCormick Secure Center, a 
correctional facility m Tompkm~ 
County for young men ages 13 to 20 
The Student Government Assoo-
ation is also collecting clothing to be 
donated to both the Samaritan 
Center and the Salvation Anny. 
Ithaca College radio ~!at1on .,, 
106-YIC 1~ pitching m with 1t~ 16th 
annual 50-Hour Marathon 
DJs Matt LeBlanc and Jo~eph 
Angelella. both Juniors, will stay 
on-the-air continually beginning 
tomorrow at 4 p.m. until Sunday at 
6 p.m. The marathon will broadca~t 
on both VIC and its sister station. 
WICB at 91.7 FM. 
VIC Statwn Manager sopho-
more Alan De!!ch said the '>talion 
hopes to rai,e $3,000 All proceed~ 
will benefit the Ithaca Brea~t Can-
cer Alliance 
Arne r i c a ' s Le a d e r i n S t u d e n' t T r a v e L · · 
SUBVIVOB .AUST'RAllA PART'Y! 
Come join Council Travel and Contiki 
Holidays and learn more about Traveling 
Down Under. We will be watching Survivor 
Australia from 8pm.-9pm. 
After the show, stick around and talk to our trav-
el experts from Council Travel and Contiki 
tours about Travel Down Underl 
When: 29th of March. 
We start at 7:30pm. 
Where: Royal Palm Tavern, 
~ 209 Dryden Rd, 
~ 11r1llSrf90o! 
GBUr lfff1111Al10N A&GUr TIAVEt TO AUST1AUA 
206-B Dryden Rel. 
· 277-0373 
co u n c i l tr ave L . com_ 
Do your homework on 
Collegetowno 
Check out Collegetown 
ond you'll find nothing 
else stacks up to 312 
College Avenue. We've 
odded intelligent feotures 
like euro-style kitchens 
STUDIO 
1 / 2 / 3 
BEDROOM 
APARTMENTS 
College/·.\·~;.-. 
with full-size opplionces, 
free unlimited internet 
access, a fitness center ond 
goroge porkrng, oil designed 
to enhance your living ond 
leorn1ng while at colkg<: 
www. 312collegeave. co~'. 
v,s,t our site or cafl 
our leasing office at 
41 O College Avenue 
607-273-9777 
Intelligent Design. Smart Living. 
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Dining employees 
wary of job security 
SERPENT SCULPTING 
BY ROBERT B. BLUEY 
Senzor Writer 
President Peggy R. Williams' decision to 
keep Sodexho Marriott has not deterred food 
service workers from pursuing a union. 
Although workers will not lose their Jobs, 
which may have happened if the contract was 
terminated. labor is~ues remain a sticking point. 
Interviews with workers confirmed that the 
movement to unionize was sttll a possibili-
ty. The Hotel Employees & Restaurant Em-
ployees lnternauonal Union has remained 
active in discussions with workers, said 
Theresa Hammer, president and state orga-
nizer of Local 471. 
Hammer said Sodexho Marriott has in-
creased its efforts to silence union support-
ers by sending corporate representatives to 
campus in the last month. 
Gene Wescott, director of dmmg services 
at the college, said v1s1ts from company of-
ficials were routine and in no way triggered 
by the union effort. 
In the meantime, food service workers, who 
would only speak on the condition of 
anonymity, said they continue to face problems. 
"It's really the older workers who are 
pushmg for a union," said one employee. 
Another worker added, "Sodexho Maniott 
goes after the people who have been here a 
long time. It's their way of cuttmg costs." 
A recurring concern has been the decline 
m help. parti~ularly from student workers, 
smce the semester began. 
"A lot of student workers were laid off at 
the end of last semester, and that's made 
everyone's Job more hectic at times," a work-
er said. "One day we have students helping, 
Protesters launch 
renewed attempts 
to fight company 
Continued from page 1 
"However, I wasn't puttmg anything past 
the college." 
Frank said the fight against Sodexho 
1s not over yet. YDS has planned a rally 
today at noon at the Free Speech Rock to 
protest the administration's decision. 
"It will be a chance for people to ex-
press their extreme anger at the college's 
flagrant disregard for democracy," he said. 
"Thi~ campaign will not end until our de-
mands are met." 
Wtlhams announced her dec1s1on to 
members of YDS early on Monday. 
At that meetmg students requested that 
she reconsider her decision by Apnl 4, an 
International Day of Action for those op-
posed to private prisons. 
"While I appreciate that the YDS stu-
dents may not agree with this decision, I 
would hope that they would respect 1t -
just as I and others respect their differ-
ing opinion," Williams said. 
Frank said YDS will use the time be-
tween now and April 4 to renew the cam-
patgn against Sodexho Marriott and try to 
show Williams that studenL~ really are op-
posed to the food service provider. 
Kevin Pranis, director of the Pnson 
Moratorium Project, which is leading the 
national fight against Sodexho Marriott 
said April 4 will be an important day in 
the campaign, both at Ithaca College and 
on a national level. 
"That will be a maJor day of action," 
he said. "We expect actions on maybe 25 
campuses across the country and in Eu-
rope,Clearly, this campaign is getting big-
ger." 
Williams said she understands that 
members ofYDS are disappointed by her 
dec1s1on, but she hopes the college can 
move past this issue. 
"What we have to hope we learned 
with this 1s how to have a constructive di-
alogue on an issue where people have 
very different opinions." she said. 
and 1t won't be too bad, but when they're not 
here, it is tough." 
Wescott said no student workers were laid 
off. He said dining services lost many stu-
dents after Winter Break, leaving vacancies. 
Wescott said he did not know how many 
vacancies existed and he could not provide 
data about the number of student workers in 
the fall semester compared with the spring. 
The Office of Financial Aid was unable to 
determine those figures by press time. 
Some workers said that while the college's 
decision meant Sodexho Maniott would con-
tinue to act as their employer, it was a relief 
not having to worry about job insecurity. 
In a statement accompanying the decision, 
Williams said terminating Sodexho Maniott's 
contract would disrupt workers' lives. 
"Facing the prospect of possible job loss 
or transition to a new employer, with different 
managers and a new pay and benefits struc-
ture, undoubtedly would create a state of un-
certainty and heightened anxiety for work-
ers," she wrote. 
Hammer said the decision does not resolve 
the labor problems workers are experiencing. 
"What choice does this leave the work-
er? They either go along with the current 
situation or they find a new job," she said. 
"The workers are going to unionize some day. 
We're not going away; we'll get them some 
rights." 
Wescott reacted differently, praising 
Williams' approach toward workers. 
"It's evident that she gave the decision 
some serious thought and took into consid-
eration the disruption on the staff," he said. 
Wescott said all food service workers were 
provided with a copy of the decision. 
SARAH SCHULTE/THE ITHACAN 
SOPHOMORE DEVIN FAY puts the finishing touches on a snow sculpture that 
he and sophomore Dave Parillo constructed on the Terrace Quad March 8. 
Pistols threaten safety of both officers and on-campus residents 
Continued from page 1 position," Wall said. soft as a real gun, and safety glasses must be An anonymous call from a concerned worn at all times by anyone in the area where 
on campus, he added. parent led Campus Safety to recover a gun airsoft guns are used." 
"We have ihis heightened awareness from a sixth resident Monday. Cooperstein said he considers the guns. 
across the country of violence in school, f and] That student was also given an appear- which are plastic and shoot plastic pellets, to 
i n our opinion this goes beyond a college ance ticket for Town of Ithaca Court. be "fake." 
prank," Wall said. "Students have to under- The pellets fired from the guns travel at a Cooperstein and DeCrescente declined fur-
s tand this is not the time and place." speed of 120 feet per second and have a flat ther comment. 
The first incident occurred Feb. 15, when trajectory of20 feet. The guns are often used Tormey said she was not aware of any 
Campus Safety confiscated two guns and ju- in police training because they are so simi- time the students pointed or shot the guns 
dicially referred three residents. At that time, Iar, Wall said. at people who were not friends, although 
officers spoke to other residents and._______________________ they allegedly shot at a friend in 
i nformed them of the weapon star- the shower. 
age policy. Several students volun- ' ' The officers go up and "Some residents have said it is 
tarily submitted their guns to no big deal, but from what I under-
Campus Safety for storage, Wall When they Come into the ha/I- stand about the guns, they can at least 
said. h cause welts," Tormey said. "I think 
Then March 8, DeCrescente way, they see a student Wit the biggest danger is that they look 
and Cooperstein signed the guns one Of these guns, with a gun exactly like Campus Safety guns. 
out from Campus Safety, he said. When Campus Safety is doing 
Later that day, a resident ass is- Up in the Shooting position. '' rounds in the building, and they come 
tant found gun pellets in the hall- around the corner and see these kids 
way, said Tina Tormey, residence -NORM WALL running up and down the hall with 
director for Landon, Bogart, Associate Director of Campus Safety these guns in their hands, they're not 
Lyon and Clarke halls. goingtoknowifthey'rerealorfakc." 
When Campus Safety investigated Wall provided The Ithacan with several Campus Safety is currently holding five guns 
March 9, they allegedly found Cooperstein warnings from the Web site where the guns as evidence and continuing the investigation. 
and DeCrescente in a Bogart Hall corridor were purchased, including "mistaken identifi- "I had a concern about the safety and wet-
with the guns. cation of an airsoft gun may result in the ac- fare of our officers, and also about the safe-
"The officers go up and when they come cidental death of the user, the airsoft gun must ty of the students," Wall said. "Everyone ·s 
into the hallway, they see a student with one never be taken to an area in which a police of- awareness level right now is so high with 
of these guns, with a gun up in the shooting fleer or another person may interpret the air- everything that has been going on." 
Symposium to showcase academics 
For the fifth year, students and faculty will 
show off their collaborative research and cre-
ative projects on Monday at the James J. 
Whalen Academic Symposium. 
The event will feature more than 70 
presentations by students and their faculty 
sponsors from all five of the college's 
schools, including readings of senior and hon-
ors thesis projects, independent research and 
original creative work in music, theater, film 
as well as two- and three-dimensional art. 
The symposium will begin in Emerson 
Suites at 9 a.m. and continue in Clark Lounge, 
Klingenstein Lounge and room 112 of the 
Center for Natural Sciences. 
Garry Brodhead, associate provost and 
dean of graduate studies, said the symposium 
enhances the academic culture at the college 
and spotlights some of the best work that stu-
dents produce. 
"The Academic Symposium is a forum 
much like that of a professional conference," 
he said. "Original work is presented and 
discussed, providing students with the 
opportunity to prepare and give a public pre-
sentation for their academic peers and 
friends." 
The complete presentation schedule can be 
viewed at www.ithaca.edu/whalensympo-
sium. 
... --------------------------- ..... ------------·-------
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Artist to examine comix_,!Author to discus§: 
BYWENDIDOWST ' 0 t J! 0 tL b d 
Staff Writer I ill e:r 1all JlJl on . § 
The Distinguished Speaker in 
the Humanities Series visits cam-
pus early next week. 
Art Spiegelman, a cartoonist, 
author and chain smoker, who is 
most noted for receiving the 
Pulitzer Prize in 1992 for his 
Holocaust comic book narrative ti-
tled "Maus: A Survivor's Tale," will 
talk about the evolution of comics 
and the value of the medium in his 
speech "Com ix l O I: A Tour of the 
Evolution of Comics," Tuesday at 
7:30 p.m. in Emerson Suites. 
He is the second Distinguished 
Speaker in the Humanities series. 
Spiegelman, also the founder of 
the avant-garde graphics and 
comic magazine "Raw," is currently 
a contributing editor for the "New 
Yorker." His two "Maus" vol-
umes, published in 1986 and 
1991, combine historical narrative 
of his father's experience as a Pol-
ish Jew who survived Auschwitz 
with comic book illustrations. He 
chose to depict Nazis as cats and the 
Jews as mice. 
Spiegelman 's work has been dis-
played in many museums around 
the world, including the Museum of 
Modern Art in New York. 
"Comics echo the way the 
brain works," Spiegelman has 
said of his work. "People think in 
iconographic images, not in holo-
grams, and people think in bursts 
of language, not in paragraphs." 
Spiegelman was born in Stock-
holm, Sweden in 1948 and raised 
in Queens. 
He taught history and aesthetics 
of comics at the School for Visual 
Arts in New York from 1979 to 
COURTESY OF THE OFFICE OF PUBLIC INFORMATION 
PULITZER PRIZE WINNING CARTOONIST and author Art 
Spiegelman will discuss the history and evolution of comics. 
1986. Joseph Moncure March. 
He has also published to chi!- Spiegelman is currently working 
dren 's book entitled, "Open Me on the story and sets for a new opera 
... I'm a Dog," as well as the ii- entitled "Drawn to Death: A Three 
lustration accompaniment to the Panel Opera" with composer 
1928 book, "The Wild Party," by Phillip Johnston. 
THE NEW MAJOR IN HEALTH POLICY STUDIES 
I 
BY WENDI DOWST 
Staff Writer __________ _ 
Author Alan Herger, the un-
dergraduate director of Holo-
caust and Judaic ~tud1e~ at flon-
da Atlantic Umver~1ty, will delive1 
the first speech m the Jcw1~h Stud-
ies Lecture Series at the college 
Monday in Emer~on Suite~ at 
7:30 p.m .. 
H1:, speech, ''Mixed S1gnab 
and M1s~ed Opportu111ties· 
Catholic/Jewish Relation~ After 
the Holocaust" will focu.~ on 
Catholic and Jew1:,h relation:, 
following the Holocaust 
The speech will focu~ on 
communication between the 
Cathohc and Jewish commu111t1es 
and whether a positive dialogue 
amongst the two 1~ pm~1ble. 
Berger said 
"Relat10ns between two great 
faith traditions - Catholicism 
and Judaism - continue to be 
strained in the aftermath of the 
Holocaust," he said. 
Professor Elaine Leeder, soc1-
ology, and Assistant Profe5sor 
Barbara Johnson, anthropology, 
helped set up Berger's speech as 
part of the developing Jewish 
Studies program at the college, 
which currently offers courses and 
events dealing with Jewish his-
tory, culture and religion. 
Johnson said she plans to 
move the program toward ap-
proval as a minor during the next 
academic year. 
Leeder said it is important to 
under,tand what happened dunng 
the l--lolocau~I to help ~,udent~ un-
der~tand cUirent 1~~ue~ IIl--e 1 
genocide 
"!Berger! 1, ouhtand1ng. \oft-
:,poken and bnll1ant." ~he ~aid 
"He\ been livmg and \tudymg the 
J!olocaw,t for JO year~. ~o he\ a 
walkmg encyclopedia." 
Berger ha~ publI~hed eight 
books on the I lolocaust and 
twice :,crvcd a~ chairman of the 
annual Scholar~· Conference on 
the Church Struggle and the ' 
Holocaust 
"l--le'5 teaching u~ to help 
people think about pu:,t-Holo-
camt and how 11 1, relevant to-
day," Leeder ~aid. "Genocide 
contrnues to happen on a regu-
lar bas1~ throughout the world. 
We need to learn from what hap- 1 
pened and not turn our face~ 
away. V..'e need to have :,omc-
body call U5 to com,c1ou~nes~ 
about genocide " 
Berger's two-day visit will in-
clude speaking to three cla~~e:, a~ 
well as meetings with faculty and 
administrators. 
He said he plans to teach stu-
dents about Jewish history and 
help them consider their connec-
tions to it, said Aron Gutman, act-
ing Jewish Chaplain. 
"The goal 1s to create a 
greater understanding of Jewish 
history and the place of Jews and 
our culture in the world," he said. 
"We need to form a better sense 
of relations in both religious and 
ethnic groups in the world." 
IS PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE THE INAUGURAL SPEAKER 
FOR 
THE HEALTH, POLICY, 
& 
CULTURE LECTURE SERIES 
t1ew BA and BS Degrees 
In 
GERONTOLOGY 
. PROFESSOR OF MEDICINE AND AUTHOR OF 
MY OWN COUNTRY AND THE TENNIS PARTNER 
ABRAHAM VERGHESE 
"The Making of Meaning in a Medical Life" 
APRIL 4, 2001 
7:30 P.M. 
TEXTOR 102 
-ALSO ON APRIL 4, 2001-
9:30-11 :00 a.m. MASTER CLASS "From Page to Screen: 
Representing the Medical Life" 
2:00-3:30 p.m. MASTER CLASS "Medicine and the Humani-
ties: Really Caring in a High-Tech Medical World" 
NOTE: In order to attend Master Classes, a reservation 
must be made in advance. Please contact Cathy Howe in 
Smiddy 333 by 3/28/01. 
- ON APRIL 3, 2001 -
THERE WILL BE A PUBLIC SCREENING OF THE MOVIE 
MY OWN COUNTRY 
(based on the Verghese book) 
5:30 P.M. TEXTOR 102 
The co-sponsors of this visit Include: School of Health Sciences 
and Human Performance, Gerontology Institute, Office of Multi-
cultural Affairs, Office of the Provost-Special Programs and the 
Office of the President. 
Come To 
The Gerontology Institute Resource Room 
413 Center for Health Sciences 
Hear About 
unique experiential learning opportunities 
participation in research projects 
opportunities to attend professional conferences 
. . 
careers 1n aging 
Thursday, Marsh 22 - 12:05 p.m. 
Or 
Monday, March 26 - 5:30 p.m. 
FR.FE fOOiL ! ! ! 
ICGI 
l,1• 11, I, 
For More Information Call 274-1965 
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Select Campus Safety Log .d . 
I nci ents March 5 to March 9 
MarchS 
• Fire alarm 
Location: Hilliard Hall 
Summary: Fire alann due to maliciously ac-
tivated pullbox. No smoke or fire. System 
reset. 
• Criminal mischief 
Location: Hilliard Hall 
Summary: Circuit breaker box found pulled 
from wall. Patrol Officer John Federation. 
March6 
• Aggravated harassment 
Location: Lyon Hall 
Summary: Caller reported receiving phone 
calls from a subject claiming to work al a 
downtown women's clothing shop. Sgt. 
Ronald Hart. 
• Aggravated harassment 
Location: Rowland Hall 
Summary: Caller reported receiving an ob-
scene phone call from an unknown male. In-
cident occurred around I :20 p.m. Patrol Of-
ficer Terry O'Pray. 
•MVA 
Location: M-lot 
Summary: Report of a two-car MVA with 
minimal property damage. Sgt. Keith Lee. 
• Larceny 
Location: Hill Center 
Summary: Caller reported theft of an indoor 
fence. P,1trol Officer Nathan Humble. 
• Suspicious circumstance 
Location: Garden Apanment 27 
Summary: Caller stated unknown per~om, 
threw eggs at apartment door. Patrol Officer 
Erik Merlin. 
• V &T violation 
Location: R-lot 
Summary: Caller stated vehicle was being dri-
ven erratically, hit a parked vehicle and then 
left the area. Driver charged with DWI, dri-
ving with a suspended license and leaving the 
scene of a property damage MVA. Sgt. Kei-
th Lee. 
March7 
•MVA 
Location: E-lot 
Summary: Caller reported a vehicle was ac-
cidentally hit by a snow removal tractor. Pa-
trol Officer Robert Hightchew. 
• Accidental property damage 
Location: B-lot 
Summary: Caller reported a vehicle parked 
near a building had been damaged by ice 
falling from the roof. Sgt. Ronald Hart. 
• Information 
Location: Muller Faculty Center 
Summary: Caller filed a report regarding 
spam e-mail messages sent by student. Stu-
dent was identified and referred for judicial 
action. Patrol Officer Kevin Cowen. 
• Medical assist 
Location: Campus Center 
Summary: Caller reported a person fell and 
suffered an ankle injury. Person transported 
to the Health Center. No further assistance 
needed. 
• Suspicious circumstance 
Locatmn: Academic Quad 
Summary: Caller reponed unknown persons 
wrote an off-color remark in the snow with 
footprints. Identity of perpetrators un-
known. Grounds dispatched to remove the 
tracks. Patrol Officer Nathan Humble. 
• Solicitation 
Locat10n: Terrace Dining Hall 
Summary: Caller reported a person solicit-
I 
I 
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I ONLY TWO WEEKS LEFT!!! 
PHONATBON 2001 
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If you would like to share your pride in 
Ithaca College with accepted students, 
volunteer for Phonathon 2001. 
WHEN: MARCH 19 to MARCH 29 
GI 
WHERE: OFFICE OF ADMISSION 
TIME: 5:30 P.M. to 9:30 P.M. 
Refreshments will be served. 
Pick up a sign-up form in the 
admission office, 
or call 274-3124. 
ing for credit cards and asking to copy stu-
dent ID cards. Subject located and student 
information was retrieved. Person stated he 
had permission, which was to be verified. Pa-
trol Officer Erik Merlin. 
• Graffiti 
Location: Rowland Hall 
Summary: Caller reported bias alert poster had 
been defaced. Patrol Officer Fred Thomas. 
March8 
• Harassment 
Location: West Tower 
Summary: Caller reported someone left a bag 
containing feces outside residence hall 
room door. Patrol Officer John Federation. 
• Property 
Location: Main Campus Road 
Summary: Found two keys on ring. 
March 9 
• Criminal mischief 
Location: Terrace 6 
Summary: Officer reported a hole in the wall 
in the west stairwell. Patrol Officer Ryan Mayo. 
• Fire alarm 
Location: Campus Center 
Summary: Caller repQ,rted extinguishing 
small fire in the cigarette ash tray located on 
the patio outside the east ground floor exit. 
Fire out upon arrival of officers. Patrol Of-
ficer Terry O'Pray. 
• Unlawful possession - weapon 
Location: Bogart Hall 
Summary: Two students were judicially re-
ferred for possessing glock replica spring-
loaded pellet pistols in a residence hall. Both 
students were additionally charged with 
criminal possession of a spring-loaded 
weapon on school grounds. Patrol OtlicerTer-
ry O'Pray. 
• V &T violation 
Location: R-lot 
Summary: Report of a hit-and-run MVA 111 
R-lot. One vehicle pushed a car into anoth-
er car and then left the scene. Sgt. Ronald 
Hart. 
• Suspicious circumstance 
Location: Terrace 8 
Summary: Caller reported finding the lock 
to the candy machine broken and all the prod-
ucts missing. Patrol Officer Bruce Holmstock. 
• Larceny 
Location: Alumni Hall 
Summary: Caller reported a desk chair 
missing from an office. Item valued at about 
$250. Patrol Officer Bruce Holmstock. 
• Fir!! alarm 
Location: Terrace 12 
Summary: Fire alann due to activated smoke 
detector in laundry room. Activation due to 
steam from dryer. IFD advised and panel re-
set. Life Safety Inspector Doug Gordner. 
For the complete Campus Safety Log, visit 
www. ithaca.edulitliaca11. 
KEY 
ABC -Alcohol Beverage Control law 
CMC - Cayuga Medical Center 
DWI - driving while intoxicated 
ICCS - Ithaca College Campus 
Safety 
IFD - Ithaca Fire Department 
IPD - Ithaca Police Department 
MVA- motor vehicle accident 
RA- resident assistant 
TCSO - Tompkins County Sheriff's 
Department 
V& T - vehicle and traffic violation 
Do you have the sniffles, watery 
eyes and itchy throat? 
Then come to the Hammond 
Health Center for relief. 
d g,\/e us a C ""'e an o,~, e'\\ be 
\f\S\t. \j\J e\ · ':JOU-
hoPP)' to h p 
The Health Center also offers ... 
0 Primary Care 
0 Medication Room 
0 Allergy Injections 
0 Laboratory Monitoring 
• Infirmary Care 
0 X-Ray 
0 Med-I-Car 
• Referral Services 
0 Outreach 
For appointments or more 
information 
call 274-3177. 
THURSDAY, MARCH 22, 2001 
Available al: 
1111£ CORTLAND 
146 Clinton Ave. 
753-3082 
IC ITHACA 
348 Elmlra Rd. 
273-2937 
Mon-Fri: a am-6 pm 
Saturday: 8 am-5 pm 
Sunday: 10 am-3 pm 
(Ithaca only) 
Just $21.99 +tax with this 
coupon (Reg. Price $26 99) 
No other discounts apply. 
Valid only at Cort111I and 
llbm Jiffy Lube locations. 
Interested in learning about internship 
opportunities in Washinqton. D.C.? 
Join us for an 
Information Session 
about Ithaca College's 
Washington Semester 
Program 
Tuesday, March 27 
12:10-1:00 p.m. 
Textor 103 
• ·,. --;· ' I E''ES~··. ' ;;; li~~i-.. :·· - ' ' : .~ 
• NOW RECRUITING FOR THE 
2001-2002 ACADEMIC YEAR 
Summer 
Sessions 
2001 
welcomes visiting students 
More than 800 students from 
other colleges and universities 
attend Montclair State 
each summer. 
~:t;::_ ;;:)''I''·r:~~~y· ·2~;t,~~;;?-:·?~t:::..:t-.- :·:; <'{' ,::/?_:t"/)ft. 
. ... ' ... · ·. ·Fo:;r-weeksMay21-Iune·l•f . · .. · ..... 
Twelve weeks May 21 -August 9 
Saturdays June 2 - August 4 
Eight weeks June 18 - August 9 
Four weeks June 18 - July 12 
Six weeks June 25 - August 2 • 
Four weeks July 16 - August 9 
Three weeks August 6 - 23 
Telephone registration begins 
April 12 and continues through 
the first day of the course. 
& 11 MONTCLAIR STATE I UNIVERSITY 
For summer catalog, write, fax, or phone us 
today: 
phone: 973-655-4352 
e-mail: summer.sessions@montclair.edu 
fax: 973-655-7851 
Montclair State University, Summer Sessions 
Upper Montclair, NJ 07043 
www.montdair.edu 
• , '· .- - Equ.11 Opportun,ry/Affinnative M,on Institution 
~·- ---------------
Please send me a summer catalog including sc~ul;, course descriptions, and visiting student form. 
Name ____________________ _ 
.~ress -~~------------------
City _________ State _____ ZIP ____ ---:ITHACA 
7:30 p.m. 
8:30 p.m. 
9:00 p.m. 
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_ .ime to get :·ahead-:.. 
-f'· 
I. 
check us out -
www.siena.edu/ conted/summer2001.htm 
- or call 518.783.2341 
Presentation in Park Hall Auditorium 
Question and answer session 
Reception in Park 220-all welcome 
Lecture by 
Deborah L Perry, Ph.D. 
Director, Selinda Research Associates 
March 22, 2001 
~FILMS~: 
Friday, March 23 - 7 p.m., 9:30 p.m., midnight 
Saturday, March 24 - 7 p.m., 9:30 p.m., midnight 
Sunday, March 25 - 3 p.m. 
Monday, March 26 - 8 p.m. 
What's wrong 
Cecil? 
It's Roxanne's 
birthday, and I 
don't know what 
to get her. 
SAB Films is show-
ing What Women 
Want! It'll tell us 
what to do! 
Textor Hall 102, Admission $3 
COURSE REGISTRATION 
FORFALL2001 
ACCESS GROUPS AND TIMES 
Fri. April 6 
Mon. April 9 -
Tue. April l 0 
Thu. April 12 
Mon. April 16 
Tue. April 17 
Thu. April 19 
Fri. April 20 
7 a.m. Group 1 H&S Honors Program & Graduate School 
7 a.m. Group 2 Exploratory, Music Undeclared, HSHP Prepro. 
7 a.m. Group 3 Students with 84+ credits* 
7 a.m. Group 4 Students with 1-23.99 credits* 
7 a.m. Group 5 Students with 66-83.99 credits* 
7 a.m. Group 6 Students with 54-65.99 credits* 
7 a.m. Group 7 Students with 36-53.99 credits* 
7 a.m. Group 8 Students with 24-35.99 credits* 
* Credits ~re d~fined as ~he number of earned credits (those that appear on your 
IC transcript with a pass mg grade) plus the number ofIC credits currently 
enrolled for in the Spring 200 I semester. 
Honors and major designations (e.g. exploratory) will be based on current 
official information for Fall 200 I. The personal data for determining your 
access group can be found on a new information screen accessible at 
http://adminwww.ithaca.edu/webs. 
Response time for seniors during the first hours of their registration will be 
monitored closely but may be slow. While a series of enhancements have been 
added to improve system response, a key improvement may not be ready for 
this r~gistration. The systems design team needs to test response during an actu-
al period of heavy user access. To accomplish this, seniors (those with 84. or 
more credits) will receive access as a single large group, and may experience 
slower than desired response during the initial access hours. 
Junio~s and sophomores will be subdivided into smaller subgroups to assure 
speedier system response times. Slow system response time was a primary con-
cern during registration this past fall. While it remains our goal to provide a 
system that performs as well with 1,500 students registering as with 150, until 
we have completed and tested the system enhancements, restricting access 
group size promises to yield the most marked improvement in system ' 
performance. 
ADVISING FOR FALL 2001 
MARCH 26-APRIL 5 
Make an appointment to see your advisor during this period. 
• I. • I I 
Hey!'. u,hodoyo doin!' 
next year? 
Why not become a 
Peer Career Advisor? 
It's fun, you learn useful skills 
and work with great people! 
(Did we mention it was fun?) 
Volunteer at Career Services and help other 
students pursue their career plans while you 
develop arul re.fine your own/ 
As a Peer Career Advisor, you will: 
• Dl1 \ clop markl'tahk comnrnnication and intl'rpl'r..,onal skills 
• Learn tum to cn.·atl' and critiquy resuml'S and co, er letters 
• \York directly" ith recruiters .ii1d potl'nlial l'mploytrs 
• Enhance your in ten ic\\ ing skills 
• lkcomc familiar" ith I he rl'sou recs at Career Scn ices 
Apply now for the 2001-2002 academic year 
No experience neccessary 
.}' 
Applications and information available at: 
Career Services 
(1st floor of the Gannett Center) 274-3365 
Applications due by March 30 
mascot network 
at Educational Technology Day 
.. 
...,. Visit the Mascot Network 
booth at Educational 
Technology Day 
~ Register to'«\\\ AN APEX 
Digital AD-600A DVD Player! 
D> Campus Center 
Thursday, March 22nd 
9am to4pm 
ITHACA mascot network. C&mput In a Cilek. 
f,fl•1•,f 1 llO'r,1 q O'T• HJ~ ,l(_itl-"°\lr,, h, tllltl(tVl"t •bil1)1fbfll~f11, 1,.,; .l ... h~l) tJ,iJ I,!,.) 
- I 
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, 
t;f. 
nd ,eg1ster to win a 
. StoP by a 111ao cOII\Puter* 
tree APPi• -
Visit our Web site at http://www.ithaca.edu/edtechday/ and 
see the special section in today's Ithacan for full details 
Join us today for our Eleventh Annual 
Educational Technology Day at Ithaca College - It's Freei 
Seminars · Look who'll be there! 
No registration required • just stop by! 
9:00-9:50 
Apple Product Line Overview 
10:00 -10:50 
Environmental Thematic Methods Block (evTMB) 
Storage Area Networks and Network Attached Storage 
Campus Web Portals 
nme Management Communications 
11 :00 -11 :50 
Mac OS X Introduction 
E-Procurement: E-ssential 
Voice-Over-Data Networking 
Low Cost Network Color Printing with Xerox Solid Ink 
Technology 
12:10-1:00 
Mac OS X Server Introduction 
Gridware ComJ)ute Farm 
Mobile Office / Mobile Web 
Virtual Private Networks (VPNs) 
Ithaca College Computer Lab and !::-Classroom Tour 
1:10-2:00 
Computer Arts and Animation Instruction on the Mac 
Sun Product Overview 
Content Delivery Technologies for Deploying E-leaming 
Applications 
Preparing Data Networks for Integrated Voice 
The Advanced Visual Studies Classroom: Using Technology to 
Reinvent the Humanities 
2:10-3:00 
QuickTime 5: Next Generation Multimedia on your Desktop 
Dell Enterprise Products And Services 
Wireless Data Communications 
Ithaca College Computer Lab and E-Classroom Tour 
3:10-4:00 
Creating Educational Content with Deskto_P, Movies 
Dell Wireless Solutions: Enable A World Of Anywhere· 
Computing 
Vendor Showcase • College Showcase 
Adobe Systems, Inc. 
All-Mode Communications 
Apple Computer Corporation 
AppliedTheory Corporation 
.Arch Wireless, Inc. 
Archi-Technology LLC. 
Audio Visual Sales & Service 
Audio-Video Corporation 
Chester Technical Services Inc. 
Cisco Systems, Inc. 
Compaq Computer Corporation 
The Computing Center 
Createc Multimedia 
CS Business Systems, Inc. 
DOC Publishing 
Delaware Audio Visual 
Dell Computer Corporation 
Educational Technology, Inc. 
Finger lakes Technologies Group, Inc. 
Francis Audio Visual Service, Inc. 
Gateway Computer Corporation 
Hickey's Music Center 
IKON Office Solutions - Education 
Ithaca College Bookstore 
John Wiley and Sons 
Mascot Network, Inc. 
Odyssey Software LLC. 
Oracle Corporation 
Paetec Communications, Inc. 
Presentation Concepts Corporation 
Sherpa Technologies, Inc. 
Steltor Inc. 
Sun Microsystems 
TAG Solutions LLC. 
Univisions Communications Group 
Verizon Communications 
Verizon Wireless 
Visual Technologies Corporation 
Faculty and Staff Presentations 
and others 
•Mutt regl1ter In person at the ACCS booth between 9am and 4pm at Ed Tech Day. Limited ono entry per person. See entry form for other details and restrictions . 
JAPAN 
... 
0 The University of Tsukuba is the ideal place to immerse yourself in the culture of Japan. Tsukuba City 
only 35 miles from Tokyo, located in the countryside northeast of the capital. Here, urban and rural 
coexist, and you can observe the contrast between traditional Japanese lifestyles and urban Japanese 
culture. 
0 An amazing scholarship opportunity is available through the Association of International Education in 
Japan which includes: 
Round-trip airfare from the U.S. to Japan 
$700/month scholarship to cover costs of living 
$200 settling-in allowance. 
°ထ Credits earned will count toward degree requirements; grades received will be calculated in GPA. 
~ IC Financial aid is transferable to the costs of the program. 
o No prior knowledge of Japanese required! Courses are available in English in many subject areas. 
0 Excellent language classes provide students the opportunity to develop fluency in Japanese. 
• 
,NFOeH4'f,oN4L HEE'f,N~ 
* Thursday, March 22 - 12:10-1:05 - friends 202 * 
Call the Office of International Programs at 274-3306 for more information. 
The Ithacan AWARDED CSPA SILVER CROWN 
FOR 1999-2000 ,.,,,...... . . THURSDAY 
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NAMED BEST COLLEGE WEEKLY IN 
THE NATION FOR 1999 
NAMED BEST COLLEGE NEWSPAPER 
IN NEW YORK FOR 1999 
Editorial 
Decision should lead 
to further discussion 
Several protests and forums, hundreds of Hyers, countless pieces of 
chalk and one sit-in later, the Sodexho Marnott Services dming contract 
with the college still stands. 
This latest development 1s neither a victory for the college\ admin-
1strat1on, nor a defeat for the college's student acti v1~ts. 
Instead, the March 19 announcement should be viewed as the be-
gmnmg of a new era - an era in which administrators will rea~t qui~k-
ly. thoughtfully and appropriately to student concerns and an_ era m which 
~tudents will present those concerns in a cooperative, c1v1l and ma-
ture manner. 
Inevitably, a decision had to be made. President Williams has decided 
that Sodexho Marnott shall remam as the college's food service provider. 
And. con~1dering the 1·actors that played a part, it was the nghr decision 
for the president to make. 
As W1ll1ams pomts out in her very thorough March 19 statement to 
the community, many components went into her decision. inducting qual-
11v of food and services, costs and anticipated disruption. 
· Moreover, Williams also had a written commitment from Pierre Bel-
lon. the chairman and chief execuuve of Sodexho Alliance, that his 
company is actively divesting itself of interests m the Corrections Cor-
poration of America. 
Taken as a whole, all of these factors required that the college remain 
m its contract with Sodexho Marriott. More importantly, the steps lead-
mg up to Williams' dec1s1on were both necessary and positive. It is a 
shame that the process was not initiated earlier. 
The process of educated and constructive dialogue about the 
Sodexho issue did not really begin at the college until after the Dec. 5 
sit-m that led to this week's decision. 
Up until that time, college administrators and student protesters spent 
a great deal of time talking at ·each other and working against each 
other. This tension increased until student activists felt they had no oth-
er alternative but to stage a public incident to get attention. 
Whether deliberately or not, administrators initially demonstrated pub-
lic disinterest toward Sodexho Marrion's relationship with the private 
prison industry. There was evidence of these ties before the college an-
nounced the contract with Sodexho Marriott in April 2000, but college 
officials ignored that at the time. No wonder student activists were frus-
trated! 
However, the ultimate result of that initial public ignorance has been 
a gathering of information and a productive discussion of issues. What 
has been done over the past few months is what should have been done 
mitially. The college has researched the social issues behind the private 
prison industry as well as the ties between Sodexho and the private prison 
industry. 
Administrators are hopefully now in good standing with the college's 
activist population. They have demonstrated genuine public concern for 
this issue. They have also expended time and energy in a prompt and 
thorough examination of the facts of the matter. And they have made 
an understandable, informed decision that was the result of input from 
all interested parties. 
So, despite their initial fumbling, the administration has the ball in 
its court. 
Consequently, 1t 1s now up to the student activists at the college to 
keep the game clean. The college has declared itself open to productive 
dialogue and social action, and this offer needs to be taken up. 
Instead of artificially extending the deadline past Williams' defini-
tive decision this week (in an interesting attempt to bring in outside 
~upport to reopen a closed debate), protesters need to voice their dis-
agreement and move forward to find new common ground with the 
admm1strat1on. This cooperation is necessary if any further negotiations 
are to be accomplished. 
It is the job of administrators and activists to keep up this new dia-
logue they have begun. The responsibility to remain civil and rational 
lies with both groups. Whether both will uphold that responsibility re-
mains to be seen. 
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Impressions mistaken 
I am writing in reply to the edi-
torial comments regarding my 
company and its record in employ-
ee relation~. Your comments were 
centered on allegations tliat the 
company mistreated employees at the 
University at Albany, which led to the 
employees seeking representation 
through HERE. You have been pro-
vided incomplete information. 
HERE began its organizing efforts 
at the University at Albany in 
December of 1998. Sodexho Marriott 
Services was not awarded an agree-
ment to provide services until Feb-
ruary of 1999 and then only for the 
retail sector. 
HERE's organizing efforts were 
focused in the resident dining sector 
- an area managed by University 
Auxiliary · Services not Sodexho 
Marriott Services. The organizing 
efforts of HERE concluded with an 
arbitrator finding that the majority of 
the University Auxiliary Services 
employees, the men and women not 
employed by Sodexho Marriott Ser-
vices, signed authorization cards. 
In the same editorial, it was in-
ferred that managers of Sodexho 
Marriott Services were mistreating 
dining service employees at Ithaca 
College. I believe that you have been 
given inaccurate information. 
Anyone who has taken the time 
to meet Eugene Wescott, your 
General Manager, Jeff Scott, your 
Dining Services Director, or any of 
the other men and women who 
work with the staff to provide ser-
vices to you knows that mistreat-
ment is not their way of working 
with people. 
Sodexho Marriott Services is 
committed to the well-being of all of 
our em~loyees. We have worked very 
hard to msure that our employees at 
Ithaca College, the newest members 
of our company, receive the benefib 
and compensation they had when the 
trans1uon occurred la~t year. 
It 1s our op1111on that our role on 
your campus 1~ to provide good food 
and good service while taking care 
of our employees, and we hope that 
you will Judge u~ on that. 
Letters 
Flinn showed ignorance 
I just finished reading Kevin 
Flinn's article debasing St. 
Patrick's Day. I just started read-
ing The ltlzacan Online a few 
months ago and had no idea that 
you supported such bigotry. 
Does Mr. Flinn suppose that he is 
a very funny guy? He visited Ire-
, land and came back as ignorant as 
when he left. 
Why is it okay to defame the 
Irish in your paper? You certain-
ly would not pull that kind of crap 
on Jewish holidays or Black His-
tory Month. 
You have no idea how truly dis-
appointed I am that you would 
allow such an unprofessional ar-
ticle to be printed in your paper. 
Are you proud of yourselves? 
Tell Kevin to check out HOW 
THE IRISH SAVED CIVILIZA-
TION. Then let him come back 
and write a column. 
JAMES MCCULLOUGH 
London housing okay 
Let me comment on your 
0 Students need housing" editori-
al. 
Between 1972 and 2001, 
thousands of our students, but only 
six of our faculty, have had the op-
portunity to participate in the 
London Program. The purchase of 
family accommodation for facul-
ty will help redress this imbalance. 
If we have no visiting faculty 
from New York, students will be 
given the option to rent the 
house. 
Students now have several 
housing options, including 
home-stays, arranged housing, 
long-term hostels and an Interna-
tional Students House. Few 
choose these opt10ns. 
students into an American ghetto. 
It is a valuable learning experience 
and an important part of our ori-
entation to London. 
Between 1979 and J 993, the 
College operated dorms here. 
We are unlikely to return to 
dorms, as they are not cost effec-
tive in London. If the college sub-
sidized student housing here, we 
would have to revisit the generous 
curricular subsidies for trips, 
theatre tickets, museum visits 
and concerts that we r:iow pay. 
The ,College community 
should celebrate the purchase of 
the house. It opens new opportu-
nities for faculty and students and 
strengthens our London curricu-
lum. ·· 
BILL SHEASGREEN 
London Center Director 
Let your 
\bice 
be heard! 
Sound off on 
The Ithacan 's 
Opinion 
page! 
Drop your letters off at 269 
Aoy H. Park Hall or 
e-mail them to 
ithacan@ithaca.edu. 
--- ---------------------------~ 
JOE MITCHELL 
District Manager, 
Sodexho Marriott Services 
Our own ··five-day !lat 
search" method, while adrmtted-
ly a challenge to Jet lagged stu-
dent~. has advantages. It is far 
cheaper - about $750 this term 
- than the arranged housing 
paid by other American students 
here. It allows students ~ome 
choice about location, rent, 
amenities and the size of their 
group. It does not force the 
The Ithacan welcomes correspon-
dence from all readers. Plea.1e 
i11c/11dt• your name_. phone number, 
year of graduation and/or vour 
o_rga11i~atio11al or college title/posi-
ltoll Lcllers 11111st he 250 word., (,r 
le.is and signed. The Ithacan 
rcservt•s the right to edit le//er5 for 
le11g1h. clari1y and taste. 
1 ~ ) I ) ~:- 't. • ._.-,·, ~ ~ I :..!._ _______ .1,4£.:.. ... 
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YDS will continue to fight for 'justice' !Making 
LAURA DEUTCH, MARK FRANK, 
STEPHANIE COOPER 
Guest Commentators 
Pre~idcnt Williams decided that Ithaca 
College would not terminate its contract with 
Sodexho-Mamou Services. While the 
administration would like to see the 
momentum gained by Sodexho activism 
diminish, YDS and other student groups will 
continue to build campu~ solidarity. We are 
committed to this campaign and intend to fight 
SMS until they completely disassociate 
themselves with the prison industry. 
•. 
...__, .. . , --~, 
During Monday morning's meeting, 
President Williams presented the justifications 
for her decision. Her rnam critique was that the 
limited scope of our campaign ineffectively 
addressed the societal inequalities inherent m 
corrections policy. Instead of targeting SMS, 
~he argued. our efforts should be directed 
towards "power." Thi~ critique fails to 
recognize the intimate relationship between 
public policy and private enterprise, which 
lobbies policymakers to cater to its mteresb. 
More importantly, this critique allows the 
college to deny any responsibility in the larger 
problem.-
Sometimes it is difficult to remember that IC 
does not exist in a vacuum. By saying that IC's 
decision would not MAKE a substantial dent in 
the profits of Sodexho Alliance and therefore 
mvestment in CCA, Williams ignores the fact 
that the "Not With Our Money" campaign 1s 
being waged at over 50 universities in the 
United States, that SA is being targeted by an 
international movement based in France and 
that CCA must constantly defend itself from 
attacks in the media. By terminating the 
contract, IC would join the international call to 
end the prison-industrial complex, something 
consistent with President Wiiliams' own 
beliefs. ' 
JOHN BIDDLE/THE ITHACAN 
STUDENT PROTESTERS MARCH toward the Office of Admission Dec. 5. Seven students 
sat in the office until President Williams agreed to investigate Sodexho's ties to the private 
prison industry. Williams said Monday the college will honor its contract with the company. 
concerns, IC completely ignored the ethical 
dilemma involved in private corrections. 
Profiting from social malaise is not acceptable. 
Apparently, this crucial aspect did not enter 
into the IC decision-making process. 
merger between CCA and the Prison Realty 
Trust, thus consolidating the two largest U.S. 
prison corporations. This promise remains 
empty. Divestment is not in their future. 
Contrary to administrative hopes, YDS will 
continue the fight against Sodexho Marriott's 
(and !C's) complicity with the prison-industrial 
complex. This campaign is an expression of our 
continuing commitment to social and 
economic justice. We will not be defeated this 
easily. 
Next, IC was solely concerned with money 
in its reasoning for the continuation of the 
contract. Williams could not justify spending 
more college funds on the search for a new food 
service provider. As she speaks, though, this 
institution spends approximately $8,000 per 
year on campus maps and over $480,000 on the 
president's office. By focusing on monetary 
Furthermore, the assertion that another 
change in management would cause undue 
stress to workers is well taken. We do not wish 
harm on any member of the working class. 
However, dining hall workers took the 
initiative to contact union organizers. This 
indicates some concern with the current 
conditions. YDS hopes to develop a supportive 
relationship with the workers as they secure 
favorable working conditions. 
I.Aura Deutch, Mark Frank and Stephanie 
Cooper wrote this article 011 behalf of the Young 
Democratic Socialists. 
Williams cites SA's promise to divest from 
CCA. This was initiated over a year ago due to 
activist pressure. However, over the course of 
that year, SA has begun to operate its own 
correctional facilities and has facilitated the 
The Other Opinions page welcomes 
unsolicited essays, commentaries and debate. 
For further information, please call Opinion 
Editor Julie Cochran at 274-3208. 
ltliacan . lhqu1rer: 
, , It would depend on what kind 
of action they are going to do. If 
they were going to do more pro-
tests and sit-ins and stuff like 
that, it obviously hasn't worked 
now. Further action would proba-
bly hinder their cause more than 
help it.,, 
- BEN RAYMONDJACK '02 
, , Yes, I think depending on 
what the further action is ... If 
they want to have another sit-
in, I don't really think that would 
do much for them. But if they 
just want to continue to raise 
awareness, I think that's what 
they can do right now. , , 
- BETTY-JEANNE RUETERS-WARD 
'04 
,, Yes, if they feel strongly 
enough they should follow their 
hearts. You've got to do what 
leaves you satisfied, and if 
they're not satisfied, they 
should [take further action].,, 
- NICK TRACZ '02 
Would you support YDS if they 
were to take further action? 
, , If they think it's a social 
issue that they should take fur-
ther action on, I don't see why 
they shouldn't follow their con-
science. ,, 
- MATT BENARD '01 
, , I definitely was not happy 
with her decision, and I support 
YDS. They're very passionate. 
It's become a lot bigger than 
just Sodexho. So, I definitely 
would support YDS. , , 
- KRISTIN HADDAD '03 
, , Everyone else seems to be 
pleased with the service, so I 
wouldn't see a need for further 
action. ,, 
- MIKE VOROZILCHAK '02 
-----'J"-'A-"-SON SUBIK _______ _ 
Where are your 
dollars going? 
\ Over the breah I had the chance 
to ~reak w11h Nicole Albright. a 
graduate ~tudcnt at SlJNY Albany 
who ~rarked a nat1on,1I ctlntmven,y 
wceb ago The Powc.:r Ex-
change.:. a 
SLNY Al-
bany c.trnpu~ 
grtlup ~he 
helped found. 
bc.:camc the.: 
fir,t ~ado-
rna~och 1~111. 
hond.igc ,md 
~exual lell~h 
,uppon group 
m the country to recc1\'C college 
funding . 
At SUNY Albany. 1f a group 
receive~ recognition from the 
school ll 1s entitled to fundmg So 
when the Power Exchange wa~ 
recognized and allocated $250 per 
semester, 11 was not unuwal. 
However, it was covered by the 
Albany ~tudent pres~. 
The story was then picked up by 
the Albany Times Union and read 
by Dr. Laura Schlesinger. She 
condemned the funding and urged 
parents of students at Albany to call 
the school and complain. Thi!, 1~ 
when Fox News picked it up and it 
became a national controversy. 
The story caused me to pose the 
question: Would I want any of my 
money going to support this group? 
I thought it must be pretty easy 
to pick on these people, so instead I 
decided to find out their side of the 
story. 
When I interviewed Albright 
she rejected the claims made by 
moralists and feminists who say the 
lifestyle her group supports 1~ 
immoral and contributes to the 
objectification of women. She 
argued, as a self-described 
"switch," that women can be just as 
dominant as men. She said that 
people like her get a bad rap 
because of the pornography 
industry, which inaccurately 
portrays them. 
I'm not certain what the truth 
1s, but I think it would be a mistake 
to discount these people as 
weirdos. 
I sympathize with people who 
don't want their money spent m 
support of bondage - I wouldn't 
want my money spent on II either. 
But then I really don't like the 
idea of my money supportmr 
socialists bent on takmg away my 
freedoms or a Bias Committee that 
mes to regulate opinions through 
judicial action, just a~ I'm sure 
~ornc don't want their money 
supporting the IC Republicans. 
Our money isn't always spent 
the way we want II to be. In fact, 
th1~ i~ a hot topic all over these 
days. From President Bush's faith-
based charity init1at1ves to public 
fundmg of controversial art 
exh1b1ts m New York City. 
There are two solutmns that I 
can see. One, we end all public or 
collective fundmg of ideological 
and artistic endeavors, which 1s 
highly unlikely to happen, or we 
work to make ccrtam that all 
viewpoints have an equal acces~ to 
fundmg, even when we find the 
v1ewprnnt~ abhorrent 
./11.1<111 Sulnk '.I Mah mg It Right 
appew .1 111 rlus .1pace penod1c"/1_1 
E-11u11/ /11111111 11u/11/../(d'1c3 tlha-
<'II l'lfll 
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Ithaca College's Fourth Annual 
Celebration ot service 
"People take heart when you give them yours." 
http:/ /www.ithaca.edu/ da:yofservice 
In recognition of all you do ~ear-round: 
CELEBRATION RECEPTION! 
Friday, March 23, 4 p.m., Emerson Suites 
~Keynote Speaker 
~ Reflection Statements 
~Service Project Displays 
~ICE CREAM SUNDAES! 
Everyone is welcome to attend the reception. 
0 BOOK, FOOD and CLOTHING COLLECTIONS: 
Bins will be located throughout the campus. Collections are sponsored by the 
, Faculty Council, Staff Council and Student Government .Association. 
SOUTH HILL CLEAN UP - Saturday, March 24, 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. 
'f.r 
' 
. 
. ,.,.., .. , 
-~ .. __ ..,..,,. 
Join '.:)our fellow facult'.:), staff, students and other South Hill neighbors to clean up South Hill! 
We would love to have a record number of people participate in the fun communit'.:) event. Join 
us for breakfast in the Pub/ Coffeehouse at 9 a.m., and then head to South Hill anytime from 
IO a.m. to 2 p.m. Sign up for a time slot at the reception. Shuttle service will be provided. 
You can't spell servICe without IC! 
I 
~----------------------------____.I 
Show gives 'all angles' 
Poh11c.il ICT\' p1og1,11111ai.:kle, 
tough ,,,,ui.:, Page 15 
Students use Spring Break to 
Raise 
the 
BY MELISSA THORNLEY 
Stafj W, 11,,,-
Many Ithaca College ;,tudenb 
,pent Spring Break in the ;,un, but 
17 of them did not pas, the time 
drink mg p1iia coladas or tanning on 
the beach. 
:nwy built hou,e,. 
The studenb, members of IC\ 
chapter of Habitat for 1-Iumamty. 
,pent the week in Southern P111e,. 
N.C'., l:On,tructmg home;, frn lmv-
ll1l:ome familie,. 
Southern Pme;, ,~ abl>Ut one holll 
away fiom Raleigh and a maJrn 
golfing area. Fre,hman E,x Lieb. 
one of the tnp coord111ator,. de-
scribed the community a, ,plit 11110 
two groups: golfer:,, and those who 
work for the golfers. 
"We were definitely helping 
the people that work for the 
golfer!-> and helping them be a lit-
tle more well-off in their ,ituatiom, 
and have pride that they have a 
home and a backyard and :,,ome 
gra~s_,. 
Lieb also ,aid he learned mrne 
about the duty we have in our so-
ciety "as privileged people to help 
tho,e that are le:,,s privileged." 
Driving two college vans. the 
group began their journey at 7 a.m. 
March I 0. Between Monday and 
Friday, the student, worked on 
three separate hou:,,es. Although 
they were suppo:,,ed to work on 
only one hou:,,e for the entire 
week, house, 
that had been 
:,,tarted the 
), .· 
Roof 
pa;,t ,,·cd hy anothe1 col le[!..: 
group were not completed ( ·011-
;,equent ly. theu tune wa, ,pent 
framing one l1<n1,c, a;, well a, ham-
mcnng roof tile;, on. putting ,1d111g 
up on and pa111t1ng the 111tenor;, of 
two othe1 lmu,e,. 
The hou!->e, were part of an en-
tire neighborhood that the Moore 
County IIFl-1 aflihate had been con-
,tructing and the hou,e they 
framed was tlie 70th hou,e in the 
area. 
While the day wa;, phy,1cally 
demandrng. the group was abo 
able to have fun rogether A small 
pond and (,4 acres of forest !->ur-
rounded the cottagc that hou,ed 
rhem, providing them w11h many 
opportunities for outdoor acti v1tie~. 
On Monday night, the group bmlt 
a campfire, made s'mores and 
played "P,ychiatri:,,t" for hours. 
Another night, eight students de-
cided to get water from the nearby 
pond, dump it onto an area of dirt 
and mud wrestle, junior Jason T,-
fone ,aid. For about half an hour, 
there was a lot of slipping. sliding 
and tackling. 
They also spent time away 
from the hornets and other rnsects 
111 the cottage and went bowling and 
go-cart mg. 
They returned to Ithaca Saturday 
with technical building skills and 
new friends. 
Junror Karen Silberg learned that 
the first thing~ that go into a house 
are the bathtub and the showers. 
"I never knew that!" she 
exclaimed "I visually 
~-'-
"" learned how a hou,e 1, 
put up. When you go . 
into a house. you 
don't really realize 
[11J. Ju,t the idea that 
we laid everything 
nut, rai,ed 11 up and 
there':,, a hou~c. It wa~ 
really cool." 
Junror Angela 
Defelice ,a,d she 
learned not only 
COURTESYOFJASONTIFONE how to live With 16 
JUNIOR ANGELA "MUFFEY" DEFELICE spent other 1ndividuab. 
about eight hours on the roof hammering tiles. but how to interact. 
:~ 
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COURTESY OF JASON TIFONE 
FRESHMAN STEVE SLUCK balances on wall beams as he works on a roof in Southern Pines, N.C. Sluck 
and 16 other members of Ithaca College's Habitat for Humanity chapter helped build the house. 
compromrse and maintain the 
group. 
··1t wa:,, intere:,,ting becau;,e I d1d-
n ·1 know how much of a d1apernne 
t1gu1e 1 ,,a~ really gorng lo have to 
pl.1~.-- ~he ~a,d. ··our group was 
\L'I; ,,clf-,utlic1ent and I couldn't 
be .iny more plea~ed." 
Dc::Fclil:c revm:d Habitat for 1-lu-
m.111,ty after th..: organization had 
bi.:c·11 111.!c!l'.e Im almo;,t two 
year, I k1 older ~i;,ter built for 
Habitat durmg he, ,p11ng bn:ak la;,t 
year and DeFelrce ,:ud ,,he had bccn 
Jealous. 
"If you can make a d1fkrence 
lrh.e that, then why not"1" ;,he ~.i,d 
One of the organ1zat1on\ 1rnt1al 
goab wa;, plannlllg an alternatl\C 
sprrng breah. r:mir member~ of the 
executive boa1d attended ;1 l l,1b1tat 
urnfcrcnce 111 Octobe, an,J :·ih'I , c-
cer ved more inform .. ,;. 111 ,!lld 
rdea, fm a tnp 
land affiliate to fim~h a home 111 
Cortland. 
Although T,fune ,~ the ~on ut a 
contral:tor. he ~a,d he niuld 1101 
;,wmg a hammer lo ;,;l\e h,~ hie be-
fore this tnp 
··1 didn't h.11c a lot lll oppl>f 
1un111e;, lo::,, 111 ('t1rtland .ind ,IL·-
tually build. l'ilnnc ,c11d "So th,, 
,prlllg h1c.1l-- trip ~eerned l1l--L· ,1 
~21H1d oppo1111n1t:-, t11 learn s1llllL' 1>1 
tho~c ~l--,11~ · 
-----------------------~ 
The group wa;, able to chuo~c 
where they wanted to ~pend till' 
week. DeFel1ce ~a,d thi.:y \l'an1,·d 
a ,,,tc 111 the South hcc1u,e ,1 
would he warm. hut the ,ca~un ,he 
went un the 1rip wa;, to m.ih.e ,1 dil 
fcrenl:i.: .ind changi.: pec1p1e·, 
l1\ e, 
DcFelici.: 111,1,c·cd" big d1lk1 
L"lll'e hellll'L'il the: l\\() ,1fltl1.1ll's 
The Tllmpl--111s ('"11l,1nd ,tlt1ii.11c 
d1d lllll h,!IC ,1111 lllll}s, }>ul 
\l111>1e ( ·c,un11 h,1d n c, 11h111g. ,lw 
,,1 Ill \\"II, k It h.1, 1.1l--cn ,11 lc,1,1 
1,,u1 ll',11' !,if the· ( ·,Htl.ind h,,u,,· 
lll he l:nislled. :-..Jlllllc' c ·llllllt\ 
11111 build, ,I h,•11,c· CIL'I\ 111,1 
\\ c'L•i-,., 
·;)__;.-:-·· ·_ 
--
.... .: 
.:-· 
). 
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:,TUDEr-Jl~: HELP[D BUILD this t101isc a1:d ····o ot-1e:;s :n .i nc;q 1-.,h::t:, Jc 101 . ·, ·,,. -1 :11L· ,,.-,-.,;p:•, in 
Soutllern Pines. N.C., during Spr111g Brea!< S:uL•,:;1'. , •. "' "J ,-~1ul1t ::-i ·.i,c how, ,1 c!,;1, 
"I h.ne,\ the e,pcnenL'C \l,lliicl 
1mpac1 the ~1udenh." ,he ,,11d 
":\nd I knell' 1i 1\ould he lun .. 
In 1Hde1 t1> 11,1y t,,1 th..: 11 ,,,. 
\\ hlL'li Uhl ,d>llt:t ').1,()()1) }ll{,11. ;·.,· 
;!1~ 1llj 1 ,!,ti ll'd flPhl: ,1:,1:1' ·: \, 
1 ,·111h·1 I :c·h ,.1:,: 
!)IL k1..:d i!ll I l[!"'IJ; l',' :,_'t 
I 'Ii·,, ''L ,Ii I 'I.:!'( I·' : 
!'11....,:!-.. 
I : l~ '\ .l ! ,, I ' • l ~ I L,._ 
, I', 
"· 
11 11 
1)..:1 ,:kc· ,Iii ,1"11\L" p,tllic'l[l,lfll 
Ill Ill.Ill\ , ,lll'j'IIS c"lllllllllllll[\ 'L'I 
\ !'-,· 11; 1 :,·.__ :, 1 r1, lt1d111~1 ( .l\JlllllllllJI\ 
11 11111:·,· ,, .. ,, 11,,1 th, ,,n!\ '.'1,11q, 
lllL':nht.·1 ,1 h1' ii..:lt ~!11\ 1d ,1l)11u1 \1·] 
t:;l!t'l'I IP•' ~:.1· il1'.! 'j)I Ill~'. ))l1,:.1h 
\Ji1,, 1 ·· ·, .,'!,·,, .l r,·, ,·:11 , . ·r: 
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\, 
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Choir performs 
dreams on tour 
BY ALEJANDRA 
FERREIRA-SACHERO 
\)<1// II I 11, I 
!th,1(,1 ( ·,,!lcgL' ( 'h<lll Jllt:lllht:rs 
,tcp1,cd 1,,gethL'I Ill I h~ 111111 ,111d 
,1,11c·d Ill (\l,h ,llhe1 ·, e\CS "' the\ 
,,tng "I 11.t\c' ,l l)1e.im ·· l'he 
,111gc1, L·lcnchcd the11 l1,ts .ind 
,hu,il-,. tht:m 111 till' .111. 11 ~ 111g l<l Cllll-
, 111..:c, itlw1, t,, ,1,111d up I< ll then he-
l1d, 
The Llw11 1ehea1,cJ 111 the 
Jame, I. \\'h,ikn Center lor Mu-
:..1c <lll ivlarch 8, _1u,t hdmc ka1·-
mg 101 thc11 Spring Btcak toU1. 
The theme for th 1, ye.tr\ tour\\ a, 
the ":\mcncan Dream." The 
d1011 traveled to Lan,Jalc. Pa .. 
Richmond. \'a. and Grcen:..born. 
N.C .. from March 9 through 
March 14. They pcrtormcd piece~ 
!->Uch a!> "P,,1lm 47." "Quatre 
Moti.;1,:· "\Vlmpcr!> of Heavenly 
De.1th.'' "Shenandoah" and "I 
Have a Dream." The program abo 
included a workshop \\'llh stu-
dents trom O:..borne Park 1-ligh 
School in l'vlanas,a!>. Va 
Prok,c,or Lawrence Doebler. 
conductor. :..aid the 1cpcrto1rc 
rouche:.. !->1gnificant pomt!-> that the 
:\rncnc.111 Dream cncompa!->,c:.. 
and c,plorc, how 1t ha, evolved 
through the years to open It~ door, 
ro a more d1vcn,c crowd 
"Thi, 1:.. one country that ha, 
looked at each of those battle:.. and 
each ol tho!->e challenge, and ha, 
changed." Doebler ,aid."[ It\ I :..till 
nut fully changed. but rt':.. ah\ ay, 
evoh 1ng. That', what ;,.,fan in 
Luther K111g', speech 1, about. 
!that! I\ the hope th,ll 1t will !--ecp 
ch.1ng1ng ·· 
The concert rcpertom: included 
, 1thc·1 ,1,pects, ,I rh1, d1c,11n th.it \1:c1 c 
lllll .i, uplil1tmg .1, Kmg\ speech,\[ 
1chc,u,,d D,lchk-1 ,aid rh1cc 1\u1d:.. 
Ii i1 the d1\l11 mcmbcr, angu1,h. hate 
.111d ,:, mp.1th: Once the ,rudcnh had 
ht:L'll ,1hlc tll th111!-- .ih, 1111 these. the: 
,,111!! "\\'.11 1~ Kind·· 
\r 111 ,t the lllUSIL' \\',IS "ll [ ,111d 
,Iu11. bur ,1, ,0011 a, "\\',ir" hegJn 
rhc music dcgc11cr,1ted 11110 a 
ch,1Pt1L.· ,cqu..:ncc The ,!Udent:.. 
p.iccd ,1round the choral room and 
a, the piece developed they reen-
acted lights by mock pu11chmg. lir-
1ng. ,linng and killmg each other 
Doebler expla111cd that h<.: in-
cluded the mo\'cment and acting cx-
e1c1'cs 1t1 rehearsals to allow the 
,1n!!cn, to c1cate their own rnter-
prctalIOih of the text. The move-
ment exercise, were w,cd Ill the 
wrn blmp, and rehearsals. but not 
a, part of their performance. 
"ln!>tead of one conductor and 
one idea. we have 47 idea!> flood-
mg everyone that\ 111 the audience 
and lookrng eyeball to eyeball 
wnh them !>O they must become m-
vol vcd." Doebler said. 
Reactl!ll1!> from the audience 
were d1ve1!:>e and the choir was 
plcac,cd wnh the range of emo!lom, 
evoked from the crowd. 
"We have a lur of "War" text that 
i:, really hard to stomach," senior 
Mary-Lynn S111don1 ,aid. "Some 
people were 1cally moved by that 
,ind appteciatcd r!. and for other~ it 
was hard. There wa!> thi:, woman 
who got upset that we did that. She 
wanted to knmv why would you do 
that. why would you ,ing these 
words·· 
But the reaction:.. lo the mu:,ic 
11 ere not only flow111g from the au-
dience to the ,tage. Reaction~ abo 
--------- -- - ------------ -----------·---------
Accent 
Deaf performer to tell 
stories through signs 
.\ Jc.it ~t\l1yrclling a111~! \\ ill 
p1c,cnt na1T.tt1ve:.. and poem, ol the 
Fly111g \\'ord, ProJCCI \\'cJnc,day 
,It 7 p.m 111 Emerson Suite,. Peter 
CooJ.- 11 ii I u,c .-\mc11can S1 !!11 
Language and cxp1cs:,i\e b,ldy l,~1-
guage to tell ,llmc, for hearing and 
de.If audience, Kenn\ Lei nc1. 
h1, hearing coll,1brnatll;. \\'Ill Ill-
c,illy 1ntcrp1L'I ('oo~·, !ll()\C-
111cnr, 
The tic,: c1c11t 1, .i p1·c-,c11t,1t1<,n 
h) rile Irh.1ca C'llllcgc Sign L111-
gu,1gc ( ·1uh 
·\Vriting as a Feminist' 
to be topic of forum 
I he 1•. ll111c11·, ,rud1c, Jlillg1 .im 
'-'- ill h<>ld the \\'<l111c·11S1,c:1J.-h1111m 
, ,11 \\ cd11c,d,1\ Ill ,111 <J ,1 m ll, -l 
Pill Ill F111L'Jstlll '>Uilc' (' lh1, 
\ ,-.11 ·, r, 'Jlic < ,I I hL· .11111t1,d ,c11c, 1, 
·\\ 111111~ .is .r l·c·1n1111,1 .. l·auill\. 
,t.111 .111d ,rudc1J1, 11111 p1c,c11! t,dl--.,. 
IL'ddlI1:2s. i'L'I l<'i 111.lllLc's .ind )'lllli-
L'd c·\c1c1,c, ,ill d.11 I Ir,· [<>111111 1, 
Ii Cl' 
hll l!lllll' l!lilllllldllllll ,·,ill 
K.ith.11: 11 \L1Lh,1n .it 27-l , ,,2'i 
Conference to feature 
many religious topics 
Tht Amcnc.in .'\c.idcmy ol 
Rcf1g1on will hold Ih .innual rc-
!.!I<ll1al conference at Ithaca Colle!!C 
Ma1ch 30 and 31 P1om111e~1t 
,cholar, 1\ Ill spca!-- on topics 1n-
clud1ng l-lrndu and C'hmt1an p1l-
g11mag.c!,. Zen archery. Jcwi,h 
m: ,t1c1,m and gender\ 1olcncc 1n 
lilm. 
Prc-1cg1~t1at1Dn 1s required. 
( ·ont:1cl the Oi'licc uf Coni'crcncc 
and h cm Services at 27-l-3313 or 
cm.iii mbrubakcr(rhthaca edu. 
Gallery shows videos 
on artists' lives today 
The I l.1ndwcrkc1 Gallery will 
,IHll\ cont111uous ,crcenmus ot 
ducumcntary video~ on At;.1can-
:\mcncan artists Betyc and Ali,on 
Saar. Faith Ringgold and Emma 
,\m,l,t(ldayf1Dm 10am.to5pm. 
Jazz bands to perform 
at the Odyssey Friday 
The lth.ica College Ja1.;r Club 
'-' ill llllld 11s lir,t annual Ja71. 1:c,- • 
11\,d .it thc- Od1,,cy h1day 11nm 
-; p 111 1<1 I a Ill The ,hP11 11Ill 111-
, lu,lc pe1 I, 11 ma11L·c, h} _1.1u ,tu-
,le111s. I,,, B,1ml1d,is. RBD. Burwh. 
\\I.I. I (Ju,111er. S11111g ·11· J11c 
l',J11,,I. .\)!<:less bu l:n,clllhle.JLI-
111"1 l~(lJd YtHlJl, lth,ILa c·,,1Ic)!C \\i-
"il l.111 l:11,crnhlc ,1nd Stc'\L' ,111d 
\Jiles !lJ<l\l 11 
\d1111,,,1ll111, \'i 111th .i ,rudcnt 
II) .111\! \ · l<ll rh,· ~e11c·1,il public 
Asian-American filmi; 
to be shown in Park 
·1 Ile ,\,1,111 ;\me11c.111 h/111 
l·c,tl\,il \1!11hc,tHl\1111n P,11!--Au-
d11u1111111 ivlonday !rum I !()4 and 
7 tu 10 p.lll. and Tuesday ln,111 7 
to IO p m. FilmmaJ.-c1 h 1c L111 and 
lc,t1val programmer V1v1an 
I luang will be at the event :..how-
ca:,ing worb ol Asian Amcncan:... 
THURSDAY, MARCH 22, 20u1 
COURTESY OF NICOLE ASEL 
ITHACA COLLEGE CHOIR members pile onto a bus during their" American Dream" tour. The group of 
47 students traveled along the East Coast from March 9 through March 14. 
flowed through the performer!>. 
Each mght before a concert, mem-
bers of the group shared thought!"> 
or expencnces with the music. 
Senior Joan Stafford said that the 
piece "Whi!>pers of Heavenly 
Death" gave her a !>Cn!>e of peace 
and comfort. 
"Every mght, I got this over-
whelming feeling that what hap-
pened and will happen in my life 
will be okay as long a!> I keep truck-
1 ng. pulling through and living my 
life hone,tly," Stafford said. 
Strong emotron also took hold or 
jumor Jame, Pa1!>ley. 
'"On !,tage performing 'I Have a 
Dream,· when we reach the point 
where it talks about the future, I 
phy!,ICally !>tarted shaking," Paisley 
said. "I couldn't sing well, but I had 
to continue to make my point." 
Sometimes it is more than just 
the words and the singers' under-
standing of their message that 
touches a chord when performmg 
a particular piece. 
Sindoni said that the chrnr wa!> 
granted permission to !,ing at the 
capitol building in Richmond. Va. 
There they performed "Shenan-
doah" and ·''I have a Dream.'· Gov. 
Jim Gilmore came out on the bal-
cony of the foyer to listen to them 
''The 'I Have a Dream' text frn 
me was really powerful becau!,e I 
had just gone on .~ walk and right 
in a door window was a Confeder-
ate flag," Smdoni said. '"Ju~t 
knowing that the racial tension!> ,tr\l 
exist and to sing the word~ of Mar-
tin Luther King 111 the capitol felt 
really good." 
The choir will be performing its 
"American Dream'' 1ou1 rcpcr-
tuire Satu1day in the ford Hall au-
ditorium of the Jame~ J. Whalen 
Center for Mu!->1c at 8: 15 p.111. 
Young artists receive awards 
High school students visit college for regional 1nedia. arts festival 
BY GUSTAVO RIVAS 
A1111/a11/ t\ccc111 /:'tl11or 
A film documentary titled 
"American Booty," a sene~ of pho-
to~ exploring the rmagcs nftecn-agc 
girls in the medra and an exh1brt of 
computer-enham:ed photograph!-. 
of body parts were among the 
worb given awards Wedne,day dur-
mg the New York State Central Re-
gion Media Arts Students Exh1b1t1on 
hw,ted by the Roy 1-1. Park School 
of Commu111cat1on,. 
DLII 111g the youth media arts 
:..how. which was rnordinated by /b-
,1!>tant Prole:,srn Go,!,a l\cgaye. ,tu-
dcnt:, from the Ithaca City Schmll 
D1,tncr and :..urround1n!! d1:..tnct, 
~ubm11tcd thc11 1\·or!-- for-adJLid1ca-
!Hlll. a prnce,s th,lt ~tudcnt~ mu,t !!0 
th1uugh 111 ordc1 to be C<lll'1de1cd~o 
part1c1patc 111 the New Y()Jk Summer 
School llf the Arb. NYSS:\ 1, a prll-
g1 am tor high ,chool ,tudcnt, whll 
arc con,1dc1 mg ,1 L·,uccr rn the ,1rt, 
llr cntc1 ta111mcnt 1ndl!,tnc,. and the 
media an, program t.1he, place at 
!thac,1 College. 
Du1111g the cxh1b111on. lllll1e 
than 20 ,hllrt \ 1dctls ,ind ftlm~ were 
p1c,cntcd 111 Swd10 B ,111d cvcrv 111ch 
,it the ~ccond flo()J h,dlwa\; wa, 
deem atcd with ar tworb by. more 
than 50 ,llldcnh. 
"I went duwn to Studio B to sec 
the video:.. and the amount of 
depth 111 them wa!, amazmg.'\a1d 
lre:..hman Michael Bohn, one of the 
student, who :..tayed 111 Ithaca to 
1 help orga111Lc the event 
The compct1t10n\ judges 
agreed. 
1..~;.. .... ' 
, •.• El. 
GUSTAVO RIVAS/THE ITHACAN 
ALICE RENE~AR TAKES down her exhibit of computer-enhanced 
photographs m the hallway of Park at the media arts exhibition. 
th1 cc people out of the 1ma!.!cs that 
we ,aw hccau,e there \tcrc so 
many that stood out." :..aid _1un1m 
i\1.ma C.1taldo. \I ho helped t\d-
1unct Faculty Ph\lto Profcs,m 
Keith M1llm,;11.1udgc the plrnlD!!-
raphy portion of the exhibit. -
Cataldo·, dilemma 111 awa1d1n!! 
the productions wa, ,ha1ed by all<~· 
the Judges. who were Ithaca Collc!!C 
profc"ors and !,talf. Dunng the 
award ceremony, Bob I lam,, who " 
the A11i,t1c Director of NYSSA, !,,lid 
1t had been hard to choose the wm-
ner!, and hstcd a number of !>tudent 
directors a!> winner~ before handinn 
out the ce111ticates. Millman said th~ 
student!> eonccntrated on themes 
and ideas the judges did not expect. 
have a vc1 y privileged po111t of \'IC\\ 
111 ,iur soc1erv." he ,aid. "Thcv ,uc 
marketed lo, -they hang out tog~thc1 
and they have nghh uf p,1,,agc that 
arc pa1 t1cular to them Surpri::.111gly. 
... ,tudcnt~ tended to thrnk mrnc 
about what thev thou!!ht were idea::, 
,1f bcalll)', more than J1e th111g, thC) 
know really well." 
Alice Renegar. a JU!llor at Ithaca\ 
Altcrnatrvc Community School, 
!->aid she tend, to focus on face, and 
angular obJccb becau!->e they att1 acr 
her. and arc visible m her life. She 
won an award for her computer alt 
prescntatwn. 
---- ____________ !
"'It wa\ so d1ff1cult to choose "Here is a clas~. of people who ... 
Renegar, along with the rest of 
the entrant~. will find out whethc1 
they have been accepted to NYS-
SA by the end of May. 
•I•,.,•, I,. 
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'All Angles' 
discusses 
• top issues 
Political show on ICTV 
presents students' voice 
BY CHRISTOPHER BEAVER 
('011trrh111111g W11f1·r 
There 1~ no one lo fake out and 
no hcquency lo tune mlo - when 
~ophomorcs Darnel Mome and 
Stephen Ference ~it down to do '"All 
Angles," the focu~ 1s politic~. Sur-
rounded by camera~ and dre~~cd in 
~uits and tic~, the two argue over i~-
sues which will have an impact on 
the lives of students at Ithaca College. 
"We provide the viewer with 
facts to make decisions about im-
portant political issues [and] allow 
them to see all angles," Ference said. 
,I 
,I 
- ,.. .. 
~~ ,.,;-. 
,c'"!. ..... 1, 
The show, which airs Monday~ 
and Wednesdays at 8 p.m., sets it-
self apart from the standard ICTV 
fare. The set, consisting of a table 
and black background is similar to 
the set of "The Charlie Rose 
JOE PASTERIS/THE ITHACAN 
SOPHOMORES CHRIS JOHNSON and Tom Butler and freshman Atina Hartunian work on "All Angles," 
a new political commentary show on ICTV, in Studio B in the Park School of Communications. 
Show" on PBS. I 
"I wanted to go with the ~1mple 
look, which in turn lets us be more 
creative," sophomore Theodore 
Bobetsky, producer, said. 
Moore and Ference, the hosts, , 
brought the show idea to Bobetsky. 
Both have a strong interest in poli-
tu:sand feel there is room on the sta-
!Inn for an intelligent poh!Ical debate. 
A typical show opens wuh 
Moore and Ference arguing the top-
ic for the day before a guest with 
rclevence m that field come~ in to 
make it a three-way cros~firc. Fi-
nally, there i~ a segment called 'The 
Bottom Line," where the hosts try 
to find the truth behind the talk. 
Associate Professor Thomas 
Shevory, politics, a past guest on the 
show, was pleased with the level of 
preparation. 
"It was pretty professional in 
terms of setting 1t up and telling me 
what was gomg to happen," 
Shevory ~aid. "They obviously re-
searched the topic and both had very 
detailed notes." 
The duo said their research 
makes it possible to take conver-
sation into controversial territorie~. 
"We are not afraid to go for the 
Jugular," Ference said. "We will ask 
the tough questions becaw,e we re-
spect each other and the guest." 
Students who watch the ~how 
enjoy this open d1scu~sion. 
"They don't sit there and ~ound 
like two people who thmk they 
know what they arc talkmg 
about," said sophomore Jacob 
Bauman, who recently S<!W the 
show. "But it definitely gets to the 
pomt where it ~ounds hke the 
same old fight between Republicans 
and Democrats." 
Despite this viewpoint, all in-
volved are quick to point out that 
this is not about b1-p,1rtisan conflict. 
'This i~ not Democrats ver~us 
Republicans," Bobetsky ~aid. 
'This is [MooreJ's fairly liberal 1~-
sue~ versus [Ference]'<, faidy con-
~ervati ve issue~." 
Job and Internship Fair 2001 
ti Meet and network with professionals 
ti Explore up-to-date career 
opportunities · 
ti Check out full-time positions, 
summer jobs, and internships 
ti Sign up for interviews the next day! 
0 Hop on the JobDirect.com bus! 
ti Enter to win prizes! 
TUESDAY, MARCH 27 
11 :00 a.m.-3:00 p.m. 
Emerson Suites, Phillips Hall 
Day of Interviews 
Moore agreed, and ~aid he ha~ 
never been a participant rn any po-
l Ilic al group. 
"I have always been d1~couraged 
with the politic~ slluation ... and re-
ally findmg the group where you have 
[a] voice," Moore said. "I have only 
found that voice in the ~how" 
The hosts and their producer 
want viewers to find their own voice 
in the show and gain a better un-
dcrstandrng of poht1cal issue~. 
"l know from watching ~ome-
thrng like CNN or Fox News 
channel you're lookmg at these ul-
traprnfc~~1onab." he ~aid "They arc 
g1vrng all this mforrnat1on, and 1b 
nice to break it down and have a 
peer presentation." 
) 
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Acce-nt 1 
FIRST-YEAR 
,vt\RIA RODRIGUE/ 
-\Rl 
Hometown: Cmacas 
VenezuGIA 
If you could have dinner with 
someone famous, who would 
it be? Julio Cortazar or Fiona 
Apple. 
When you feel like indulging, 
what do you do? I wear every-
thing I own until 1 find the per-
fect outfit, then go out dancing 
and drinking. 
If you could change some-
thing about yourself, what 
would it be? My flat feet 
What's in your CD player 
right now? Electro 25. 
What are your obsessions? 
Sleep, rock 'n roll, shoes. 
Who's your favorite profes-
sor? Why? Joy Adams Is my 
favorite professor because she 
encourages me to be myself 
and express 11 through my 
painting. 
' 
·/ 
Meet with prospective employers for private, 
one-on-one ·interviews for jobs and internships 
(interviews must be scheduled on March 27). 
Sponsored by Career Services and 
Sigma Iota Epsilon 
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 28 
8:30 a.m.- 4:30 p.m. 
Emerson Suites, Phillips Hall 
• 
.. 
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Tt1e fol1owmg 1s valid Friday 
through Thursday· Times are 
sull10ct to change 
C1nemapohs 
Tt1e Commons 
277-6115 
In the Mood for Love - 2 30 
p rn 4 35 p m , 7·30 p m and 
9 35 p rn 
Crouching Tiger, :-iidden 
Dragon --- 2-15 pm., 4 35 p.m, 
7 15 p m Elllcl 9 35 p m 
Filll Creek Pictures 
1201 N Tioga St 
272-1256 
Before Night Falls -- 4 35 p m. 
and 9 35 pm 
Eat Drink Man Woman - 2 15 
pm and 7 15 pm. 
0 Brother Where Art Thou? --
2 15 p m . 4 35 p m .. 7 15 p 'Tl 
and 9 35 pm. 
Pollock - 2 15 p m., 4:35 p.m., 
7· 15 p m. and 9:35 p.m. 
Hoyts Ithaca 10 Cinema 
Pyramid Mall 
257-2700 
Chocolat - 12:25 p.m., 3:50 
, p.m. 6·40 p.m., 9:20 pm. and 
I 11:55pm. 
Down to Earth- 11 :50 a.m., 
2:05 p.m .. 4:20 p.m., 6:50 p.m., 
9·10 p.m and 11 :15 p.m. 
Enemy at the Gates - noon, 3 
p.m., 6:30 p.m., 9:35 p.m. and 
midrnght. 
, Exit Wounds - 12:05 p.m., 
2:20 p.m., 4:40 p.m., 7:10 p.m., 
10 p.m. and 12:05 a.m. 
15 Minutes-12:40 p.m., 7 
p.m and 12:15 a.m. 
Get Over It - 11 :55 a.m., 2 
pm., 4:10 p.m., 6:45 p.m., 9 
p.m and 11 p.m. 
Hannibal - 3:40 p.m. and 9:45 
I p.ffi. 
Heartbreaker - 12:20 p.m., 
, 3·30 p.m., 6.35 p.m., 9·25 pm 
and 11 :50 p.m 
The Mexican -12:30 p m , 
3 1 Op m., 7·05 pm. and 9-55 
Recess: School's Out - noon, 
2 15 p.m and 4 30 p.m. 
Say it Isn't So - 12 10 pm., 
2·30 p m , 4 50 p m , 7 15 p m , 
9.50 p m and 12:05 p m. 
See Spot - Saturday and 
Sunday at 12 15 pm 
3,000 Miles to Graceland -
12 40 p.m, 3 45 pm, 6:40 p rn. 
9 25 p m and 11 55 p m 
Traffic -- 12 1 5 p m . 3 20 p 111 
6 40 p rn and 9 40 p rn 
SAB Films 
Textor 102 
What Women Want -- Fr1(l", 
Saturdil',' At 7 pm , 9 30 pm 
and nw Jn,qht Sunday at 3 p n, 
,,nd r.1c,nrln,· iii 8 p m 
I 
COURTESY OF WARNER BROS 
IN "EXIT WOUNDS" rapper DMX and Eva Mendes team up with Steven Seagal to fight dirty cops and corruption. The action thriller stars 
Seagal as a tough in an inner-city cop and comedian Tom Arnold as a talk show host who suffers from anger-management problems . 
. Rapper and lama unite for fight 
/ Stars deliver comedic perfor,nances in _action packed cops-and-robbers fil,n 
BY GREG STORMS 
Stajf Writer ___ _ 
The times are few and far be-
tween when a movie can really bring 
together an audience as one, re-
gardless of race, gender or creed. 
"Exit Wounds" is one of those 
films. Yes, 
every fan 
who came 
to see the 
action-packed movie that stars the 
cco-vigilante-lama Steven Seagal and 
rnpper DMX shared the laughter and 
joy that this ludicrously bad flick 
bnngs. 
Our story begins with the absurd 
demotion of Seagal's character, 
Orin Boyd, a Detroit cop who saves 
the life of the vice-president but also 
~tops the Secret Service from doing 
their job - that bastard. He gel~ into 
more hot water on the job in a rough-
and-tumble precinct in the bad area 
of Detroit (a~ opposed to the peace 
and free love district that we all re-
member from "Robocop"). 
Luckily, before you can sing the 
entirety of "In-A-Gadda-Da-Vida" 
twice, Boyd stumbles upon a police 
property vault being robbed. Gobs of 
heroin are missing, it could only be 
an inside job, and DMX's character 
is involved somehow_ From there, the 
plot and characters essentially get 
shaken up in a magic eight ball, fiom 
which the filmmakers read "good 
guy," "bad guy," "black guy," 
"white guy," and "white woman," 
never creating _ a character that 
would even be worth a name. 
The cast does well for them-
selves, given the forum_ Seagal 
plays a cop surprisingly well, con-
sidering how he usually gets to be 
a CIA operative, SEAL, or the like. 
DMX struts along to his own 
soundtrack adequately. 
The small gems of "Exit 
Wounds" arc the supporting players, 
however. Isaiah Washington. as 
Boyd's partner, digs himself into the 
tripe well enough to swim in it 
DeNiro adds comedy 
to unthrilling movie 
BY CHRISTOPHER BEAVER 
< ·o,u~-1/mtrng __ \Vriter 
.. l:'i Mmute;." a:..p1re;. to be a ;.o-
c1,tl l'llmmentary on the dangers of 
.\me11c,1';. mcrea;.mg mtcre;.t m the 
cc·khr1t:\', but the ;.urroundmg de-
lL'c t 1, c '10ry I!> tlHl clJched for ih 
,1\\[l ~'(Hld 
·· ! -; \fo1ute,.'' 111--e all movie~ of 
:,. ','I 1 ;c:I I 
JH It 
,.,1, !lie 
·d.1 u llJJ'lmg llf the ar;.on m;.pcc-
1. ,: il.d,\.11d Bu1n;.) and the 
,.c·khrit\ c11p (Robert DcN1ro). 
!,, ,111 , ,: ,, lw111 a1e trying tu tac!--lc 
.1 1, ·c c111 ,111ng, ,J lml--cd hl ,rn1c1de:... 
I" IIIL'I th-: llllkllll\\'ll l--.tllc1 ~- \\ ho,-: 
,, .. I\ ;,lc.:11ti11,1h!e tr.11t I'> th::11 
, ·: , , ·. , ,dim)! ca1J. 111 ti11~ c·,1,L'. 
, . Ille: , 1de11tap111'.;' of 1he11 
. , ,,:, ::1 :11de1 to p10l1t ,,ti the 
:,,1 ',' ( )h. ,1f1ll !hell' 1, .I c·!;,1,,• ,II 
•Ill 1 )1 o111! Dl!I tlJ:.: ! :, : ' 
away right at the last second. 
Yawn. 
What th1;. amounts to for the 
viewer i:.. two boring fir:..t acts made 
up of murder~ :--ccn fiom the :..haky 
video c,11ncra of the 1--iller_ In the 
mcant,m<.:. the two heroe, follow 
from lTllllC !->Cl'lll' to c11me ,ccne. 
dl!>CO\'e1111i: ,,H!1Clh111g aht,ut 
them;.eh ,·, ,u.,I i.tll11,:! m l,,,·e 
Th-:n L,,111c·, !he thmf act rt11, 
1:-- wh,:1c· ,:q::'11r1er, of the film. ;md 
lh 1\r1tc1.'J11.:c1,1r .J,1h11 lkr,:t,e!J. 
go to rn.1k<: tile ca,c that 1111, h;1:-, 
all been a hl.1c 1-. ,alile on ,H11 1.1,-
u11,111rn1 -., 1ili ,ekh, 1t1e, I lo\\'-:, -
er. the· f,hn ~"'"' l!t,rn bad to \\'lll,e. 
111ai-.111g ,I h,•11:, l!, 1 p th.It C;tll,l', 
',\_'.\ L'I;il 111, 1lllL'I:!, \ ,I 11111nte11tf(lll;il 
l.11,_»h1,·1 
I iil·1~· :" ,1 1:i1 ... · _' 1 1,d i11 the u~!l~-
thrn:~h !>,·',.·, ,,i:,,pl.1,,!fll'rnil:,-
ch.11,1,:1,1 ,, 11: •;,, ,._. th.1?1 "'1,: d1-
ll ,( 
(though he was much juicier the la~t 
time he was in Detroit, in "Out of 
Sight"). Anthony Anderson ("Me, 
Myself & Irene") as DMX's partner 
and Tom Arnold, who plays a talk-
show host with anger management 
problems, get about as many laugh~ 
as the rest of the movie, ~inly the~e 
are intentional. 
As an action movie, "Exit 
Wounds" is the epitome of, if not 
the entire action genre, at least the 
video-rental section. It's an extra-
neously bloody flick with a star. a 
body to join in the chase, some 
· laughs, a car-chase, destructive 
explosives and a fight sequence that 
are all over-the-top. 
Then, of course, there is the 
star's love interest, played by Jill 
Hennessy. This subplot basically 
lasts as long as it takes for Segal to 
say the words "I've got !>Omething 
solid for you," and is null and void. 
It's all about spectacle, which 
means the writers' idea of includ-
ing the female gender was a few 
topless shot!>. 
Director AndrzeJ Bartkowiak 
worked this formula better with 
"Romeo Must Die." Of course, that 
was Jet Lt. This is Steven Seagal. 
"Exit Wounds" is filled with hornf-
ic, hilarious moments: Seagal 
breaking a desk-chair in half in frus-
tration, Michael Jai White's horren-
dous "Usual Su!>pects" reference, and 
the ingenious idea that herom can be 
traffic~ked m the form of T-shirts. 
Look, people - Steven Seagal 
should be content being a lama. and 
if you're in a theater just itching to 
see-his movie, go see something else, 
then sneak in to see Tom Arnold and 
Anthony Anderson's unexplain-
able, but quite funny, 1mprov over 
the closing credits, it's one of the 
movie's few redeeming a~sets. 
"Exit Wounds" iJ 11·n1te11 by Ed 
Horo1r1r-::. a11d Richard D '01•idio, di-
rected hy A11dr::.ej Bartkoll'iak mu/ 
produced by Brnce Berman. The /i/111 
sran Stc1·c11 Seagal a11d DMX. 
COURTES) OF NEW LINE CINEMA 
ROBERT DENIRO STARS as Eddie Flemming, a cop on the trail of film-
making killers, in New Line Cinema's new action thriller "15 Minutes." 
pmte1/g11lfricnd. Nicolette (Melina 
Ka11akarcde~) The few ;.L"enc, 
,, here he propo,e~ to the mrr1,11 du 
not come off a;. c I 1ch0d '" they ,11 e 
written. 
i\ ~equcnce whe1c· ll1111h·, 11.11 
;ic·tc, l:n,i, ll:111,,·ll 111 .111 111 1.:1111, 
1:lkll .1;,,11 rmc111 ,11..,,, ·., ,,1 :. , l,·,t ,1 
1J,1Idl: 111,l~L', llj> ill! !II<' !l: 1111 • •! 
., i1,·i1c:d '>llll: !me, th.it p1v.·,·.1~·d 11 
i f i ~' ! I I· 11 1.11 l-.. ': "I ': 11 \ t \' i ,~. I , j ', I I 
L'Jal cnmment.ir:-, ;ind C!llllc, up 
,hrnt a, .111 e111L'1L111;rn!.! dc1ec·11,e 
,tury f\;"1 !(l f!t, I,., the 0!111011~ 111;11_ 
hut --1.., \l11111tc, · I'> 11111 1\·t111h tile 
11117<' 
".'5 \linut('I .. ;, ,. 1111,·,, u,,,: ,.-,. 
1,·, ir ,/ /,\ lfli,n fie, le !cf 1111 ;' 1 '/t• 
~i,t, t ·1/ /n /,, rrl;. \dd1,1 ·1 hr· ,'1/n; , ,dJ \ 
N.ul>,·if /!,·\'/fo, ;:,11,t1ul /j,,, •11 
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CD shoots to the top Back,~tage 
with sex and faith t'<.c:)rcJr~:s 
BY JEREMY GRIFFIN 
Contributing Writer 
Obviously fueled by "Music of My 
Heart," hi!T' 1999 No. l hit with N' Sync, Glo-
ria Estefan has released her second install-
ment of Greatest 
Hits. Although 
Estefan was not 
able to a!>semble as 
many signature 
hits on this record 
; - ------7 
*** ! 
"Greatest Hits ! 
' Vol. II" · 
Gloria Estefan : 
J 
as she was on her first Greatest Hits volume, 
the tracks remain among her best. 
The album teatures her rousing cover of 
"Turn The Beat Around," her triumphant 1996 
Olympic anthem "Reach," the torrid ballad 
·Tm Not Giving You Up" and her sensational 
dance hit "Heaven's What I Feel." All bases 
are covered with energy and enthusiasm that 
only Estefan can pull off. 
Never one to leave her devoted fans hang-
ing, Estefan offers up four brand-new cuts in 
addition to the hits. The haunting ballad "You 
Can't Get Away From Love" showcases her 
flare for the dramatic ballad. "I Got No Love" 
is a brilliantly sensuous Latin cocktail with 
a slow, thumping beat and a truly seductive 
vocal. "Out Of Nowhere" is a fa!>t-paced pop 
ditty, vainly crafted for the Britney Spears rn-
dio circuit. 
The album's undisputed highlight, how-
ever, is "YTu Conga," a flaming new remix 
of her trademark anthem "Conga." 
Remixed by her son Nayib, the track comes 
complete with newly recorded verses, soar-
ing male call-out vocals and fierce percussion 
fusing tropical rhythms with cutting-edge 
house beats. It is on sultry dance anthems like 
this where Gloria truly shines. 
BY GUSTAVO RIVAS 
AsHstant Accent Editor 
Arc you ready to enjoy the sex1c~1 musi-
cal roller coaster ride you have ever been on? 
If you are, "Hotshot" by "Mr. Lover" him-
self will definitely 
add a mixture of 
beats to your mu-
sical collection. 
,----
I 
' * * * 1/2 I 
"Hotshot" I 
Shaggy l 
• -- ·- - _ _J 
Shaggy's fourth career album is a mixture of 
reggae, dance hall and pop/R&B that will 
make you dance and shout or gel romantic. 
It is also an album full of ideas that will play 
with your opinions about women, relation-
ships and hopefully, your mother. 
The party mood of the album is maintained 
by a number of well-constructed dance 
songs. This is the result of the producers' abil-
ity 10 cast the perfect background singers 10 
compliment the artist's rapping. Song sam-
pling is the other reason why many of the 
songs are getting a lot of radio and club play 
and will continue to do so. 
Hot singles that are already working their 
way up the charts are the ones produced by 
Jimmy Jam and Terry Lewis. The Min-
neapolis-based production team produced 
"Dance and Shout," which maintains the 
booty-shaking disco beat of the sample song, 
the Jacksons' "Shake Your Body (Down to 
the Ground)." Other Jam and Lewis pro-
ductions are "Luv Me, Luv Me," Shaggy's hit 
duel with Janet Jackson for the soundtrack 
to "How Stella Got Her Groove Back," and 
"Lonely Lover." 
_ Still, the strongest tracks on the record are 
the ones that you will probably not listen to 
while on the dance floor. Although the pro-
ducers of songs like "Hope," "Keep'n It Real" 
and "Why Me Lord?" maintain the album's 
party sound, the songs are full of parental ad-
vice and tend to sound like spiritual prayers. 
"Hope," for example, features his mother's 
advice on bad moments. In the chorus the rap-
per is joined by singer Mister Mydas as they 
chant: "She said son there'll be times when 
the tides are high/ And the boat may be rocky, 
you can cry/ Just never give up/ In this life 
you can lead if you only believe/ In order to 
~-. 
COURTESY OF MCA RECORDS 
"HOTSHOT' IS SHAGGY'$ fourth release 
since he began recording in 1993. 
achieve what you need/ You can never give 
up,(you can never give up). 
In other songs, Shaggy offers advice on 
the consequences of being a "player" 
("Why Me Lord?" and "II Wasn't Me") and 
the importance of having someone who re-
ally loves you ("Angel," based on the '60s 
classic "Angel of the Morning"). 
One of the most interesting songs on the 
album, in terms of Shaggy's artistic capa-
bilities, has to be "Not Fair." The song, about 
a lover who reproaches the singer's unwill-
ingness to go down on her, pairs the Shag-
gy with singer Rude. Her deep shaky voice 
sounds like a ghost. The addition of a piano 
that immediately evokes the image of a cat 
walking across the keys completes the song 
could have to do with the character's failure 
to "go downtown," as the writer calls the act 
of oral sex. 
"Hotshot" is one of those few albums that 
asks that the listener enjoy him or herself on 
the dance floor, but al the same time think 
about our goals, our past and our relationships. 
However, make sure not to listen to it too 
much. This album is here for a long ride and 
you will probably have a hard time getting 
away from its singles by the time summer is 
in full force. 
Flecktones serve a piece of American Pie 
L~tlsic 
BY GUSTAVO RIVAS 
Assistant Accent Editor 
The sound of a guttar chord 
,xhoed across the auditorium, and 
~pots of red and blue lights im-
mediately called the audience's 
attention to the bubble-filled 
~tage. 
Seconds later bassist Victor 
Wooten entered stage left and 
placed himself center stage. 
The crowd immediately stood 
up, anci a ro..ir of :,Ct e..ms anti a11-
plause filled the Bailey Hall Au-
ditorium in Cornell University 
on March 12. But the howling of 
the crowd was quickly eclipsed 
by the sounds of Wooten's 
ba~s. Bela Fleck and the Flcck-
tont:s' st:cond concert ever 111 
Ithaca had started. 
Wooten played a solo set of 10 
m111utes in which he slapped and 
massaged his bass like a 
masseur gone crazy. As his 
hand!:>, and at times his tongue, 
moved up and down his bass's 
neck, the audience members 
moved their hips and arms as the 
he rocked his body around to the 
beat. 
Suddenly, we heard the 
,ound!:, of a drum, and an 
,\fncan American male with 
dre.1ds and patches of bright 
rnlor~ entered stage right. Then 
1, e heard the clarinet, and a white 
male appeared on center stage. 
And finally we heard the banjo, 
and Bela Fleck entered the stage 
to a screaming and jumping au-
dience. 
For a person who has never 
listened to Bela Fleck and the 
Flecktones, the performance 
was a complete ~urpnse. Each of 
the members had their own few 
m111utes to show off their talents. 
Victor Wooten's solo showed 
the public why he 1s one of the 
most succe~::,ful electric bassists 
in the 111dw,try. Later on, saxo-
phonist/compo~er Jeff Coffin 
took the ~tage and set a slower 
mood w11h "Lover's Leap," one 
of the song.s from the band's new 
albu1.-,, ''Outbound.'. 
FutureMan, the band's per-
cussionist, started his solo in the 
second act of the concert with fast 
paced African drum beats with a 
pre-recorded children's chorus. 
The solo effort had everyone 111 
allendance dancing - even the 
guy who had been doing his al-
gebra homework between 
shows. 
Fleck re-entered the stage for 
his solo and with banjo on hand, 
told the audience it was lime for 
a sh111dig. His solo, which fea-
tured his rend1t1on of the 
"Sesame Street" theme song, 
was the !:,hortesl of all the per-
formances, but the ~ong's inno-
cence had the crowd moving their 
heads from ~,de to !:>Ide. 
A~ show ended, it was hard 10 
ignore the fact that the show had 
been a!:, much a cultural as a mu-
sical experience. The program 
GUSTAVO RIVAS/THE ITHACAN 
BASSIST VICTOR WOOTEN of the Flecktones served as the 
opening act for Bela Fleck on March 12. It was concert was the 
band's second performance at Bailey Hall in Cornell. Cornell's 
Concert Commission will present B.B. King on April 8. 
was a celebration of U.S. culture 
and 11s many rhythms. The 
Flecktones combined country 
western, '60s rock, jazz and 
Afro-Latin sounds. providing 
the breed111g ground tix culturally 
diverse rend1t1ons of "Yankee 
Doodle.'' "Chopstick~" and 
"Amaz111g Grace." The band's 
performance was an 111credible 
display of musical genre~ born in 
the United Slates. 
JEFF MILLER 
Writer searches for '69' 
after Carib bean cruise 
Well. 11 took me tour year!:,, but th1;, )Car 
I finally had a rcal-l1fe. ·'fun 111 the ;,un" rnl-
lege ~pnng b1cak. No more bleak t11p, to 
Myrtle Beach. pretcndmg to be warm 111 50 
degree weather. This ~pnng found me on a 
cru,.,,c 111 Florida and 
the Bahama;,, ~oak111g 
up sunshme and or-
dering mixed dnnb 11 
la "Office Space\ .. 
Milton Waddam;,. 
My tan will d1;,ap-
pear sooner rather 
than later. though, 
leaving me with only 
memories. And one 
particular memory- or motif 1f you will -
will define this spring break for me, a detail 
that helped 10 make it the best break on 
record. 
Bluntly put, this was the spring of ''69." 
Oh, yes. It turned me upside down, 11 
turned me round and round, it turned me in-
side out. It made my muscles move, and my 
voice box utter sounds of joy, !:>creams and 
unintelligible syllables. "69" ha~ more 
soul, indeed. 
There was no escaping from "69." It fol-
lowed me around the boat, surpnsing me with 
it's hip-gyrating rhythm and spastic bur~I!:> of 
energy followed by a mellow, relax111g af-
termath. Even on the beach, "69" wa~ there, 
reminding me of why I wanted to go on 
spring break in the first place. 
At times "69" totally took over my life, 
suggesting a real-life version of "Un-
dressed." Often, I shared the ecstasy of "69" 
with hundreds of people s1multaneously, all 
of us convulsing and screaming 111 unison, 
shaking our pelvises at each other explo-
sively. 
Before you look up al my ugly mug and 
decide it's lime to go visit the vom11 fairy, 
I'll stop (momentarily) with the double cn-
tendres and tell you the truth. The tnp was 
no "Girls Gone Wild" - "69" was a song 
I discovered on break. The ship's house 
band, Joy, played it at least once or twice 
a set - and they had at least two sets a 
day- so that meant four limes the fun of 
''69." 
There really was no escaping it. I'd leave 
the boat to bask in UV rays and run mto Joy 
on the beach. They'd play "Buffalo Soldier" 
or "Sweat (A la la la la Long)" or "Red Red 
Wine" or any other mterchangeable reggae 
song, but I knew it wouldn't be long before 
I heard the open111g choid,. Chec~y ~ynth 
steel drums and an up-tempo calyp~o ba~;, 
l111e then would breakdown to the ;,111g111g ~cc-
lion of the ~ong, the most suggc~tl\ c reggae 
song this ~,de ot "It Wasn't Me." 
A;, soon a~ tbe drums kicked rn. I ,1 a~ 
dancmg and s1ng111g along. even tlwugh the 
only words I knew make up the fourth para-
graph of th,,, column. I ~till can't bel1e1c I 
had never heard the »ong before It"» the kmd 
of song that a record c,ec would droul ()\'Cr 
- 11\ rncc;,~antly catchy. and 11·, got a gre.11. 
relentles;, dance hall rhythm. 
Despite the lync::, · requ1~11c explic1tnc~,. 
there arc no cu,;, word, 111 "()()_" m,1k111g rt 
acceptable tor rad1u play "69" 1, thc I are;,t 
ofpor song~. a ,inglc th.it,~ ~o 1cpct1111c and 
memorable that. alter hca11nu 1t onh un,·e. 
you can't help humming ll 111 )~(1u1 he;;d, ()\'Cl 
and mer aga111. 
\V11h th,ll. though. come~ m:, L"llrl ent pl()b-
lcm: unce I hll dry land. there 1,,1, no more 
"69" to be had I havt.: llll idea" h() tht.: ung-
mal ar11't "· ,md an Internet ,earch uni:, :, rcld;, 
non-mu~1c related linb. that 11h1lc fun. don't 
help 111 my per;,onal quc~t for '"(19 .. Although 
more aural ,ecb than yuu kn()\\, I ,till can't 
get enough ot '"69 .. 
So. I end th,~ column 11·11h ,1 pica 
I need "69 .. It you knov. whc11.: I can 
get 11, get 111 touch My numhe1 ·., (ll1 the 
bathroom w,111. and m:, e-mail', rrght un-
der ym11 no;,c 
Jeff Miller\ Bacbtage Routes appmn 111 
t/11.1 1/JllCe c1•cr_1· 11·cd. E-111wl /11111 at 
11111llc1 J @~ ,cJ Ithaca. cdu 
---. i 
/ I - ) ) •• L --~,. ' •• ,(:,.>! ;I'' 
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ROGAN'S 
CORNER 
PIZZA-SUBS & WINGS 
-=========== TO GO 
SUPER 
SAVER 
ITHACA, N.Y. SOUTH HILL NORTHEAST 825 Danby Rd./ 273-6006 23 Cinema Dnve/257-2757 
• South Hill • Fall Creek • Cayuga Height~ • South Lansing 
• East l-1111 • College town • Varna • NYSEG & 
• Cornell • IC • North Campus Surrounding Arca~ 
r---------~----------~---------, 
I ' One ex-laJce pizza, I One medium One large pizza, 1 1 
· 2 d 2 sodas 2 so as 1 pizza, so as 1 
I $522 $722 $9~,a• I I plus tax plus fox I 
I Expires 05/01/01 I Exp,rcs 05/01/01 E"J)i~s o5tOI/OI I 
r-------------------1------------------------------------------1 
, One medium pizza, : One large pizza, One ex-large pizza, 
I 2 sodas, 12 wings : 2 sodas, 12 wings 2 sodas, 12 wings 
I : I : $12 ~Sic. $ l 4~"°" 
I [,,:p ""t'S O'J/01/01 : E}('Jlircs 05/01/01 EKJJircs 05/01/01 
-------------------·---------------------~--------------------
One medium 
pizza, 2 sodas 
$5~,tax 
Any sub, 
any time 
Two calzones, 
any time 
$79.2 ' ph.:s 1c.x 
E,q:i,rr-s 05/01/01 Exp1rir=s1,5/0J/OI Expires 05/CI/0I 
--------------------- .-----------------------~----------------------
I 
Large pizza with up to 3 ; 
toppings and 2 sodas : 
I 
I $922 : 
p[us tax, one coL4>cn pf!r order I 
I 
2 large pizzas, 4 
sodas & 12 wings 
$1922 
plus tc,c, one CCL'Pon per crdc:r 
2 medium pizzas, 
4 sodas and 24 wings 
$1922 
plus f(l.l(. arc COL4>on ~r order 
_______ Exp1rcs05/0I/0I : _____________ :x:::'_°:_'~
1
~~------------.:~:e_:~~~~-
The Ithaca Times 
Readers Poll voted Rogan's 
best wings in Ithaca. 
Ithaca College Marketing 
Association Voted Rogan's 
best medium wings 
on campus. 
-------------------~---------------------.---------------------
I One medium pizza,: One large pizza, 
I 2 sodas,12 wings 2 sodas,12 wings 
I 
I $10;c.,"" , $12~ .... 
I : 
L E"PttS 05/01/01 I &pres 05/01/01 
-----~~- ~------
One ex-large pizza, 
2 sodas,12 wings 
$14~."" 
>free of hassles 
>free of rip offs 
>free for you with 10 friends! 
Looking for a tnp of a lifetime with other 18-35 
year olds without the lifetime payment plan? If 
you want to meet new friends, have Jots of 
exciting, unforgettable adventures, then Contiki 
is your answer! 
... Get 10 friends to go 
and you'll go free! 
>European Discovery from $975 
14 dayo ,ncJud,ng Amotetdam, Pare;, and Romo 
>Beaches and Reefs from $905 
14 day lolr of Austrar.l's East coos! ~001 Sydrey to tho B:lrr .. Rool 
>Greek Island Hopping from $899 
14 days featunng Santonrn, Paros and Mykonos 
~ ·-~·= 
- >V<.1,p.1MA._"-1 
for181D35V-cllia C)(a,lea,~ 
"Savtnii,....-whonJl<'dlSOOdbyAMnnnlllr.llh'Dl,WlMA Travel 
l\genaeo adf. Somo res1rlcbORs "lll'IY- l'llclaae llrd ont,, n,oo na1 
rca.dl, - EJipermco ca... ""'1 a-.>ol - boolcnd on hi 
...,., 111> •Iha,.... trne and lho 11111 --"""or~ n 
yQ.-iJa4)gob10%dl. 
You will never drink alone 
TODAYr March 22, 
Karaoke beach party 
with prizes and giveawB}lS. 
Beachwear Strongly Recommended. 
Sing & Dance, 9 p.m. til close! 
Every Tuesday : 
Specials for the Ladies! 
9 p.m. to II p.m. 
DJ and Dance Music All Night! 
273-9652 
Parking Available. 
632 W. Seneca St, Ithaca, N.Y. 
s 
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WWW.OLEARYSIRISHPUB.COM. 
THURSDAY, MARCH 22, 2001 
. DELIVERING TILL 4AM THURSDAY, FRIDAY & SATURDA,,. 
! 
272-1950 
PIZZERIA 404 W. State St. 
0 
-a 
, m 
~ Meal Deals~ ! 
~ :::c 
:E #1. Large cheese pizza, one dozen chicken or tofu wmg~ & two Pep~1. m 
0.. ONLY! $11.95 tax incl. ; 
~ #2. Medium chee!>e pizza, one dozen chicken or tofu wmg~ & two Pep!:,1. -I m 
"' -I ~ ONLY! $9.95 tax incl. -
-~ #3. Two medium cheese pizza~ & four Pep~i. ONLY! $11.1./5 tax mcl. 0 
~ ~ 
ai:: #4. Two large cheese pina!> & four Pepsi. ONLY.' $14.95 rax mcl. ~ 
~ m 
:::c #5. PARTY PACK-giant cheese sheet pizza. two dozen chicken or tofu =!! 
t- wings & two Pepsi. ONLY! $/9.95 tax incl. Z 
i" #6. GIANT PACK - giant cheese sheet pizza. four dozen chicken or tofu ~ 
~ wings 8f.. two Pepsi. ONLY! $26.95 tax mcl. :::C 
I ffl 
:E #7. 100 Buffalo Style Chicken Wings. ONO'! $26.95 tax incl. r-
J> 
:: #8. G.P'sDOUGHLICIOUS CALZONES ! 3 forONLY.1 $/4.00 tax mcl. ~ 
>- #9. Large cheese pizza. ONLY! $6.95 tax incl. PICK UP ONLY!! m 
C "' C # 10. Medium cheese pizza. ONLY! $4. 95 tax incl. PICK UP ONLY!! -1 
~ C 
111z #1 I. Large Pizza, 2 toppings, 2 Pepsi'!>. ONLY! $11.50 tax mcl. m 
C ~< 
111 #12. Medium Pizza, 2 toppings. 2 Pepsi's. ONLY! $9.50 tax mcl. m 
~ #13. Large Pizza. Unlimited Topping!:,, 2 Pepsi's. ONLY! Sl4.95'tax incl. ~ 
>-c 
C 
z 
~ 
~ 
z 
Ill 
a. 
0 
# 14. Medium Pizza, Unlim1tedToppings,2 Pepsi's. ONLY! $12.95tax incl. ::V 
J> 
z 
Q 
# 15. Four for Forty-Four - 4 Large Pizzas, 4 Dozen Wings and 4 Pepsi's. 
ONLY!$44.44 tax incl. m 
No Coupons Necessary - No Limit When Ordering -z 
"Two for Tuesday'' ~ 
Buy any pizza and get a second pizza the same way for free! z 
(Pickup, or instore only. Not valid with sheet or Gourmet pizzas.) 
Visa, Mastercard & Discover Accepted on all Deliveries 
Free Pepsi With Any Pizza 
Dine In or Take Out • 7 DAYS A WEEK 
Continuing The Pirro's Pizza. Tradition Since 1959 
.~ 
,).,s;·t 
,·,!i:. 
J -~ 
-.- ..:. ·-··-·----.•~~~--~ .. 
at stonu Brook un1uersnu 
• 276 courses in 38 subjects 
0 Day and evening classes 
o Low New York State tuition 
0 Extended payment plan 
0 Telephone registration 
Classes begin May 29 and July 9 
www.stonybrook.edu/summer 
Request a free catalog: 
(800) 559-7213 
Stony Brook University 1s an Aff1rrnat1vc Acl1on/ 
Equal Opportunity Educator and Employer 
STt)NY 
BRt\~~K 
STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK 
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om1cs 
DILBERT'. BY SCOTT ADAMS 
WE NEED TO 
REDUCE STI\FF 
BY 1WENT'<. 
HERE'S I\ LIST OF 
THE PEOPLE YOU'VE 
A- L- M- 0- S- T 
WORKED TO 
DEATH . 
0 
0 
"' 0 
0 
.,. 
I HAVE ANOTHER 
PROJECT FOR. YOU 
... UH ... TED. 
) 
'--------"-----;:;-~-~ .... - .... ..,Qiii.-.;;;;;;~ 
E 
8 
... 
0 
• @ 
~ 
-:! 
i 
IF YOU'D LIKE TO 
TAKE ME TO PARIS, 
PRESS ONE. IF YOU 
ARE INVITING ME 
TO A LOUSY MOVIE, 
E PRESS 
8 11.JO. 
BEfP t! / g ~~p ~ :; 
~===~=======~~~~~~=lL---.JJ.J....:.i:~---t ...... ____ ....... _____ ~ 
I LIKE TAKE -CHARGE 
MEN WHO JUST SAY, 
''C'MON, WE'RE GOING 
SOMEPLACE." 
E 
C'MON , WE'RE 
GOING TO THE 
BOWLING ALLEY! 
.; 
THAT'S THE 
DUMBEST 
IDEA I'VE 
EVER 
HEARD. 
) 
I THINK 
I SEE 
HOW THIS 
WORKS. 
_) 
YOU DON'T GIVE 
YOUR OPINION 
ON ANYTHING. 
ARE YOU 
SPINELESS? 
~ MAYBE YOU CREATE 
@ AN ENVIRONMENT ~ IN WHICH GIVING i AN OPINION IS AN 
;;i INVITATION TO 
! 6REATI YOU'RE ~ t nAKlN6 ME CRY 
i IN PUBLIC 11 
• 
e UNNECESS- :. \·I/ 
8 ARY PAIN. 
t! 
I 
1 .__..., ___ ___..________ -------~---'-
WE CAN'T SHOW THESE 
NUMBERS TO OUR 
VP. THEY MAKE US 
LOOK LIKE 
LOSERS. 
E 
8 FIND SOMETHING 
i WE'RE DOING WELL @ 
~ AND GIVE HIM j THOSE NUMBERS 
li INSTEAD. 
E 
.; 
= 
8 i 
WE TRY TO RETAIN "2 THE REST OF YOU ! 
OUR BEST EMPLOYEES 1 WILL EXPERIENCE .; 
BY GIVING THEM ~ OUR OTHE~ :" 
''GOLDEN HANDCUFFS." j PROGRAM, THE i 
ONE I CALL :. 
E "PRICKLY PANTIES. " ! 8 ~ i \_ ! 
WOW!OUR 
INTERNAL 
SUBTERFUGE 
IS UP EIGHT'< 
PER.CENTI 
THEN HE 
GAVE ME 
A HUGE 
BOLJ.. OF 
CANDY. 
HEY, THEY 
CUT OUR 
DENTAL 
PLAN 
AGAIN! 
) 
f===~-..Y:~~~71L_I.L..L~-~E:::i! ..... -.\~---..~MM.--~ 
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NON SEQUITUR BY WILEY . 
NON SEQUITUR 
NON SEQUITUR 
i~. 
't-1\1.E'{~!OJ-SEQ\.lrc.l~.c:.Cll-'- 01Sf.9{~ep;ss S1111> • 
NON SEQUITUR 
. 't&l..C.9t..r-.\~  
tW'\-°'{k:GI.:. ~~C\( ~t", 
~\R C~5t-c.~ fL\NC7. .. 
~ 
1 
l 
by WILEY 
by WILEY 
-,ill.9-'3~-!.(Q.J({.Jlt.c.oi,. oor. ~  ~ ~ 
-------------- - - . - . -- - ---
------ ---- ---- ---- -
------ - ---- -
To place 
a classified advertisement, 
please contact 
Classified Manager Jen Yomoah 
at 274-1618. litSSified THURSDAY M,\l~CH 22, 2001 PAGE 21 
Employment 
Help us provide.children and 
adults who have developmental & 
other disabilities with a safe, fun-
filled summer vacation while 
gaining excellent human service 
training, plus salary and room & 
board at a large, personal, fully 
equipped, non-profit, summer, 
coed, sleep-away camp in the 
beautiful Catskill Mis. at Hunter, 
NY. Hiring: Male and Female 
Cabin Counselors, Program 
Counselors in: Ceramics, Arts & 
Crafts, Wood Working, Fabric 
Arts, Nature Crafts, Cooking, 
Adaptive Athletics, Adaptive 
Recreation, Drama, Dance & 
Movement, Therapeutic Music, 
WSI (Water Safety Instructor), 
Life Guards, plus Chefs, Cooks, 
RNs and Secretaries. For info: 
Camp Loyaltown, 115 E. 
Bethpage Rd., Plainview, N.Y. 
11803. Call 1-516-293-2016 ext. 
611. Fax: 1-516-719-8100. E-
mail: camp@ahrc.org. 
Web: www.ahrc.org/camp.htm. 
Fraternities! Sororities! Clubs! 
Student Groups! 
Earn $1000-$2000 this semester 
with the easy 
campusfundraiser.com three 
hour fund-raising event. No sales 
required. Fund-raising dates are 
filling quickly, so call today! 
Contact campusfundraiser.com 
at 888-923-3238 or visit www. 
fundraiser.com. 
CAMP COUNSELORS - NEW 
YORK Co-ed Trim Down and 
Fitness Camp. Hike and play in 
the Catskills Mountains, yet be 
only 2 hrs. from N.Y. City. Have a 
great summer. Make a difference 
in kids' lives! Good salary, intern-
ship credits and free RmJBd. All 
sports, Water Skiing, Canoeing, 
Ropes, Lifeguards, Crafts, 
Dance, Aerobics, Nutrition, 
Counselors, Kitchen, Office and 
Night Watchman. 120 positions. 
Camp Shane 877-914-4141. 
Web: www.campshane.com. 
Horlzoncamps.com = summer 
job/ internship! 
Five great kids' summer camps 
in N.Y., Maine, PA& W.Va seek 
general counselors & group lead-
ers, plus activity specialists & 
directors who teach/coach: ten-
nis, swimming, climbing, back-
packing, caving, mountain biking, 
nature, kayaking, canoein~. sail-
ing, water-skiing, windsurfing, 
ropes, theater, dance, arts, 
crafts, ceramics, woodworking, 
stained glass, Web design, desk-
top publishing, photography, 
video, weights/ fitness, gymnas-
tics, archery, golf, volleyball, 
roller hockey; lacrosse, soccer, 
baseball & basketball! Nurses, 
kitchen & operations staff also 
needed. Wide range of paid 
internships for many majors! 
June 16- Au~. 16. Benefits 
include training, salary, accom-
modation, food, laundry & travel 
allowance. Apply online at 
www.horizoncamps.com or call 
(800) 544-5448. 
· Employment 
People who seriously want to 
LOSE WEIGHT NATURALLY 
and/or earn $25-$75/hour PT/FT. 
Both Guaranteed! 
1-888-658-9322. 
BEST SUMMER EXPERIENCE 
Top-notch Maine summer camp 
for boys seeks counselors to 
teach athletics, swimming, arts & 
crafts, photography, video and 
music. June 23-Aug. 18. Highest 
camp salaries, plus travel, 
room, board, laundry service, 
and internship credit. Great 
facilities, terrific people and beau-
tiful lake-front setting. We seek 
fun, dynamic, responsible role-
models who enjoy working with 
children. Call 410-337-9697 or 
e-mail campskylemar@aol.com. 
10/hr GUARANTEED Work on 
campus FIT or PIT for as little as 
5-1 O hrs/wk or as many as 40 
hrs/wk. Be your own boss. Create 
your own schedule. Limited posi-
tions. Call 1-800-808-7442 x.80. 
For Rent · 
LIVE ON THE LAKE 
10 Minutes to Campus and 
Downtown 
1, 2,- 3 Bedrooms, Furnished/ 
Unfurnished, Laundry & Free 
Parking, Patio/Porch/Docks 
CSP Management 
www.lthaca-rent.com. 
One Bedroom, furnished, bright 
and warm, parking, walk to IC. 
273-9300. . 
Great 3 bedroom apt., free laun-
dry and parking, close to campus. 
$325+. Call 275-9663, leave a 
message. 
One and Two Bedroom 
Apartments 
Downtown 
Beautiful Victorian/ European 
Styles, Spacious, Furnished, Bus 
Route to Campus. 
CSP Management- 277-6961. 
www.lthaca-rent.com. 
CHARLES STREET 
TOWNHOUSES 
Conveniently Located on South 
Hill/3 Bedroom/Furnished. 
Free Parking and Trash 
Removal, Porches and Private 
Patios, washer/dryers, $325 pp. 
CSP Management 277-6961. 
www.lthaca-rent.com. 
3 HUGE BEDROOMS, BIG 
CLOSETS, HARDWOOD 
FLOORS, GREAT KITCHEN 
273-5091. 
Beautiful, modem 2 bedroom 
with deck. Downtown- 2 blocks to 
Commons. Free parking space. 
June or August 273-5091. 
Furnished houses and apart-
ments. Walking distance to IC. 
Free off-street parking. 
272-1115. 
For Rent 
South Hill and Near The 
Commons 
One, two and three bedroom 
apartments for next year. New 
Listings! Nice cond1t1on, laundry, 
and parking. Visit: 
PPMhomes.com. 
CLOSE TO ITHACA COLLEGE 
Three Bedrooms, Furnished, 
Laundry, Screened-in Porch, 
Secure Building. 
INCLUDES HEAT!! 
CSP Management 
www.lthaca-rent.com. 
Three bedroom apartments, car-
peted and furnished, South Hill. 
272-3389 or 533-8637. 
Three Bedroom House 
Downtown, 2 Blocks from The 
Commons. Large rooms, wall-to-
wall carpet. Nice. Available 8-1-
01. $330 per person. 
Certified Properties of TC Inc. 
273-1669 
http://www.14850.com/web/ 
certified/. 
Two 3 Bedroom Apartments 
or 
6 Bedroom House 
Downtown 
Free parking, Furnished, 
Laundry, Dishwashers (2 Living 
Rooms/Kitchens/Baths/Porches) 
Private Yard, Close to Commons 
and Bus Route, $275 pp CSP 
Management 277-6961. 
www.lthaca-rent.com. 
Rental available for graduation 
week/ weekend. Cayuga Lake 
Cottage. Sleeps 6/8, 1.5 space 
bath, large dock & deck. Call 
589-6359 after 6 p.m. 
VISTA CIRCLE 
Now Renting for 2001-2002 
1, 2 and 3 Bedroom 
Furnished/Unfurnished. 
CSP Management 277-6961. 
www.lthaca-rent.com. 
Three bedroom, hardwood floors, 
laundry, parking, spacious, lots of 
light, close to IC & walk to 
Commons/Downtown - $330 
each plus utilities. 277-7291. 
Four bedrooms, hardwood floors, 
laundry, huge rooms, walk to IC, 
walk to Downtown, yard, porch, 
patio. $235 each plus utilities. 
277- 7291. 
New 3 bedroom apt., 2 full baths, 
fully furnished, private balcony, 
energy efficient, 2 blocks from 
Commons, $300 plus utilities.-
256-8060. / 
/ 
Sunny Apartment, overlooking 
creek, 3 bedrooms, big kitchen, 
downtown, only $323 each for 3. 
273-5091. 
Four bedroom house, 1.5 baths, 
washet, dryer, kit. appliances, off-
street parking, South Hill, Aug. 
May, plus utilities, no pets M-F, 6-
9 p.m. 272-0680. 
· This space could be yours! 
Advertise with 
The Ithacan. . 
Contact Sales Manager 
Jennifer Crowe 
at 2 7 4~ 1618 .· 
For Rent 
918 Danby Road, furnished 4 
bedroom townhouse, hardwood 
floors, wood-burning fireplace, 
dishwasher, parking, walk to IC. 
273-9300. 
WALK TO CAMPUS 
University Ave. 
8 Bedroom/2 Bath 
Fully Furnished 
Large rooms 
$390 each for 8. 
All Utilities Included. 
CSP Management 277-6961 . 
www.lthaca-rent.com. 
HILLVIEW PLACE: 
One 4 person and one 5 person 
furnished house. Eleven month 
leases, free off-street parking, 
close to bus, 2 kitchens, 2 bath-
rooms each. Available Aug. 
2001. Call 273-5370. 
Spacious 1 & 2 bedroom apts. 
Walk to IC. 24 hr. maint. Fall 
2001. From$385 to $570 per 
month plus util. Call Clif 273-8473 
or 280-7932. 
Four-bedroom apt. $250+, free 
laundry. Between IC and down-
town. Call 275-9663, leave mes-
sage. 
Warm and cozy, spacious four 
bedroom townhouse, wood 
burning fireplace/stove, two 
baths, sun porch, furnished, 
walk to IC, 273-9300. 
ON THE COMMONS 
1 and 2-Bedroom, Furnished, 
Laundry, Secure Building, 
Includes Heat/Trash Removal 
CSP Management. 
www.lthaca-rent.com. 
FUNTASTIC 3 BEDROOM -
Modem, spacious, sun deck, TV. 
$335 each plus utilities heat and 
furnishing! June or August. 
Downtown. 277-6961. 
Three bedroom South Hill. Large 
Bedrooms. Washer/dryer, wood-
stove, deck, off-street parking. 
Very nice. available 8-1-01. 
$325/person. 
Certified Properties of TC Inc. 
273-1669. 
http://www.14850.com/web/ 
certified/. 
GRADUATION! Lovely home ten 
mirn,ites from campus available to 
rent for graduation weekend. Call 
Cheryl 277-1620. 
CAYUGA LAKE HOME available 
graduation weekend. Only 1 o 
miles out. 3 days $2000. Daytime 
275-9150. 
VERY LARGE 3 Bedroom 
Downtown 2 blocks to library/bus 
large balcony porch, big bright 
kitchen 273-5091. 
For Rent · 
Spacious 3-bedroom. Heat 
included. On The Commons. 
Furnished - 272-7 441. 
VERY NICE ONE BEDROOM 
For 1 or 2 Bright. Quiet. Lower 
South Hill. Includes ut1ht1es! Must 
see! August. 277-6961. 
Four Bedroom House at rear 
entrance, laundry, lots of space, 
plenty of parking, spacious, nat-
ural light, porch, $330 plus ut1l1-
t1es each. 277-7291. 
LAKE: 01-02 academic year. 5 
bdrm furnished; carpeting; appli-
ances; fireplace; desk; dock. 
Start late Aug. $1,500. 277-3370:_ 
AVAILABLE 8-10-1. TWO AND 
THREE BEDROOM HOUSE. 
CLOSE TO IC ON 968. FOR 
INFO CALL 257-9564. 
Large studio util inc. from $415 
for Fall 2001. Walk to IC. On-site 
laundry, garbage, parking. Call 
Clif 273-8473 or 280-7932. 
3 to 6 Bedroom Furnished 
Ho-uses. Close to IC. Call 
273-4211. 
Gorgeous, huge 1 bedroom apt. 
downtown. August. Porch 273-
5091. 
Efficiency apt. available August 
modern, private full bath & kitch-
enette 273-5091 . 
For Sale 
VW/Audi (used) S~les, AAA 
Approved Service, parts 20 
years, 1 owner, 45 mi drive 
(315)789-9368. 
www.selecttr.com. 
Notices 
Nice and clean family w/ 3 small 
children and sitter looking for 
house rental for week of July 22-
27. No pets. AC please. Call Tami 
203-221-9221 or e-mail 
pobox@optonline.net. 
Mexico/Caribbean. $300 round 
trip plus tax. Europe $179 one-
way plus tax. Other worldwide 
destinations cheap. Book tickets 
online www.airtech.com or 212-
219-7000. 
Sublet 
2001-2002: Sublet. Female 
needed for house on S. Aurora, 
near Commons. Call Dana, 203-
743-9259. 
Spacious 4 bedroom sublet in 
Circles. 2 baths, free parking, 
next to campus. $320 a month. 
plus utilities. May- Aug. Call 
273-3857. 
COLLEGE CIRCLE APARTMENTS 
Two, three, four and five bedroom apartments 
available for 2001-2002. 
You can sign a lease now, 
but if you do not receive off-campus permission 
by Aug. 28, 200 I, 
all deposits will be returned! 
Call for ddails 
Furnished, free parking, on-site laundry and 
24-hour emergency maintenance. 
Next to Ithaca College Cam pus. 
277-1221 
' .. : . 
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U£Y CLASS OF 2001 
Help plan YOUR senior year. 
Come to the Senior Class Planning Meetings. 
Mondays ~ 7 p.m. 
Senior Activities Center 
Help make our senior year memorable. 
---------.----------------------- -- - - -- --------·---·· ·- - --· 
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Become a NYC ,Teaching Fellow now. Join a select group o_f talented professionals and graduates 
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Remia's Div. Ill home run watch 
~
10rts 
Women flip to NCGA 
36 career total 9 awayfrom record 
Seniors vault team to national championship meet 
BY BILL D'ELIA 
Staff Writer 
"We want to show the rest of the team 
what it is like." 
"If we are going to win it again, its go-
ing to be this year," said senior Stacey Cole-
man, who placed sixth in the all-around at 
the ECACs. "We have a good mix with the 
four seniors that have won a national cham-
pionship, along with a group of talented 
freshman, and hopefully that mix will equal 
a title." 
a 
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Wm1t:tr,,w . ! /J :;. tttNtrit?f:f "SttiT'I Those were the preseason words of senior Kelly Moran, one of four seniors 
remaining from the 1998 national champi-
onship team. The 
"it" she speaks 
about is the feeling 
of winning it all. 
---
Gymnastics · 
The championships, which will take 
place at the University of Wisconsin-
Stout, will consist of two rounds. 
MICHAEL SCHRAMM/THE ITHACAN 
FRESHMAN TERI NELSON does her routine on the uneven bars at the ECAC champi-
onship meet in the Ben Light Gymnasium March 10. Ithaca is 4-1 on the season. 
I 
The seniors will try to share that feeling 
with their younger teammates on Friday and 
Saturday at the NCGA championships in 
Wisconsin. 
On Friday, the team competition and all-
around competition will take place. The top 
12 scores in each event will qualify for the 
individual finals on Saturday, and scores 
from both days will be added together to 
determine the top finishers. 
The Blue and Gold won the ECAC 
championships March IO, and both Coach 
Suddaby and the women on the team said 
they think the win will give them a boost 
into nationals. 
"It's definitely a confidence builder," said 
Suddaby, whose team is ranked third m the 
latest national poll, "There's so many of us 
so close together, Cortland being a prime 
example, and when we can go out there and 
beat them three out of four times, 1t helps 
build the confidence." 
The team's freshmen have been very im-
portant to the South Hill squad this season. 
and freshman Lindsay Troilo also said she 
thinks the ECAC win will help them in na-
tionals. 
--·---
"It was definitely a confidence boo!>ter. -
and knowing that we are No. l in the ea~t 
is a really good mind set to have for 
nationals," said Troilo. who tied for seventh 
place at the ECAC meet. 
The Bombers believe that in order for 
them to win nationals, they just have to con-
centrate and do what they have been doing 
the whole season. 
'They have to just put their head~ down, 
do their work and forget that this 1~ the b1g 
deal," Suddaby said, "We Just have to wor-
ry about doing our stuff." 
The pressure might be something that 
could rattle the South Hill squad. hut the 
women know that they have to work 
through it. 
"We Just have to stay focused and not let 
the pressure get to us," Troilo ~aid. 
The nationals are also the time when All-
Americans arc decided, and Suddahy ~aid 
he thinks many team members have a shot 
arthat. 
"Almo~t anyone could put together a 
beam routine, both h,enior] Erm Kahler and 
[freshman] Leslie Gclatt are ranked really 
high on floor, and bcniur I Stacey Coleman 
can go All-American m the all-around on 
Friday, and then pos~ibly qualify for three 
events on Saturday," he ~aid. 
Ithaca has had a very succe~sful sca~on __ 
this year, and Suddaby secs no reason why 
that should end now. 
MICHAB.SCHRAMMfTHE ITHACAN 
JUNIOR AMY HANSON flips over the vault at the ECAC Championship meet March 10. The Bombers won the event for the second 
consecutive year, earning a berth In the national championship meet. Ithaca last won a national title in 1998. 
'Tm very excited that we have had such 
a great year," Suddaby said, "Win, lose or 
tic, its been a great year - but I think that 
our chances of winning are really good." 
Shortstop 
injures knee 
BY BRIAN DELANEY 
Staff Writer 
The softball team returned from the Disney Games 
in Orlando last week with four straight convincing wins. 
Unfortunately, the final victory against New Jersey City 
came with a hefty price. 
Freshman shortstop Sara Durant severely injured her 
left knee against the Gothic Knights in what is being 
considered a probable tear of the anterior cruciate lig-
ament. 
The injury occurred during a play when Durant was 
covering second base in an attempt to tag out a stealing 
See FRESHMAN, page 24 
Senior outfielder returns early 
BY ABIGAIL FUNK 
Staff Writer 
Senior co-captain Ron Amato bas been injury-
ridden since football season, but is making a 
comeback. 
Due to a tom ligament in his shoulder- and a 
broken wrist suffered during the Cortaca Jug 
game, Amato was not able to start baseball sea-
son with the rest of bis team. The doctors said 
that he might not even be able to throw at full 
strength until playoff time. 
back into his offensive mode. For the last game. Amato was 
put in his familiar position of right field. 
In case Amato was hit the ball. the team had 
a runner to cut out and make the throw for him. _: 
All Amato saw, however, was one ground ball in-..· 
the five innings he played. 
Although it was only a ground ball, Amato was 
pleased to be able to play it. · 
A visit to the doctor Monday informed him that _,,., 
in about three weeks from now he will be able to ,., 
throw in a game. 
Over Spring Break, however-. Amato was al-
lowed on the field. 
"It's starting to come along," Amato said. 
Doctors are impressed with the progress he has 
made, and it will be just under a month until 
Amato is back on the field, finishing up his senior 
year and baseball career at Ithaca. 
AIIAlO 
"I played in every game," Amato said with 
definition. 
The baseball team played seven games in Daytona Beach 
during Spring Break with.Amato both hitting and playing 
the field. 
For the first six. be started as designated hitter, getting 
The Bombers first home game is a doubleheader Sun-
day against Oswego at noon. 
Amato will be there, at least as starting designated hit-
ter - for now. 
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Bombers trample 
snow and Saxons 
Seven straight goals lead to victory 
BY ZACHARY FIELDS 
Staff Writer 
The women's lacrosse team opened 
the northern I 
part of their 
schedule w;th 
an l l-4 victory 
over Alfred Wednesday. 
The game was close in the first half 
as both squads were trying to get used 
to the adverse weather conditions. 
The teams had to battle through a snow-
covered field until the game was 
called at ·the 49-minute, six-second 
mark. 
"The field was in bad shape; it 
smelled bad," coach Piep van Heuven 
said. 'The referees stopped the game as 
soon as they could." 
The Bombers opened up the game 
with an unassisted goal three minutes in 
by senior tri-captain Kelly Bliss. Almost 
two minutes later the Bombers struck 
again. This time it was freshman 
Michelle Schlegel, her seventh goal of 
the season, assisted by sophomore Ali-
. na Lacey-Varona. The last goal in the 
streak was put in by freshman Mered-
ith Achilles for her fourth of the season. 
The three-goal lead would not last for 
long as Alfred battled back to tie the 
game up at four. 
With seconds to go before the half, 
sophomore Jessica Welch put in a goal 
to go up 5-4 and put the South Hill squad 
up for good. 
'The game was a lot closer in the first 
half than it needed to be," van Heuven 
said. 
The Bombers adjusted their style of 
play to start the second half and took 
over from there. 
goals the rest of the way to put away 
the Saxons. Bliss got the half started 
the same way she did the first, scor-
ing an early goal assisted by 
Schlegel, her fourth assist on the 
year. Bliss tacked on two mor~ goals 
in the half. 
The game was called with 10:54 
left, when the teams reached the 80-
percent mark required for the match to 
count. 
One key aspect of the game was the 
defense played on Saxons junior 
Sheilah Higgins, the Saxons leading re-
turning scorer, who was held to one first-
half goal. 
"[Senior] Becky Karvcr defended 
[Higgins] throughout the game and did 
well," van Heuven said. 
The next match for the Blue and Gold 
is against rival Cortland, at 11 :30 a.m. 
Saturday at Cornell's Schoellkopf 
Field. 
How THEY SCORED 
Score 1st 2nd Final 
Ithaca 5 6 11 
Alfred 4 0 4 
School Scorer Time in 
Ithaca Bliss 3:00-
Ithaca Schlegel 4:42 
Ithaca Achilles 13:27 
Alfred Harmann 18:24 
Alfred Higgins 21:49 
Ithaca Acebes 23:07 
Alfred Decspikes 24:29 
Alfred Sandford 29":07 
Ithaca Bliss 30:17 
Ithaca Ascher 34:51 
Ithaca Acebes 36:42 
Ithaca Bliss 41:24 
Ithaca Smith 42:14 
Ithaca Bliss 47:13 
KRISTIN SAMPIERE/fHE ITHACAN 
FRESHMAN LAUREN SMITH (left) tries to pass the ball past sophomore Erica Granzin (right) 
during practice In the Ben Light Gymnasium Monday. Hhaca beat Alfred, 11-4, Wednesday. 
"We took shorter strides and made 
shorter passes due to the weather," van 
Heuven said. "In the first half we made 
too many long passes and that cost us." 
The team scored six unanswered 
- game called at 49:06. 
Freshman Durant falls 
and lands awkwardly 
Continued from page 23 
baserunner. The throw from junior 
catcher Kristin Furdon came in 
high and wide, and Durant's 
..-.:- t u r n i n g 
b O d y 
landed 
awkward-
r··· · · · -7 
I 
. Softball i 
l. . _ _J 
ly, causing her knee to twist out-
ward. 
Durant is pretty sure the injury 
is indeed an ACL tear. 
Richards. Richards, who was a key 
contributor for the Bomber bas-
ketball team, is in the midst of 
making the transition from the 
hardwood to the playing field. Pal-
Iozzi said that it might take 
Richards a few games to get 
back into the groove of playing 
softball. 
"Because of basketball, Kelly 
did not get half of the hitting reps 
that Sara ·did," Pallozzi said. "It is 
going to take her a little time to 
get into an offensive flow." 
Junior co-"The doctor did 
a couple manual 
tests on the ACL, 
and they came 
back positive," 
said Durant, who 
will have an.MRI 
'' I was going to start captain Mairin 
Dudek said 
- · on Tuesday to fi-
nalize the diagno-
sis. "t got cleared 
to play (Hip flexor 
tendinitis) the day 
as a freshman for a 
college team, and 
that's a dream I've 
always had.'' 
-SARA DURANT 
freshman shortstop 
that while the 
loss of Durant 
is significant, 
she thinks the 
team will step 
up and con-
tribute in her 
absence. 
~ before we left for 
Georgia, and then this happens. 
This is really devastating." 
Coach Deb Pallozzi said that 
while she hopes the injury is just 
a sprain, the loss of Durant will be 
tough on the squad. . 
"Durant is a significant defen-
sive player," Pallozzi said. "She 
has great range at shortstop, and 
she fields the ball really well." 
Pallozzi will replace Durant 
with freshman infielder Kelly 
Even more 
of a concern, 
however, is that the roster is now 
down to 15 players. 
"The shortened roster is going 
to affect us and now we really 
have to stay healthy," Dudek 
said. "We have very little margin 
for injury now." 
Durant said the support from 
her teammates has been great 
and that rehab for her knee will 
begin as soon as possible. 
"Coach wants me to rehab 
, ' . . · · · KRISTIN:SMtf>tl:Rl:JTHE-ITHACAN 
SENIOR KRISTIN ERTINGER ICM freshman shortstop Sara Durant's kn• In thetraJnlnocenter lnthe Hill 
Center basement Wednesday. Durant Injured her knee whlle the team played In Florida durfng·brealc. 
with Kelly Brady during · the working with her will make sport she loves so much. 
summer," said Durant, referring to things a little easier," · "It's crushing because I battled 
the Bomber senior who tore her Getting over the mental an- back from the hip injury," she said. 
ACL this past basketball season. guish from the injury will not be "I was going to start as a freshman 
"It turns out we live about 15 min- easy for Durant. The possible ACL for a college team, and that's a 
utes away from each other, and tear would end her season in the dream I've always had." 
!_ __________ .... -
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Baseball 
BY JOHN DAVIS 
Sports Editor 
Ithaca concluded it-; sprmg tnp with an 8-
7 loss to St. Xavier in 10 innings Saturday. 
Semor Steve Musso went 4-for-5 to lead 
Ithaca (6-4). 
Five Bombers hit safely Friday as Ithaca de-
feated Division II Tiffin, 7-5. Junior Jim Dau-
nais picked up his third save, while senior Je-
remy Rivenburg earned the win. 
Thursday, Tiffin scored two runs with two 
outs in the ninth mning to defeat Ithaca, 8-7. 
The Bombers defeated New Haven, 12-4, 
March 14. Senior catcher Scott Allen hit his 
first home run of the spring. 
Earlier that day, Ithaca pulled away from 
Division I St. Xavier with five unearned runs 
m the seventh inning for a 12-6 victory. 
Senim outfielder Vinny Fanara tnpled and 
drove in three runs for the Bombers. 
Ithaca snapped a two-game losing 
streak with a 5-0 shutout against Olivet 
March 12. Jumor Ian Locke allowed four hits 
in seven innings in his first appearance of the 
season, while senior outfielders Ron Ama-
to and Steve Musso each went 2-for-3 with 
two RBIs. 
Ithaca began its Florida trip with an 8-5 loss 
to Anderson March 10. The Blue and Gold tied 
the game in the seventh with a sacrifice fly by 
Musso, but the Ravens scored three runs in the 
bottom of the inning for the win. 
Amato had three hits in his first game of 
the season, while sophomore infielder Kyle 
Wilkins also hit safely three times. 
Ithaca opens the home portion of its sea-
son on Sunday when it battles Oswego at noon. 
Men's lacrosse 
BY DAVID DONOVAN 
)'_!,_1.(( w_,:ite! __ ____________ _ 
The 12th-ranked men·~ lacrosse team (2-
0) won the United States Merchant Marine 
Tournament this weekend, beating 18th-
ranked Milrymount 15-9 Saturday and host 
King's Point 20-5 Sunday 
"It's a step in the right direction for u~," 
said head coach Jeff Long. ··1 think the guys' 
spirits are high." 
Against Marymount. sophomore Nick 
Mayer scored four goals, and sophomore Mo 
Jcmal added three more as the Bombers ral-
lied from an early deficit to hand the Saints 
their first loss of the year 
In the final, l 7 players scored points for 
the Bombers, as Ithaca jumped out to an ear-
ly lead and never traded. 
Midfielder Dennis Juleff led the team in 
scoring for the tournament, racking five goals 
and four assists. 
The three sophomores vymg for the 
starting goalkeeper's job all played well, Long 
said. Ryan Martin had 17 saves against Mary-
mount. Martin, Dave Mazzotta and Kellen 
LaBelle combined to hold King's Point to five 
goals on 19 shots. 
Combined with their eight-game winning 
streak to end last season, the Bombers have 
now won 10 games in a row, tying the school 
record. The team's next action is Saturday 
when they host Elmira. 
Women's lacrosse 
BY ZACHARY FIELDS 
Staff Writer 
Ithaca traveled south over break and 
opened up its season with two victories in St. 
Petersburg, Florida. 
The 16th-ranked Bombers won their 
opening game for the sixth year in a row, 
beating Scranton 17-6. The Blue and Gold 
was led by f~eshman Michelle Schlegel, 
who scored five points. Senior tri-captain 
Kelly Bliss scored four points. 
Freshmen Meredith Achilles, Tamara 
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Payn, and Lauren Smith notched their first 
career points in the victory. Sophomores Er-
ica Granzin, Calyn Acebes and Jessica 
Welch also each scored a point. 
In the second game in Florida, the 
Bombers beat Denison, 15-8. 
Schlegel paced the Blue and Gold 
again, leading the team with four points. 
Smith and junior Amy Turner each had three 
points. Achilles and sophomore Liz Ray-
mond also had two points apiece. 
The Bombers opened up the match 
strongly by scoring three early goals and 
continued to dominate by scoring l O of the 
first l l goals in the game. The Big Red trailed by three at the half, 
but scored 30 seconds into the second half The defense held Scranton to 14 shots 
on goal, while senior tri-captam Brooke An-
drews made eight saves in the game. See ROUNDUP, page 26 
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ROUNDUP, continued from page 25 
to cut the lead to 8-6. The South 
Hill squad responded with seven 
unanswered goals to put the 
game out of reach. 
Bliss assisted on a goal by 
Schlegel early in the second half to 
push her career point tota_l to 100, 
making her the 19th Bomber to 
reach this plateau. 
The South Hill squad outshot the 
Big Red, 28-18, while Andrews 
made IO saves in goal. 
Softball 
BY JOHN DAVIS 
Sports Editor 
The Bombers, ranked IOtfi in 
the nation, swept New Jersey City 
Thursday, 2-0 and 12-0, for their 
third and fourth straight 
shutouts. 
In the opener, sophomore 
Abby Hanrahan threw Ithaca's 
second straight no-hitter, striking 
out seven. 
The first no-hitter came 
March 14 against Lesley in the 
second game of a doubleheader. 
Sophomore Rachel Meth pitched 
that game, walking one batter. The 
next batter hit into a routine dou-
ble play to end the game. 
The Blue and Gold defeated 
Lesley, 24-0 and 18-0. 
Ithaca finished 2-3 in its first 
trip to Georgia, playing at the 
NFCA Leadoff Classic March 
10-11. 
In the last game of the tourna-
ment, the South Hill squad blew 
a 5-2 seventh-inning lead against 
La Verne, losing, 6-5, in eight in-
nings. Junior catcher Kristen 
Furdon hit a two-run home run 
and a double. 
Prior to the La Verne loss, 
sixth-ranked Wisconsin-Eau 
Claire defeated Ithaca, 1-0, scor-
ing a run in the first and holding 
the Blue and Gold to two hits .. 
Ithaca's first game March 11 
was a 9-1 victory against 24th-
ranked Mount Union. 
Senior first baseman Laura 
Remia drove in three runs, while 
Furdon added two hits and two 
RBIs. Hanrahan struck out nine 
and allowed three hits and an un-
earned run in the complete-game 
win. 
The Bombers split two games 
March I 0, a 5-1 loss to fifth-
ranked Pacific Lutheran and a 12-
1 victory in five innings against 
St. Lawrence. 
In the first game, Remia hit her 
first home run of the season. the 
36th of her career. It left her eight 
behind the Division III record, set 
by the College of New Jersey's 
Michelle Carlson '95. She drove 
in six runs with a single, double 
and home run. 
Furdon hit two doubles and 
drove in three runs while Hanra-
han struck out 10 batters in five 
innings. 
Men's swimming 
BY JOHN DAVIS 
Sports Editor 
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Women's swimming 
BY JOHN DAVIS 
Sports Editor 
Freshman Megan Hughes 
placed seventh in the 200-yard in-
dividual medley with a time of two 
minutes, 10.32 seconds at the 
NCAA Championships at Erie 
Community College in Buffalo 
March 8 .. She set a school record 
with her preliminary time of 
2:08.78. 
Hughes also placed eighth in the 
200-yard freestyle in l :54.87 
March 9 and 11 in the 1()()-yard 
freestyle in 52.83 seconds March 10 
to earn AII-Amenca honors in all 
three events. 
Ithaca ended its season with a 
24th-place finish at the meet. 
Men's tennis 
BY JOHN DAVIS 
Sports Editor 
Ithaca (5-3) defeated Ohio Wes-
leyan, 5-2, March 13 to close out its 
spring trip to Hilton Head, S.C. 
Sophomores Scott Rubens and 
Mike Medvin, junior Brian Pare 
and freshman Blair Watkins were 
all singles winners for the Blue and 
Gold. 
The Bombers defeated West-
minster, 7-0, March 12. 
Rubens, senior Ari Roberts, 
sophomore Paul Levigne, Medvin, 
Pare and Watkins all won their sin-
gles matches for Ithaca. 
Ithaca opened its spring trip 
with a 5-2 win against Olivet 
Nazarene March l l. 
Rubens, Roberts, freshman 
Evan Greenberg and Medvin all 
won singles matches for the 
Bombers. 
ALEX DARION/THE ITHACAN 
SOPHOMORE SCOTT RUBENS plays in Hilton Head, S.C. March 8. The tennis team returns home after 
posting a 3-0 record in HIHon Head during Spring Break and has an overall record of 5-2. 
Junior Dave Balta placed 
25th in the 100-yard butterfly, 
17th in the 200-yard freestyle and 
was disqualified in the 500-yard 
freestyle at the NCAA Champi-
onships at Erie Community Col-
lege in Buffalo Thursday 
through Saturday. 
Ithaca plays at Nazareth Saturday, 
Elmira Monday and hosts St. John 
Fisher Wednesday. 
Eric Nieves 
- veteran comedian 
One of the most sought after 
Latino comics in NYC, Eric has 
appeared on such popular 
programs as "NYPD Blue" and 
BET's "Comic View." 
Rob Paravonian 
- acoustic pop satire 
Whether singing his own songs or 
deconstructing the ones on the 
charts, Rob takes comedy to the 
next level. Rob has been featured 
on such programs as Comedy 
Central's "Hi Fi Party" and 
"Premium Blend." 
r--------------------------~ I 
I ! Check all that apply: 
I 
I 
I D I am a junior. Graduate School Strategies 
I 
D I am interested in 
graduate school. 
D I have no idea what 
I want to do after 
graduation. 
D I plan to gei c1 job. 
D I want to delay the 
"real world." 
A Career Services Program 
Wednesday, March 28, 2001 
Klingenstein Lounge, Campus Center 
7-8:30PM 
Learn the steps you can take to jumpstart 
and ease the lengthy and tedious process 
of researching programs and applying to 
schools. We will discuss how to write an 
outstanding essay and how to insure your 
letters of recommendation are excellent. 
A timeline guide & tips for organizing will 
be provided. 
A Job or an Adventure? 
Preparing for Life after College 
Wednesday, March 21, 2001 
Klingenstein Lounge, Ca!'IJpus Center 
7-8:30PM 
This seminar is designed to help you 
prepare for what lies ahead and to 
motivate you. Whether you intend to 
obtain a job or pursue alternative plans, 
you will learn of a variety of options open 
to you and what it will involve to achieve 
them. It is not too early to begin develop-
ing and implementing a plan! · 
Register to attend either or both 
seminars. Visit Career Services, 1st 
floor of Gannett, or call 274-3365. ______________ .. 
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By the Numbers 
Scoreboard 
Baseball (6-4) 
• Saturday, March 17 
St. Xavier def. Ithaca, 8-7 (1 O). 
• Friday, March 16 
Ithaca def. Tiffin, 7-5. 
• Thursday, Mctrch 15 
Tiffin def. Ithaca, 8-7. 
• Wednesday, March 14 
Ithaca def. New Haven, 12-4. 
Ithaca def. St. Xavier, 12-6. 
• Monday, March 12 
Ithaca def. Olivet, 5-0. 
• Sunday, March 11 
Anderson def. Ithaca, 8-5. 
Gymnastics (4·1) 
• Saturday, March 10 
Ithaca placed first out of eight teams 
at the ECAC Championships in Ithaca. 
Women's indoor track and field 
• Saturday, March 1 O 
Ithaca placed 24th at the NCAA 
Championships. 
Men's lacrosse (2-0) 
• Sunday, March 18 
Ithaca def. King's Point, 20-5. 
• Saturday, March 17 
Ithaca def. Marymount, 15-9. 
Women's lacrosse (2-0) . 
• Wednesday, March 21 
Ithaca def. Alfred, 11-4. 
• Friday, March 16 
Ithaca def. Denison, 15-8. 
• Tuesday, March 13 
Ithaca def. Scranton, 17-6. 
Softball (6-3) 
• Wednesday, March 21 
ppd., no make-up date scheduled. 
• Thursday, March 15 
Ithaca def. New Jersey City, 12-0 (5). 
Ithaca def. New Jersey City, 2-0. 
• Wednesday, March 14 
Ithaca def. Lesley, 18-0 (5). 
Ithaca def. Lesley, 24-0 (5). 
• Sunday, March 11 
La Verne def. Ithaca, 6-5 (8). 
Wis.-Eau Claire def. Ithaca, 1-0. 
Ithaca def. Mount Union, 9-1. 
• Saturday, March 1 O 
Pacific Lutheran def. Ithaca, 5-1. 
Ithaca def. St. Lawrence, 12-1 (5). 
Men's swimming (13-1) 
• Saturday, March 17 
Ithaca competed, but did not place at 
the. NCAA Champ,onships in Buffalo. 
Women's swimming (12-0) 
• Saturday, March 1 O 
Ithaca placed 24th at the NCAA 
Championships in Buffalo. 
Men's tennis (5-3) 
• Wednesday, March 14 
Ithaca def. Ohio Wesleyan, 5-2. 
• Tuesday, March 13 
Drew def. Ithaca, 5-2. 
• Monday, March 12 
Ithaca def. Westminster, 7-0. 
• Sunday, March 11 
Ithaca def. Olivet, 5-2. 
Women's tennis (11-4) 
• Friday, March 16 
Transylvania def. Ithaca, 5-4. 
• Tuesday, March 13 
Jthaca def. Heidelberg, 7-2. 
• Sunday, March 11 
Missouri Southern def. Ithaca, 8-1. 
MORE 
SPORTS 
ON-LINE! 
• )~ 
~ 
Log on to 
www.ithaca. 
ed u/ithacan 
and find out 
about your 
favorite sports 
teams. 
Schedule 
Friday's games 
• Softball vs. Muhlenberg at Montclair, 
N.J., 10 a.m. 
• Softball at Montclair St., noon 
• Gymnastics at NCGA Championships 
TBA ' 
Saturday's games 
• Softball vs. Bridgewater St. at Wayne, 
N.J., 10 a.m. 
• Men's lacrosse vs. Elmira, 1 p.m. 
• Women's lacrosse vs. Rochester, 
1 p.m. 
• Softball vs. William Paterson at 
Wayne, N.J., 2 p.m. 
• Gymnastics at NCGA Championships 
TBA ' 
Sunday's games 
• Baseball vs. Oswego (2), noon 
Monday's games 
• Softball at Rensselaer (2), 3 p.m. 
• Men's tennis at Elmira, 4 p.m. 
Tuesday's games 
• Women's lacrosse at Skidmore, 4 p.m. 
Wednesday's games 
• Men's tennis vs. St. John Fisher, 
3:30 p.m. 
• Men's lacrosse at Oswego, 4 p.m. 
No. 1 
Gymnastics 
ECAC Championships 
March 10 
Team Scores: 1. Ithaca 181.425; 2. 
Ursinus 180.775; 3. Cortland 180.675; 4. 
RIC 179.500; 5. Springfield 178.900; 6. 
MIT 174.100; 7. Brockport 169.625; 8. 
Wilson 166.150. 
All-Around: 1. Sajdah Ahmad (RIC) 
37.925; 6. Stacey Coleman (I) 36.200. 
Vault: 1. Ahmad (RIC) 9.625; 4. Coleman 
(I) 9.350. 
Uneven bars: 1. Sonja Ellefson (MIT) 
9.450; T9. Teri Nelson (I) 8.950. 
Balance~ 1. Ahmad (RIC) 9.450; T2. 
Rachel Edelson (I) 9.400; T2. Leslie Gelatt 
(I) 9.400; T7. Lindsay Troilo (I) 9.325. 
Floor exercise: 1. Ahmad (RIC) 9.650; T2. 
Erin Kahler (I) 9.525; 5. Gelatt (I) 9.475. 
Goal! 
STX/United States Intercollegiate 
Lacrosse Association Division III men's 
poll, released March 19. 
No.Jerun 
1. Middlebury (Vt.) 
2. Washington & Lee (Va.) 
3. Salisbury State (Md.) 
4. Gettysburg (Pa.) 
5. Nazareth 
6'. Denison (Ohio) 
7. Springfield (Mass.) 
8. Rensselaer 
9. Cortland 
10. Bowdoin (Maine) 
11. Ithaca 
12. Roanoke (Va.) 
13. Ohio Wesleyan 
14. Washington (Md.) 
Pts. Pvs 
200 1 
191 2 
178 3 
166 5 
162 4 
148 6 
122 9 
114 8 
111 16 
109 11 
106 12 
102 14 
78 10 
76 7 
London ............. $316 
Paris .............. $366 
Amsterdam ...... $385 
Tokyo ............... $644 
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. . Athletes of the week 
Rachel Meth and 
Abby Hanrahan, softball 
The sophomore pitchers combined to 
throw consecutive no-hitters March 14 and 
15 in Florida. Meth came within two outs of 
a perfect game against Lesley College, 
walking the second-to-last batter before a 
game-ending double play. Hanrahan 
followed with a seven-strikeout, four-walk 
defeat of New Jersey City the next day. The 
performances mark the first lime Ithaca has 
produced two no-hitters in one season. 
·- Close to perfectio·n Sticking it to 'em 
Softball Intercollegiate Women's Lacrosse 
Ithaca vs. Lesley at Orlando (Game 2) Coaches Association Division Ill poll, 
March 14 released March 19. 
Lesley Ithaca No. School Pts. Pvs 
Name AB R H RBI Name ABR H RBI -1.- College of New Jersey 157 1 
Merrell 2 Q 0 0 Dudek 2 2 1 1 2. Amherst (Mass.) 152 2 
Mota 2 0 0 0 Yentem 5 2 1 2 3. Middlebury (Vt.) 147 3 
Abejon 2 0 0 0 Remia 0 2 0 1 4. William Smith 128 5 
Myers 2 0 0 0 Gahb 3 0 0 1 5. Williams (Mass.) 122 4 
Silva 1 0 0 0 Furdon 1 2 1 3 6. Gettysburg (Pa.) 121 6 
Olson 2 0 0 0 Barber 1 0 0 0 7. Cortland 113 7 
Borden 1 0 0 0 Sebasti 2 2 0 1 8. Mary Washington (Va.) 104 8 
Leger 1 0 0 0 Hannon 3 1 0 1 9. Bowdoin (Maine) 90 9 
Walters 1 0 0 0 Stephen 1 2 1 3 10. Ursinus (Pa.) 71 10 
Piggs 0 0 0 0 Durant 2 3 2 2 11. Salisbury State (Md.) 63 11 
De Freh 3 2 1 2 12. Nazareth 61 13 
Meth 0 0 0 0 13. Franklin & Marshall (Pa.) 58 NR 
14. St. Mary's (Md.) 45 NR 
Team 1 2 ~ ~ ~ B H E 15. Washington & Lee (Va.) 44 NR 
Lesley 0 0 0 0 0 0 05 16. Hamilton 43 15 
Ithaca 13 0 3 2 X 18 7 0 17. Randolph-Macon (Va.) 36 12 
18. Ithaca 34 16 
E - Merrell (L), Mota (L), Olson (L), 19. Goucher (Md.) 24 20 
Borden (L), Piggs (L). DP - Lesley 1, 20. Colby (Maine) 15 19 
Ithaca 1. LOB - Ithaca 9. 2B - Dudek (I), 
Furdon (1), Stephens (I), Durant 2 (I). Others receiving votes: Rowan, Drew, 
Connecticut College. 
Player IP H R ER BB SO 
Abejon (L) 4.0 7 1814 13 -1- Compiled by John Davis and Matt Schauf, 
Meth (W) 5.0 0 0 0 1 6 sports editors. 
Sports 
Shorts 
The Blue and Gold snagged a 7-2 vic-
tory versus Heidelburg Thursday for its 
first win of the spring. Freshman Paige 
Watkins and sophomore Heather Spann 
both won their singles matches and lat-
er paired as a victorious doubles team. 
Carroll also won twice, and Hagenbuch, 
Beekman, Jones and Nguyen also were 
winners for the South Hill squad. Women play in Hilton Head 
The women's tennis team concluded 
its trip to Hilton Head, S.C., Friday, 
falling to Transylvania, 5-4. Freshmen 
Jen Beekman and Alison Hagenbuch 
picked up singles wins, while the fresh-
men teams of Suzanne Nguyen and 
Meghan Carroll and Hagenbuch and 
Emma Jones won their doubles sets. 
The South Hill squad began the tnp 
losing, 8-1, to Di vision II Missouri 
Southern March 11. The doubles team 
of Jones and Hagenbuch won their 
match for their first wins of their careers, 
earning the Bombers only points of the 
day. 
Ithaca improves to 11-4 in 2000-2001. 
YAI/N•Uon•l Institute for People with Dluhllitles Is an award-winning 
network of not-for-profit healtfi and human service agencies setving 
people with d<V<lopmenbl and le•mlng disabilities and their famillu. 
For over 43 year,, YA! has h<en hrlplng to m•lce dr,ams come true In 
over 250 programs and currently has job oppartunitles In our residential, 
day, family and employment c;crvic('S in the NYC metropo1ibn area, Long 
lsbnd, Westchester and Rockland Counties and Bergen County, New 
Jersey. Our nationally reco~nizcd training Institute tn.ins professionals all 
over the country, so our staff recei\'CS state--of-the-ut tnJning . 
EBTBY LEBEL POSfflOHS RURILRBLE - RLL LOCRTIOHS 
• Residential Co~selo~ . • Teachers • Community Training s cialisls 
• In-Home Family Speaahs!s • Teacher Assistrnls • Job Coaches pe 
KJUiR6ERIRL & CLIHICRL POSITIOHS RLSO RURILRBLE! 
1111tt!i'ii11 
• FRIENDLY WORK ENVIRONMENT • 0:--/GOING TRAINING 
• illMPETITIVE SAfARY M'D BENEFITS • SUPPORTIVE SUPERVISION 
• FLEXIBLE SCHEDULES • TUITION REIMBURSEMENT 
• 4 WEEKS VACATION • CAREER DE\IELOPMENT 
RELOCATION ASS/Slil.NCE AJIAIL4.BLE! 
i®i:1,:ffl 
WIIEN: Tl:ESOAY. ;\lAHCII 27TH, 2001 
WHERE: ITI-IAC:\ COLLEGE. DIERSll', Sl ITES, PHILLIPS HALL 
TIME: 11:00 .\.~1 - :1:00 P~I 
V1,;1t ,1, at \\'\\'\\'\,ll Ol}-.1, 1\11 l1)1'!t 1,1!t'l:1'.,it,,,f', ,\ ,1tlwt (,IIL'L'I 11pr01tu111!1l', 
B.VBS prl'lt:11cd li'-1 !>1pli1n' t 1.,Fll 1r1n1murn n.:qutrl'ment 
Ii. un~l_,l_c to ,1ttend. pk.,,, ,,·,,,J n '''"" ', ) \l!';ational lns!i!u!e for !'cop!, with 
01sa!n!1hcs .. Regional ~lffice # I:l!J,. P.O. II<,, ', 'i2i. (Juccnsbury, NY 12804 or lo our 
adm,ms!rah~e office. HI, llll _Ocpt. #1:\!17. ',f;, \It-,! .l '1th St. \'Y. :-,;y 10001. Fa" (~12) 
563-4836. E-mail: carecrs@'ya1.or~ I UI 
WA ; Nationai Institute for 
T /~I People with Disabilities 
Event of the week 
Celebrate ServlCe! 
Support your community by helpmg with the 
campus-wide Celebration of Serv !Ce Sa!Urday. aleiidar THURSDAY MARCH 22, 2001 PAGE 28 
FOUR-DAY WEATHER FORECAST FALLING FOR SPRING 
Today Friday 
Showers Jll/ll.wt-, Rain and 
~.._..,.,__....i High: 48° 
Low: 29° 
Snow 
Showers 
High: 40° 
;, Low: 27° 
snow 
r--~wllll'--... High: 44° 
if~ r:;t, -~ Low: 29° 
.... "1. '"'-,":'-;.• 
Snow 
Showers 
High: 40° 
Low: 27° 
Forecast issued by the National Weather Service, courtesy of the 
Northeast Regional Climate Center at Cornell University. 
. TODAY 
. . 
2001 Education Technology Day 
- 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. in the Campus 
Center. 
Amnesty International Meeting 
-12:10 p.m. in Friends 210. 
ICES Discussion and Lecture -
12: 1 O p.m. in Textor 101. 
Health Promotion/Human Move-
ment Club Meeting- 12:15 p.m. 
in Hill Center 57. 
Prayer Meeting-12:10 p.m. in 
Friends 301. 
Sign Club Meeting - 7 p.m. in 
Friends 204. 
ASIC Meeting- 7 p.m. to mid-
night in CNS 112. 
SETA Meeting - 7 p.m. in Friends 
203. 
Who's Sue? The Psychology of 
Museum Exhibits - An in-depth 
look at how museum exhibit 
designs can inhibit or enhance a 
visitor's experience. A reception will 
follow the presentation. 7:30 p.m. 
in Park Hall Auditorium. 
CSN CARE Meeting - 7:30 p.m. 
in Friends 210. 
Contemporary Chamber 
Ensemble Concert - 8:15 p.m. in 
Ford Hall. 
COMMUNITY 
Thursday Night House Party -
10 p.m. to midnight at lde's 
Bowling. Rock'n'bowl games are 
$1.75, and shoe rental is $1.50. 
FRIDAY 
Last day to Add/Drop Block II 
courses. 
Celebration of Service 
Reception - 4 p.m. to 6 p.m. in 
Emerson Suites. 
Shabbat Services - 6 p.m. in 
Muller Chapel. 
SAB Films - "What Women 
Want" playing at 7 p.m., 9:30 p.m. 
and midnight in Textor 102. 
IC Jazz Club First Annual Jazz 
Festival - 7 p.m. to 1 a.m. at Club 
Odyssey. $5 with student ID, $7 for 
•• the general public. For more info., 
call 257-4434. 
Faculty Piano Recital - 8: 15 
p.m. in Ford Hall. 
SPORTS 
Gymnastics at NCAA Champion-
ships at University of Wiscons1n-
Stout. 
SATURDAY 
Celebration of Service Volun-
teer Kickoff Breakfast - 9 to 1 0 
a.m. in the Snack Bar. 
Celebration of Service South 
Hill Clean-Up -1 O a.m. to 4 p.m. 
SAB Films - "What Women 
Want" showing at 7 p.m., 9:30 
p.m. and midnight in Textor 102. 
Choir Concert - 8: 15 p.m. in 
Ford Hall. 
SPORTS 
Men's Lacrosse vs. Elmira at 1 
p.m. 
Women's.Lacrosse vs. Roches-
ter at 1 p.m. 
Gymnastics at NCAA 
Championships at University of 
Wisconsin-Stout. 
COMMUNITY 
The Odyssey - ICTV's The 
Music Never Stopped presents 
Buttah, ABO and Bottomless 
Salad. 9 p.m. $3 over, $5 under. 
SUNDAY 
National Student Speech-
Language-Hearing Association 
CPR Certification Class - A 
CPR certification class will be 
given by an American Red Cross 
instructor. 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. in 
Friends 207. 
Protestant Services- 11 :30 a.m. 
in Muller Chapel. 
Catholic Mass - 1 p.m. and 9 
p.m. in Muller Chapel. 
SAB Films - 'What Women Want'' 
showing at 3 p.m. in Textor 102. 
Habitat for Humanity Meeting -
4 p.m. in Williams 221. 
Flute Ensemble Recital - 4 
p.m. in the Recital Hall, Whalen 
Center. 
Faculty Voice Recital - 8: 15 
p.m. in the Recital Hall, Whalen 
Center. 
SPORTS 
Baseball doubleheader vs. 
Oswego at noon. 
MONDAY 
James J. Whalen Academic 
ALEX MORRISON/fHE ITHACAN 
SENIOR CAREY LONDON takes advantage of Monday's warmer weather while sitting in front of 
Ithaca Falls Monday. The Ithaca falls are swollen because of the melting snow. 
Symposium - Presentations by 
students from all five schools of the 
College, resulting from work they 
have done in collaboration with a 
faculty sponsor. 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. in 
Emerson Suites and Clark Lounge. 
Accepted Student Phonathon -
Current Ithaca students call 
accepted students to congratulate 
them and answer any questions. 
5:30 to 9:30 p.m. in the Office of 
Admission. For more information, 
call the Admission Office at 
274-3124. 
CSN LEARN Meeting - 7 p.m. in 
Friends 204. 
Mixed Signals & Missed 
Opportunities: Catholic/Jewish 
Relations After the Holocaust -
Presented by Alan Berger, noted 
Holocaust Scholar from Florida 
Atlantic University. 7:30 p.m. in 
Emerson Suites. 
SAB FIims - 'What Women 
Want'' showing at 8 p.m. in Textor 
102. 
IC Republicans Meeting - 8 p.m. 
in North Meeting Room. 
Community Service Network 
Meeting - Discussing the 5K 
Running for a Wish to raise funds 
for "Make a Wish" Foundation. 8 
p.m. in Williams 222. 
Karel Husa Visiting Professor of 
Composition - Featuring 
Michael Daugherty, composer. 
Admission is free. 8:15 p.m. in the 
lger Lecture Hall, Whalen c·enter. 
SPORTS 
Softball doubleheader at 
Rensselaer at 3 p.m. in Troy, N.Y. 
Men's Tennis at Elmira at 4 p.m. 
TUESDAY 
TIAA-CREF Representative -
Representatives from TIAA-CREF 
are available to meet individually 
with Ithaca College faculty and 
staff. Call or e-mail the Office of 
Human Resources if you would like 
to schedule a meeting. 9 a.m. to 4 
p.m. in the Office of Human 
Resources. 
Online Registration Information 
Session - 12:05 p.m. in Textor 
102. 
Prayer Meeting - 12:1 O p.m. in 
Friends 301. 
Doctoral Education from a 
Distance~ Faculty Development 
Brown Bag Luncheon Series fea-
turing Hilary Greenberger, 
Associate Professor, Dept. of 
Physical Therapy. 12:10 p.m. in 
Klingenstein Lc;,unge. 
Washington Semester Program 
Information Session -12:10 
p.m. in Textor 103. 
YDS Teach In and Lecture -
12:10 p.m. in Textor 102. 
Protestant Community Bible 
Class - 5:30 p.m. in CNS 118. 
Intergenerational Choir&· 
Children's Choir - 7 p.m. in the 
Recital Hall, James J. Whalen 
Center. 
SWE Meeting - 7 p.m. in Friends 
207. 
"COMIX 101" - Pulitzer Prize-
winning author and illustrator Art c 
Spiegelman promises a crash 
course in "Comix 101." He will 
share his passion for and exten-
sive historical knowledge of car-
tooning in a slide-lecture where he 
scans the history of comic art and 
tries to make it clear '1hat there's 
something magical and special 
about cartoons." A 30-minute book 
signing will follow the lecture. 7:30 
p.m. in Emerson Suites. 
AMA Meeting - 8 p.m. in Friends 
208. 
SETA Meeting - 8 p.m. in Friends 
203. 
PASE Meeting - 8 p.m. in 
Friends 204. 
Chamber Orchestra Recital -
8:15 p.m. in Ford Hall. 
SPORTS 
Women's Lacrosse at Skidmore 
at4p.m. 
WEDNESDAY 
Junior Jumpstart - This seminar 
is designed to help you learn the 
the process of researching pro-
grams and applying to grad-
schools. Register by visiting 
Career Services, or call 27 4-3365. 
7 p.m. in Klingenstein Lounge. 
Student Government 
Association Candidates Meeting 
- 7 p.m. in Textor 101. 
Sign Language Club 
Performance - 7 p.m. in 
Emerson Suites. 
Asia Society Meeting - 7 p.m. in 
Friends 209. 
Circle K Meeting - 7 p.m. in 
Williams 219. 
AAF Meeting - 7 p.m. in Williams 
222. 
SOAR Meeting - 8 p.m. in 
Friends205 
Wind Ensemble Concert - 8:15 . 
p.m. in Ford Hall. 
Evensong - 1 O p.m. in Muller 
Chapel. 
SPORTS 
Men's Tennis vs:· St. John Fisher 
at 3:30 p.m. -
Men's Lacrosse at Oswego at 4 
p.m. 
Not all Ithaca College events 
are listed in the calendar. 
Send information to The Ithacan, 
269 Roy H. Park Hall by Sunday 
at 5 p.m. For more information, 
contact Calendar Manager 
Caroline Ligaya at 274-3208 or 
fax at 274-1565. 
. . . 
COMPLET·E PROGRAM :INSIDE · 
StudentsD Faculty and Staff -Stop By! It'~ Freel 
Academic Computing 
& Client Services 
Oll11r ol l11!0111ldl1011 Tri1111ulo1n · 1111,11,1 lolli·11r 
Presents 
0 :11th Arin1versa:ry 0 
Today! Thursday, March 22nd 
9am -4pm • Emerson Suites, Campus Center 
Adobe Systems, Inc. 0 All-Mode Cornrnunications O Apple Cornputer Corporation ° 
AppliedTheory Corporation° Arch Wireless, Inc. 0 Archi-Technology, LLC. 0 Audio Visual 
Sales & Service O Audio-Video Corporation° Chester Technical Services, Inc.° Cisco 
Systems, Inc.° Compaq Computer Corporation° The Computing Center° Createc Multirnedia 
° CS Business Systems, Inc. 0 DOC Publishing O Delaware Audio Visual O Dell Computer 
Corporation° Educational Technology, Inc.° Finger Lakes Technologies Group, Inc.° Francis 
Audio Visual Service, Inc. 0 Gateway Computer Corporation° Hickey's Music Center O IKON 
Office Solutions - Education ° Ithaca College Bookstore O John Wiley and Sons O Mascot 
Network, Inc. 0 Odyssey Software, LLC. 0 Oracle Corporation° Paetec Comrnunications, Inc. 
0 Presentation Concepts Corporation° Sherpa Technologies, Inc. 0 Steltor, Inc. 0 Sun 
Microsystems O T AG Solutions, LLC. 0 U nivisions Comrnunications Group O Verizon 
Communications 0 Verizon Wireless O Visual Technologies Corporation 
Vendor Showcase • College Showcase • Seminars 
2 EDUCATIONAL TECIINOLOGY DAY PROGRAM March 22, 200/ 
High Tech. High Speed. High Honors. 
G4 PowerBook 
\ 
iMac 
Power Mac 
G4Cube 
iBook 
\Xi11atever your needs, Apple offer~ po\\'e1ful de:-ikrop and ponable computer 
solutions at special p1ices for students, faculty and staff rbu can connect to 
the campus network and attach digit,tl cameras and scanner:;. And, of cour:;c, 
rnu can c1sil\' share files with PCs. 
. . 
Visit w,,w.applc.com/cducation/store or phone 800~00-2775. 
• Think different. 
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Academic Computing 
& Client Services 
011111 ol lnlorrnl10n T11hnoloQJ · llhm [ollrQr 
ithaca Cof fQg{! CotnputQt 
lab and ~nhancf!d 
Cla!!!!tootn Tout 
12:10 & 2:10 
Join us for a tour of some of our computer 
labs and enhanced classrooms on campus. 
The 50 minute tour departs from the main 
registration table in the lobby. 
AE;( The only true scalable, reliable 
and low cost Video Server 
ILibra Video Server 
· o Unlin1ited Bandwidth 
· o Fault Tolerance 
, o Linear Scalability 
! 
o Multiple Applications 
\ o No Video Content Duplication 
' 
' [ ___ _ 
<Chester 'fechnicall Services, IllilCo 
US Educational Distributor 
For Alex-Temex 
Multimedia Products 
www .ctslabs.com 
info@ctslabs.com 
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. Educational Technology Day Seminars . , 
The Seminars at a Glance 
Seminars are free and open to all. No signups are necessary,just stop by. See descriptions for details. 
9:oo -9:50 1 10:00 -10:50 1 11:00 -11:50 1 12:10 -1:00 I 1:10 -2:00 I 2:10 -3:oo I 3:10 -4:oo 
Clark lounge 
Klingenstein 
lounge 
Nonh Meeting 
Room 
South Meeting 
Room 
Depantrom 
Registration 
Table 
Product Line 
Overview 
Apple Computer 
Corporation 
Environmental 
Thematic Methods 
Block (evTMB) 
Apple Computer 
Corporation 
Storage Area 
Networks and 
Networked Attached 
Storage 
Compaq Computer 
Corporation 
Campus Web Portals 
Mascot Network 
Time Management 
Communications 
Ste/tor 
Mac OS X Mac OS X Server 
Introduction Introduction 
Apple Computer Apple Computer 
Corporation Corporation 
E-Procurement: Gridware Compute 
Essential Farm 
Oracle Corporation Sun Microsystems 
Voice-Over-Data Mobile Office I 
Networking Mobile Web 
Finger Lakes 
Technologies Group Verizon Wireless 
Low Cost Network Virtual Private 
Color Printing Networks (VPNs) 
The Computing All-Mode 
Center Communications 
Lab/E-Classroom 
Tour 
Acad. Computing & 
Client Services 
Creating Educational Animation Ou1ckTime 5 Content with Instruction on the Desktop Movies Mac 
Apple Computer Apple Computer Apple Computer 
Corporation Corporation Corporation 
Dell Enterprise Sun Product Products and Dell Wireless Overview Services Solutions 
Dell Computer Dell Computer 
Sun Microsystems Corporation Corporation 
Content Delivery 
Technologies for Wireless Data 
Deploying E-learning Communication 
Applications 
Sherpa 
Technologies Arch Wireless 
Preparing Data 
Networks for 
Integrated Voice 
All-Mode 
Communications 
Advanced Visual Lab/E-Classroom Studies Classroom Tour Tour 
Art History Acad. Computing & 
Department Client Services 
Seminar Descriptions 
as provided by rhe presemcrs 
9:00- 9:50 
Apple Product Line Ovellliew - Clark Lounge 
Apple is leading the industry with incredible new designs and the fastest 
personal computers available. On your desktop, Apple provides three 
innovative solutions: the powerful and expandable G4 cower, the silent 
and compact G4 cube, and the innovative and attractive iMac. Each of 
these systems delivers phenomenal performance in award winning 
designs. The Apple nocebooks also deliver: The iBook provides incredible 
price/performance in a durable and attractive design; The G4 Powerbook 
is the fastest notebook computer available, enclosed in Titanium, the 
exceptionally strong - and exceptionally light - metal used to manufac-
ture supersonic aircraft engines. Both products have gorgeous TFT 
screens, and built-in Firewire that lees you create Desktop Movies with 
your DV camera on the go. Come and see Apple's incredible new produces 
in person! Presented by Apple Computer Corporation. 
10:00 - 10:50 
Enwirnnmental Thematic Methods Block 1evTMBI - Clark Lounge 
An Interdisciplinal}' Teacher Preparation Program Incorporating Wireless 
Telecommunications Technology across the Curriculum Karl Klein, 
Instructional Technology Faculty at SUNY Cortland Department of Educa-
tion Tim Slekar, Assistant Professor of Education - Social Studies at 
SUNY Cortland Department of Education We have 4 faculty members 
cooperating across several disciplines (Social Studies, Math, Science, and 
Educational Technology). This energetic ream is workmg to prepare 
teachers using an "integrated" approach to lcarnmg and teaching. Besides 
using a flexible scheduling approach, this closc-krnt crew makes cxtcn!->1ve 
use of Apple Computer's Airport win~lcss lc1ptop computer tcch11olo~1y. 
Finally, there is an experiential component that takes place at Camp 
Huntington in the Adirondacks that uses the environment as a theme to tic 
everything together. This session \viii provide an overv1e\,v of the program 
as well as some of the surprising results of the program. Presented by 
Apple Computer Corporation. 
Storage Area Networks and 
Network Attached Storage - Klingenstein Lounge 
Storage Area Networks (SANs) and Network Attached Storage (NAS) 
are not just for large mstitutions. Come sec how you can save money and 
increase productivity by making storage a "utility" on your network. You 
will learn how NT, Novell, Linux, Solaris, AIX, Tru64, and Open VMS c;:m 
share storage across a network. Special accenc1on \viii be paid to the 
software mols that make this all happen. Presented by Compaq Com-
puter. 
Campus Web Portals - North Meeting Room 
Learn how Mascot's campus-specific, Web-based service helps colleges 
attract and retam students by enabling scudenls, f acuity and staff to 
communicate and participate more fully in campus life. Over 100 higher 
education institutions, representing over 700,000 students, have commit-
ted to using Mascot's Onlme Student Center. Presented by i\ibscot Net-
work, Inc. 
Time Management Communications - South Meeting Room 
With the increasing need to communicate and collaborate, more and more 
unive.rsities are choosing campus-wide time management commu111ca-
tions services. This serrnnar will give participants an overview of how a 
time management communica(lons solution lcLc; students, f acuity and 
adrnirnstrators share calf'ndar inforrnauon in rcc1l-tirnc. Carnpus-w1dc-
11c;c c1 calcndarmq appliec1t1or1 w book rncct1nc1s with collcc1gues, corrnnur11-
./ /:01/C:\J /(),\',\/. I l:Clf:\'()f.0(; I'!),\ I' l'IWGl<t\i',f "1111, h ::?::?. ::?11111 
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Seminar Descriptions. continued from page 3 
cate with administrauon or keep 1n tot1c Ii \\'1th vou1 stt1clc~11u-.. Flc•xdiil' --
manage your tasks, appolllt111er1tc; a11d 11nws f 101n OIH~ fHlV\'(~rf ul, 1cl1,diil' 
application. Will also ,Hldrr"-,'-> how sllld()11tc; c,111 uc;c• till'-, d\·11.11111( 1(~-
source to book tune~ with a p1ofc•sscir, pl,111 ,1 '->lt1d_v q1rn1p or clilTk r•x.1111 
schedules. Presented b\· Str~lto1, Inc. 
U:00 -11:50 
Mac OS X Introduction - Clark lounge 
Apple's brc1nd new, modclll Dpcrau119 System Mac OS X 1'->JUSL t\\'o d.i_,·c; 
from mtroductio11.Joi11 Apple for a dcmo11str,1uor1 of tile fl0\\'L'r a11d el-
egance of Apple's Operat1119 S_vstern uf the future'. Mac OS X builds 011 
/\pple's track record of dcli\'f~n11~1 rlc~Jclllt, e;is_\' LO use tC'cl111ulogy. TIH' 
11ew J\quc1 interface iJri11gs _vour f\lc1c to life \N1th till' color, depth, trarhlu-
ccnce and fluid motion. Be11cath the appeal111g, easy- to-use imerfoce 1s ii 
rock-solid foundation. Mac OS X 1s an i11dt1strial- stre11gtil, st,mdardc;-bac;cd 
modern operating system cng111cercd for stability, scalability and rcliabil-
v~t 
v~, 
Thanks to everyone who helped to make this day possible. 
With 37 Vendors, numerous Seminars, College Showcase 
Booths and over 1,500 people, it takes a lot of work to put 
on a show this size and we couldn't have done it without 
the help of many talented people from across the campus. 
We'd like to thank the hard working staff members of the 
following departments for all of their excellent help and 
support: 
Academic Computing & Client Services 
Campus Center 
Campus Safety 
Catering and Dining Services 
Coll ........ Relations 
'-' 
Conference and Event Services 
Physical Plant 
Technical Services 
... and of course the fantastic Student Crew who make 
everything run smoothly! 
A special thank you to Audio Video Corporation for 
providing all of the projection equipment for the seminars. 
Thanks! 
it_\·. \l;ic ( )S X (Jl\'f''-> yrH1 tlw pcrf 011ll,1JH.l' _\'flll 11eed for 11nilu111t'd1a c1pplic.1-
l1011s arH! pro\·1dC's c1 lioc;t of povvr~rful fr,1u11cs \-V1tli 1Tools, Silcrlock and 
Qt11ckT111H' TV Ln (Jl\'l~ \'(lll 111on• of wli;it _\'Oll \\'illll f llllll till' lrnc~1rn•t. 
C:,111H' ,111d ',('l' M,w ()S X 111 c1r:t1011! P1r''->C'lllf'd hy Appll' C:rnnp1ll(~1 C:rnpo 
lilll(lll. 
(-Procurement E-ssential - Klingenstein Lounge 
TIH· lmc111ct 1c; 110LJllSl a tcdu1ulo~JY but i"\11 e11llrc 11cw w,1,v of do111q 
1Juc;111csc;. E-Busincss c;olutio11s arc just as relevam to higher educatio11 
111st1lllt1or1s as to every otllc~r segment 111 m1r econnrny - maybe even rno1 c•. 
li1st1lllll01lS of higher lea111i11g, p11bl1c a11d private sector enterprises arc 
luok111g frn \\·,1yc; LO leverage the l11ternet's u11iq11e capabilities for bus1110.ss 
t1dvc1m,1qe. espr~c1ally in the area of procurcmcm. The same opponuniucs 
that have u a11c;formed how consumers buy goods and services by using 
tlir~ lmernct arc now available to yom college or university. Learn how c111 
i11r.,uu1uon can sc1ve up to 20'1.; or more on everyth1119 it buys, reduce ordc~r 
cycle tune ,md better leverage ilc; suppliers. Tl11s presentation will provide 
an overview of Oracle's Internet Procuremelll Solution. It will focus 011 the 
issues confrorn111g an institution such as the decentralized model, imcgrat-
111g vvith existing systems, end-user autonomy, local "mom-and-pop" 
cmcrpnscs, p-cards and more. Prcser1ted by Oracle Corporation. 
Voice-Over-Data Networking - North Meeting Room 
V 01ce-over-dc1ta nctworkin~J offers 1mmed1ate benefits to enterprise 
nctvvork managers looking to control operc1tions, toll charges, and other 
recurring costs. Because voice traffic requires relatively small amounts of 
data network bandwidth, it rides al a very low cost over data networks. 
Mature enabling technologies make voice over IP ready for wide-scale 
clc~ploymem in production networks. Cisco Systems pioneered key voice-
over-data technologies, standards, and solutions that lead the industry 111 
scc1lability, reliability, and fidelity. The initial reason for voice-over-dam 
networking is cost savings, wherein a WAN data network carries telc· 
phone calls (both fax and voice) between offices. But that's only the 
beginning. Voice over IP rs a vital networking foundation for next-genera-
tion, Web-enabled applications that businesses need to compete in the 
demanding Internet economy. One such emerging application is unified 
messaging, which delivers all types of incoming message (fax, e-mail, 
voice mail, and pagmg) to a single station (a PC or telephone). Another 
example rs a network-enabled call center that combines incoming Web 
and telephone services with back-office data systems so that agents can 
provide new levels of customer service. Presented by Finger Lakes 
Technologies Croup, Inc. 
Low Cost Network Color Printing 
with Xerox Solid Ink Technology - South Meeting Room 
The Phaser 850 Solid Ink Printer is the only product in it's class to offer 
photo-quality printing in such an easy to use, low cost package. Color 
output is truly brilliant and black ink is free for the life of the printer making 
the 850 the most affordable color network printer available. See why 
companies and schools alike are using this technology to replace costly ink 
jet printers. Presented by The Computing Center. 
12:10 -1:00 
Mac OS X Server Introduction - Clark Lounge 
Mac OS X Server delivers a robust suite of networking services, making it 
easier to setup, connect and manage computers and networked resources. 
Based upon a solid UNIX-like foundation, Mac OS X Server delivers 
protected memory, preemptive multitasking, symmetric multiprocessing, 
advanced memory management, fault tolerance systems and the latest in 
security standards. Mac OS X Server provides native file sharing for 
Macimosll, Windows and UNIX clients, FTP for Internet file transfers, and 
PostScnpt pnnt spoolmg services. With Mac OS X Server you can create 
your own Internet presence with Apache, the world's most popular web 
server, Quick Time Streaming Server and W cbObJects. You can provide 
personal desktop access from anywhere on the Internet with NetRom, 
,,, 
Macimo~)li· Manager and Netlnfo. This comprehensive set of services is all 
available using an easy to use interface that has made Apple servers so 
popular i11 educational cnvironmcnL,;. Corne and see how powerful net-
work services arc made easy with Mac OS X Sbrvcr. Presented by Apple 
Computer Corporation. 
Continued on page 5 
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Gridware Compute farm - Klingenstein Lounge 
St111'c, Cnd E11g11w c;ofl\\'i!rc i1CJCJIC\Ji1les il\'ail,ililc c:rn11pt1lt' rC!'-,Olllt cs .irHi 
delivers cor11pt1le pOW('r ii'-, d llt'l\\'OJk c,cr\'ICl~. l11 il l\'plC',ii Ill'lWOik llldl 
docs not have d1stnbutcd r l~sot 1ru· 111a11dqer11c'r 1l sof l \\' ,ire!, wo, k c,J;1t1or 1c, 
arc used less tlir111 20 pc~rcem of tile llllle. E\·c·r1 wcl1111c;il servers arc 
qene,ally less than ft1lly titdi;,ed. Tl11s llle,rns that tlll'n~ 1s ;i large ,11110u11t of 
c_vclec; th,1t u111 lw used prodt1Cll\'el_v 1f only t1s,!1s k11mv where tllP\' ilrC', 
can captllre the111 arid pul tlic111 lCJ work. St111 (;JI(! E11q11w softvvilre fi11ds ii 
pool of ,die resolll ces am! liar 11essc~s it pr oducuvcl_\', c,o ,111 orq,m1zc1urn1 
gets as 1nuc.li as fivc~ t11nes tile~ usable power mil uf s_vstc111s rn1 tilt~ 11ct-
vvork. That can 111ucac;c~ 1nil1/.c1l1011 l0 nearly 100'.'.,. Prc<-,c•r1u.~d by Su11 
Microsystems, Irie. 
Mobile Office / Mobile Web - North Meeting Room 
Access your office while or1 tile ru11. Learn about cclltdar-bc1sed d1g1tal 
data services and the new Kyocera 6035 cJevice that combines a Palm 
PDA with a cell phone! Prescrncd by Verizo11 Wireless. 
Virtual Private Networks IVPNsl - South Meeting Room 
We'll explore the current trends in technology that ,HT! changi11g tlH' way 
remote staff, customers a11d vendors ca11 sccun,ly co1111cct to a corp or ate 
network over the public Internet.We'll review the bus1m!ss case for 
11nplerncming Virtual Private Networks ,mcl d,g beneath the acronyms to 
expose how this technology actually works. Presented by All-Mode 
Con1munications. 
Ithaca College Computer Lab 
and (-Classroom Tour - Meet at main registration table 
Join us for a tour of several of Ithaca College's department and general 
access computer labs as well as a f cw state-of-the-an c-classrooms. 
Learn how we support and maintain our facilities. Tour will dcpan from 
the registration desk in the North Foyer. Presented by Academic Compul-
mg & Client Services, Ithaca College. 
1:10 - 2:00 
Computer Arts and Animation 
Instruction on the Mac - Clark Lounge 
Sven Anderson, Apple Distinguished Educator and Director of the Com-
puter Art Program at SUNY Oneonta College will present the methods 
used in the Computer Art Program. Graduates of this program arc highly 
sought after in creative media and entertainment industries. The Computer 
Art courses cover a wide range of the digital realm, and they comim1ally 
evolve lO mcorporate the lcitest technological innovations as they pertain 
to Art. The classes offered provide a thorough understanding of how the 
computer can be used as an art tool, and they cover such topics as Raster 
c:ind Vector Imaging, 30 Modeling & Animation, Digital Video, Web and 
Graphic Design. Learn why this program is so successful and \-vhy they 
ms1st on Apple PowcrMa.c. Presented by Apple Computer Corporation. 
Sun Product Overview - Klingenstein Lounge 
Join us for an overview of Sun Microsystems products. Presented by Sun 
Microsystems, Inc. 
Studios 
35 mm slide/transparency scanning o Software instruction o Presentations 0 
Web page design o Digital image albums o Photo repair/restoration ° 
Image greeting/postcards o Digital video o Notebook computer/projector rentals 
Digital Solutions at 
Affordable Rates 
P.O. Box 4744, Ithaca, NY 14852 
Phone: (607) 275-7713 • Fax: (607) 257-4665 
e-mail: createc@hotmail.com 
Visit us on the World Wide Web: 
www. createconl ine. com 
Content Deliver}' Technologies 
for Deploying (-learning Applications - North Meeting Room 
C1su i, tile.• It !cldc •r Ir 1 r 1c•1 \\'lJT k 111q f rn ti 1<! Ir 1u~r r H)l, will pr c•c,pr1l CllfH'rll c,I 11p-
p111q sol11t1011c, for cr1,1hllf1CJ Prlt1G1uor1,il 111c.,uu1tror1c, the abil1t_v to deploy E-
lc~;11 runq applicawms. C1c,c u 111u•yrauo11 of cor1tc11l clc)!1vcry tcclu1olocJ1l)S 
;111d 1t\ lcad111q 111frac,truc.ll1r (! c u111porw11ts (~11,ilile tliP llllild1nq of rwtv1.·orks 
t lic1l Cl Pille' Crl\'lrcJl lll lC.'l ll '-, of ('Ill ldllCCd lc'ill lllr l(J tlJrouq] I t CC.hr1olncJV. 
Edt1c,1uor1111c,utut101h LH.c' 1n1111c1rn1c, cJ1;illPr1lJl''-, 111 rlqilo_vin(J tc~cl111nlcHJY· 
Till) solullnrh pn_•c;c'.11wd ir1 tl11c, c,c'1r1111r1r will f ()( tic, or1 tile~ c;1c,c) arid c,1111pi1c:-
1t_\' ur dcplo_VlllC'lll. Tl1c! C:1c.,c.o fll(''--,Clltilli(Jll w11l lou1c, or1 wayc; lCl lllll[l(~d,-
illCly 1L)U.HJ111zc.~ illld ur1dPrstaml till) 1r11pc1Cl of c11c11Jli11q E-l<),H111r1q tcr.lrnolfl-
(JICS a11d the c;i111pl1uty of thl'1r dcplovrncm. Topics 1r1cludc: I) WA':,:. 
C:acl1111q - llllprnv111q PPrforrr1,111c:c o\·cr VJ AN a!ld lr1terrH)l C1rcu1tc,; 2) 
C:or1tcm D1stnbuuor1 & l'vb11agc1rn~lll - lkpluy111y l-11(Jl1 Biu1dw1dtli Cnr1ll'11t 
w muluple lc1cil1ucs 1ntl~ll1\wrnly; ~) f3roadc;:ic;t (Jt1,il1ty TV o\'cr the WAN 
& LAN; 4) Loc1d-bala11rn1q Firc~\valls & P,oxv Scr\'crs; 5) Proxy Rcplacc-
11H~m lmcrrict C:onwrn Filter. P1c~se11tcd by Sherpa Tcclmoloq1ec;, l11c. 
Preparing Data Networks for 
Integrated Voice - South Meeting Room 
Today's business netvvorks arc 111igrau11g from sPpc1r c1tc parallel voice ,md 
data r1ctworks to more cost-cffcct1vc, cor1vcrcwd nctworkc;. We will 
cl,c;cuss 3spcctc., of liardwc1rc a11d soft\\'i:lrC' as they rclaw to buildi11g 
"Telephony Grade Data Netvmr ks" - rrn~ar1i11q that they \-\'Ork 99.9~3999",. 
of the tirnc. We'll also look at the quality of service control" nccr!ssary to 
succcssf ully 1rnplcrncm unified data and voice r1c't\vorks. Presented by 
All-Mode Comm1u11catior1s. 
The Advanced Visual Studies Classroom: Using I echnology 
to Reinvent the Humanities - Meet at main registration table 
Parucipams will be given a tour of the 11ew \N. M. Keck Foundation 
fu11dcd Advanced Visur1I Swdics Classroom, which is equipped with high-
end Macintosh computers, cinemc1scopc screens, digital a11cl slide projec-
uo11 facilities, and documcrn-dic;play hardwc1rc. Prirnanly 11scd by Ithaca 
College's An History Department, the facility gives faculty .:md students il 
new freedom to access a11d interact with a va, iet_v of imaqc-based lcarrrn1g 
materials. Some of the ways in which the facility 1s curremly bemg used 
,.viii be demonstrated, and there will be discussion of how such a f acil1ty 
encourages a reinvention of teaclllll(J in the liurnar1it1cs. Tour will depart 
from the registration desk u1 the North Foyer. Pr cc,emcd by the Depart-
ment of Art History, Ithaca Colleqc. 
2:10 - 3:00 
Quicklime 5: Next Generation 
Multimedia on your Desktop - Clark lounge 
Apple's QuickTirnc is an industry standard for r11ulti111cd1c1 cJcl1very or1 the 
Internet, CD-ROM and DVD-ROM. Qu,ckTimc 5 is the latest rcvolut1or1 rn 
Apple's powerful multimedia arch,tccwre for Mac,mosh and Windows 
computers. With QuickTime 5 Apple 1s bn11ging powerful full screen v1dco 
to the Internet, full 360-clegrce virtual reality cnvironrne11ts, custom user 
interfaces called Media Sk111s, Skip Protection for Strcami11g Medi3 or1 the 
Continued on page 6 
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607-257-3524 
Thornwood Corporate Center 
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email susan@compcenter com 
www compcenter com 
Your Academic Advantage: Computers and Education 
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Internet, c1nd c1 whole lot more. Corne ,md sec the lc1tcst Ill QuickT1nw 
Technology in this multimedia extrava\}J!lzc1! Presented by Apple Com-
puter Corpormion. 
Dell Enterprise Products /lnd Services - Klingenstein Lounge 
From ultra-slim appliance servers to data center servers and storage 
solutions, Dell provides a complete, end-to-encl infrastructure cornputmg 
offering including internet optimized products and services. Dell technol-
ogy enables customers to build and scale their computmg mfrastructurc 
\V1th lllclximum flexibility. Prcscmccl by Dell Computer Car poratror1. 
Wireless Data Communications - North Meeting Room 
Jorn us for an overview of wireless communicatron devices and tecl111olo-
gics including wireless email clcvrces - Motorola T900, 2000, 2000x, 
P935 Handspring Visor Deluxe, RIM Blackberry 957; PIM a!ld PDA 
functionality, desktop synchrornzc1tron; peer to peer messaging; mobile 
email management; data file transfer and information beam111g through IR 
ports; specialized software applications a!ld telemetry. Presented by Arch 
Wireless, Inc. 
Ithaca College Computer Lab 
and (-Classroom Tour - Meet at main registration table 
Join us for a tour of several of Ithaca College's department c1nd general 
access computer labs as well as a few state-of-the-an c-clc1ssrooms. 
Learn how we support and maintain our f acilitics. Tour will depart from 
the registration desk in the North Foyer. Presented by Academic Comput-
ing & Client Services, Ithaca College. 
3:10- 4:00 
Creating Educational Content 
with Desktop Movies - Clark Lounge 
Desktop Movies arc a powerful way to capture students enthusiasm for 
lcarnmg, enc~g1ze teaching, and expand the education community. With 
1Movic sofrwarc and a digital camcorder, making Desktop Movies 1s 
amazingly Sllnple to do. Apple will demonstrate the ease of using Desktop 
The #1 
Choice 
of Higher 
Education 
www.dell.com/h1ed/enews/ 
movies to l~11li,mcc and record lccrurcs, create ~tudern proJCCts to em1cl1 
lcan11r1\J. c11HI dc111on<-itratc best practices. Once you've made your Desk-
top Movie, _vou ecu1 publish 1t on the Internet with Apple's 1Tools or using 
your own QuickTime Streaming Server. If you prefer you can press make 
your own DVD with iDVD. Apple rnc1kes 1t easy for educators to incorpo.-
rate video into their teaching and learning practices. Corne and sec how! 
Presented by Apple Computer Corpormion. 
llJell Wireless Solutions: Enable 
/l World Of .. Anywhere" Computing - Klingenstein Lounge 
Dell's Wirclec;c; LAN off cnng is called TrucMobdc. 111 addition to provicl-
lllQ wireless solt1uons globall:-,', Dell's wireless sol11t1011s provide: cc1se of 
use, ot1tstanding quality and reliability, industry leading support, low cost 
of ovvnersh1p, single po1m of accournabdit_y. Prescmcd by Dell Computer 
Corporation. 
Jhanhs! 
Projection for the seminar rooms was provided 
by: Audio Video Corporation 
Special thanks to Apple Computer 
for their contribution toward 
the iMac Computer for our raffle. 
Our Sa : The Delany Sisters' First l 00 Years 
.-.. By Emily Monn 
You've read about it; they were there. African American sisters whose lives span the 20th 
century shore their extraordinary experience with us. 
ile&~£g~ th£Jm~~i4~P..! ~~~~.~~~,o!,d ~~e~,Tcoot 
The award-winning musical spectacular by the creators of {o/.J'ond lne lion Kin;. Bring the 
whole family to this joyful celebration! 
Le Codes 
A new ploy by Cherylene lee 
Espionage. Revenge. love. loyalty. Pride. Betrayal. How much do you love your country? Your 
family? What happens when the boundaries ore crossed? Inspired by the Wen Ho lee spy case. 
Dinner With Friends 
July 25 - August 4 By Donald Margulies 
Wise and funny, surprising and sod, this Pulitzer Prize-winning drama looks at marriage and 
friendship, fidelity and divorce. 
A Midsummer Ni ht' s Dream 
By William Shakespeare 
ulhe course of true lover never did run smooth." A new twist on the Bord's classic comedy. 
WIN HANGAR GIFTliX 
at ED TECH DAY 200 I for any show this season 
Or call for ticket information 273-8588 
ASK ABOUT OUR SPECIAL GROUP RATES 
visit our web site www.hangartheatre.org 
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.. Vou•ve got a friend in th8 business" 
--
Profile XL All-in-1 Product 
Come and see Gateway's latest products! 
SALES 
CORPORATE OFFICE 
Intel PIii 933mhz processor 
128MB Ram 
20GB Hard Drive 
DVD-ROM or CD-RW 
Internal speaker and sound card 
15" LCD display 
Keyboard and mouse 
Integrated Network Card and Modem 
3 Year Onsite Services 
INSTALLATIONS 
C 
7243 State Fair Blvd • • 
Syracuse, NY 13209 Presentation Concepts Corporation 
Telephone: 1-315-635-6226 
Toll Free: 1-888-262-7596 
Fax: 1-315-635-7222 VISIT OUR WEB-SITE 
RENTALS 
ALBANY OFFICE 
6 Whispering Pines 
Gansevoort, NY 12831 
Telephone: 1-518-583-0997 
Fax: 1-518-583-0862 
WWW.PRESENTATIONCONCEPTS.COM 
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,Mac Giveaway 
Mark your calendars! 
ld Tech Day 20D2 
Thursday, March 21, 2002 
Visit the College Showcase 
between 9am and 4pm on 
Educational Technology Day and 
register to win an iMac Computero 
Free! 
"Drawing open to Ed Tech Day 2001 attendees Must submit entry at 1Mac drawing booth m the College Showcase 
Area between 9am and 4pm on Ed Tech Day (March 22. 2001 ). L1m1t one entry per person (mull1ple subm1ss1ons 
will d1squahly you from the drawing) No purchase required to enter. Ithaca College OIT employees (including 
student employees and 1mmed1ate family members) and Ed Tech Day Vendors are not eligible All prizes will be 
awarded Taxes or other expenses are the respons1b1hty of the Winner. Drawing will be held by 5pm, Monday, March 
26 Wmnerw1II be not1f1ed by phone Winner 1s responsible for picking up the computer at the Academic tomputmg 
& Ghent Services office the week of March 26th. Winner agrees to have their name and photograph pl~ced on the 
Ed Tech Day Web site announcing them as the winner. 
